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: | Jantially 9 Copdggn 
| | an BRINE ae Sy | : FEDERAL GOVE | | [83 ot 

| : 
| Honorable Birch Bayh . | oe, 
| Chairman, ate Select Committee on Intelligence 40/14 /its 

¥. 
ee none, ~~ es: 

| United States Senate 
‘ aeRO D.C, 20510 

| Dear Mr, Chairman: 

In xésponse to your letter dated December i, 1978, 
[t am enclosing the original and one copy of a letterhead - 
‘memorandum as well as one copy each of the enclosures 
described therein, This is in reply to your request for 

| information concerning the Investigation conducted by the 
' FBI into the "John Paisley" matter, 

! I believe you will find this material siiineanatla 
| to your request. 

Sincerely yours, 

Wien i Webster. 
“William H, Webstedd 

Director 
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1 - Assistant Attorney Genera, 
Office of Legislative Affairs 
(Anc.) (detached) 
1 - Mr. Adams 
1 - Mr. Cregar 
1 - Mr. Moore 
L - Mr. Mintz 
January 9, 1979 
“1 - Mr. Kent 
1 - Mr. Heller 

2 . SHALE SELECT COMMETIDE ON INTELLIGENCE .~- 
- Mr. Coulsor 

This is in response to your letter of | = 
December 1, 1978, addressed to the Honorable William H. 7 
Webster, your reference 96401. (0) : 

Vaclosed for your information is one copy each 
o£ the following: 

Copy of Civil Pinserprint Card forwarded by 
Pheenix Union Hish School reecived by the FBE on 
July 10, 1940; (UD 

Copy of finserprints of an unknown deceased 
individual forwarded by the karyland State Police whose ! 
prints were later identified as those of John Arthur 
Paisley; CD 

Copy of the FRI Identificetion Division's final 
report dated October 10,1978, concerning the Bureau's 
veeent identification of the Paisley fingerprints and 
which was prepared for the Chief Medical Exaniner, 
Baltimore, Haryland. (A copy of this renort was made 
available to the Maryland State Police.) (U) 

A Xerox copy of tyvo index cards showing recoipt | 
oz Paisley's £inrerprints from the Central Intelligence : 
Arency and Phoenix, Arizona. (U) 

All relevant materials relating to FBI policies 
which were followed in purging from FBI files of the John 
Paisley prints submitted to the FBI by the Central 
Intelligence Agency. (0) pRCLASSISUED By SE 

: 7, Hatt 
CONPIBEREEAL - 

Classiriéd-—and Extended FONG 
Reason for Exten PCIM, TL, 1-2.4.2 2 and 3 

ne for, De sification January 9, 1999 
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the FBI did not open a kidnapping case on the 
John Paisley matter, although the FBI considered his 

| disappearance as a possible violation of the Federal 
Kidnapping Statute, Title 18, U.S. Code, Seetion 1201(b). 
Information was received on a pessible violaticn on 
September 29, 1978, from Valter Taylor, National Editor 

| of "The Washington Star," who advised that shortly after 
&:00 a.m. Assistant Editor Kenneth Eichenberry (phonetic) 
received a telephone call from an individual whe identified 
himself as Ghawzi Ullah, stating that they had Lidanapped a 
Central Intelligence Agency (GIA) employee ramed John 
Taysle (phonetic). At-approximately 10:00 a.m., Mr. Taylor 

' received a second telephone call frem Ghawzi Ullah stating { 
that John Paisley, a CIA agent, had been seized by one of 
their commandos in the Chesapeake Bay area. We stated that 
Paisley was valuable to them for identification of “Zionist 

! Agents” in other countries. Ghawzi Ullah made the following 
! dewands for the "tuslim Council of War of lew York": (U) 

| 1. the release of all Muslim prisoners; 
| 2, §$1,000,000.00 and; ; 

| 3. that Henry Kissinger be turned over to them. (U) 

He stated that the specifie time and date would 
be called in later anc that he wanted this action to be 
published and widely circulated. He further stated that 
this was no joke; that it was not a game; and that it 
affected the fate of "Islam."' (U) 

It should be noted that "The Washington Post"’ 
on Friday, September 29, 1978, Page 1, contained an 
article corcerning Paisley and his disappearance and that 
he a — off his sloop somewhere in the Chesapeake 
pay. CU : 

Paisley's bedy was lecated in the Chesapeake Bay 
om October 1, 1978. In view of the evidence not supporting 
an actual kidnapping nor the crossing of a state line, the 

_ FBI conducted no further investigation into this viclation 
of the Federal Zidnapping Statute. (UV) 
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5 
‘In response to your request concerning the 

information furnished the FBI by the Certral Intelligence 
Agency and the U.S. Coast Guard, the following is’ 
responsive : 

id 

ee ae ‘ 

CIA letter to FRBIFQ dated Septeniber 28, 1978, 
disclosed thit Lieutenant Cook, Portsmouth, Virginia, 
United States Coast Guard (USCG) Station, advised that on 
the evening of September 24, 1973, when John Paisley did 
not return to Port, information was made available to hin 
which disclosed a Soviet vessel was proceeding up the 
Chesapeake Bay. (2) @) 

Inquiries with Naval Investifpative Service 
Headquarters CNISHQ) and USCG Headquarters further disclosed 
that a Soviet vessel was not in the vicinity of John Paisley! 
boat. Information did disclose that two Polish vessels, 
the "General Stanislaw Poplawski”" and "Francis Zubrzychi" 
were in the Bay area, and in all likelihood USCG initial 
information was referring to the "Francis Zubrzycki.” (Gu) 

Additionally, USCG information also indicated that 
there was an unusual amount of communications traffic fron 
the Soviet summer residence on the Fastern Shore of the 
Chesapeake Bay, i.e., Ploneer Point. $B (u 

On October 3, 19738, USCG Headquarters furnished 
information that communications traffic from the Soviet 
establishment located at Pioneer Point is not tarreted by 
USCG and that USCG only monitors shipping anc boating 
frequencies aa required by existing regulations. (29 (4) 
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:. ; YES : 

PALM PRINTS TAKEN? [ | { i 
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YES 

; PHOTO AVAILABLE? 
™“~ : } 

. iF AVAILABLE, PASTE PHOTO OVER INSTRUCTIQNS | 

eke 9 IN DOTTED AREA, <———~—— | mt, i aan amen cement == (DO NOT USE STAPLES) ! 
PON SINCE PHOTOGRAPH MAY BECOME DETACHED INDICATE NAME, { 

. ie * ' CATE TAKEN, FS) NUMBER, CONTRIGUTOR AND ARREST NUMDER I 

a : OW REVERSE SIDE, WHETHER ATTACHED 10 FINGERPRINT CARO OR ! 
agi | a SUSMITTED LATER. ' 

ae | IF ARREST FINGERPRINTS SEMT FBI PREVIOUSLY AND FB! NO. UNKNOWN, 
t . ae FURNISH ARREST NO. DATE ‘ 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

GHLESS OTHERWISE PROVIDED BY REGULATION IN YOUR STATE, FINGERPRINTS 

ARE TO BE SUSMISTED DIREGTLY TO FB! IDENTIFICATION OfVISION. FORWARD IM- 

MEOIATELY FOR MOST EFFECTIVE SERVICE, 

— * 

J, PEIGERPRINTS SHOULO BE SUBMITTED BY ARRESTING AGENCY OHLY (MULTIPLE 

PRINTS ON SAME CHARGE SHOULD NOT LE SUBMITTED BY OTHER AGENCIES SUCH AS 
JAILS, RECRIVING AGENCIES, ETC.) REQUEST COPIES OF FBI IDENTIFICATION REC. 

ORD FOR ALL OTHER INTERESTED AGENCIES IN BLOCK BELOW, GIVE COMPLETE 

MMLING ADDRESS, INCLUDING ZIP CODE, . 

z — . TYPE OR PRAT ALL INFORMATION, 
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ee oe ae cs FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 3 

seta os : Washington, D. C. 20537 CORY 
| X 

REPORT 
of the 

LATENT FINGERPRINT SECTIO 
IDENTIFICATION DIVISION 

YOUR FILE NO. | October 10, 1978 
FBI FILE NO. - 2-55 | } 
LATENT CASENO. B-66399 

TO: Dr. Russell S. Fisher 
- Chief Medical Examiner 

Department of Post Mortem Examiners 
111 Penn Street . 
Baltimore, Maryland 21201 

UNKNOWN DECEASED; 
ar, TENTATIVELY IDENTIFIED AS 

JOHN ARTHUR PAISLEY 
BODY FOUND FLOATING IN 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND 
ON OCTOBER 1, 1978 

Letter October 2, 1978, and specimens delivered to 
REFERENCE: Latent Fingerprint Section October 2, 1978 
EXAMINATION REQUESTED BY: Addressee 
SPECIMENS: Two hands 

This report supplements and confirms the information 
i furnished telephonically on October 6, 1978. 

Fingerprints suitable for identification purposes 
.were obtained from the fingers of the submitted hands 
and searched through our main fingerprint files. 

_ The fingerprints obtained from the fingers were 
identified as fingerprints of Jack Arthur Paisley, born 
August 25, 1923, in Tulsa, Oklahoma. The nearest 
relative listed on the fingerprint card of Paisley is 
Mrs. Clara Paisley, 1910 East Harvard Street, Phoenix, 
Arizona. 

(Continued on next page) 

41 - WFO (199-287) (P) 
1 - Baltimore (199-29) 

CO 

THIS REPORT IS FURNISHED FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 

FBI/DOLS 
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‘Dr. Russell S. Fisher- ‘< October 10, 1978 

Should you desire the assistance of one of 
the FBI's fingerprint experts in the trial of this 
ease, we should be notified in ample time to permit 
the. necessary arrangements. This report should be 
used, however, if legal considerations permit, in 
lieu of the appearance of our expert in any pretrial 
action such as a preliminary hearing or grand jury 
presentation. Our representative cannot be made 
available to testify if any other fingerprint expert 
is to present testimony on the same point, that is, 
that the impressions in question are identical. 

-As requested, the specimens are being held 
in the Latent Fingerprint Section until called for 
by a member of the Maryland State Police. 

1 - Corporal John Murphy 
Maryland State Police 
Prince Frederick, Maryland 20678 

Page 2 
LC #B-66399 

COPY 
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Purpose of this memorandum is to revise policy for the consolidation and | 
’ purging of the civil tingerprint file. 

BACSS GROUND: The civil fingerpzint file j is housed on the third floor of the identis 
Se 

.. ficatjon Building and consists cf more than 136, 000 fingerprint cards occupying 
apprpsimately 47 a 7,000 square feet of floor space. e file is broken Cown into 9d 

OG tion ($, 000, 000). As personnel have been available in the past we have, of a limiced 

‘i - g 7 : ' : . wv prackl met ee 

ro., MRAM ORR » “3 = pate: 12-15-70 . folly 

A a i ee 

fltC i occulta G 
: : Pavel: cen 

. Mads OPS soo ee 

: ear a “e 2. = sen ¥ 7 ‘ . Suyaie eet yo einen 

FROM oo: ia M.. Walters ie , : ; ; : , Tele. Room 
: - . oe 7 Holnes 

: . ) pane oe 

e = ‘ % 

SU JECT: CONSO oa DAT cea oe PURGE : i: oe ° 
ae PINGERY T ELas ; ; , es : 

eee a5 TION SRvSiOn se = # | = “| 

4 

- principa 1 sections, Military (43,000,000), Civil econ (19,000,000), Alien (14, 060, ¢ 
National Defense and Miscellaneous ‘Avplicants (54, 000, 000), and ¥ Personal iaent tif Ca- 

basis, consolidated and purged the file. For example, we have been ss eae CAG 
destroying prints in the National Army Section of the Military file (World Vilar Cne 
prints not filed by classification), which contains 4,250,000 prints. This project is 
about 66% complete. Further, the Prisoner of War file, which contained approximaile 
328,730 prints, was recently destroyed with Archival ae We have also been 
purging the National Defense section of the’file of persons 75 years of age and older. 
‘This purge was conducted with approval of the Director and approximate y 5, 413, S90 
of these prints have been tabbed for destruction. As a regular procedure we have LOT: 
microfilmed and cestroyed deceased prints (both civil and criminal) aiter 10 years 
from date oi death. 

PROPCSALS: oe Bureau's budge request for fiscal yea y 1972 contains 274 em- 
ployees | earmarked for consolidation of the civil file and, if this request-is approved, 
we intend to pro aaa with the following policy tor implementa tion of this project: 

# 

1. The National Defense portion of the file cohtains the fingerprints of 
individuals taken in connection with civilian national defense work during World War 
Two and compri ses almost one-third of our entire civil file (45 mil lion), in 1957 the 
Bureau, in order to retard the g-owth of the civil file, established a bbe of not re~ 
taining new prints submitted in this category, i.e., non-Federal applicants, Thus, 
no additional prints have ceen added to tne file since 1857. We prosose to destroy thi. 
file as well as the inaex cards applicable to it. The prints were submitted initially 
to determine whether or not the coe cals had arrest records in order that con 
might be considered sor cmployn.ec 1. connection with the national defense durin 
Wore War Two. Tnais purpose nas bec served. The only possible 

: ~ Mo. Mohr i+ Mr. Sillivan’ 1 ~ each Assistant Director 

3 

N eS Pav hs > T = ne / CONTINUED - O22 
. vee : 

neta man earnnn fs ere nn vette nent arte casbeeneees = SMA IAT IPT EI OPO OTIS, OG CA 
~ , 

“# 
ie - 

~ 4 
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qaidation and Purge 

.  Meivd Pi: ngex print File 
Identification Division 

; 

additional purpose eu Would bo served by retaining these prints would be to 
esiablish ide nlivy in unknown deceased, amnesia-victim or missing person cases. 
Experience has sown that activity in this file is practically nonexistent, Authorit 

‘to proceed wilh this proposal rests with the Bureau. 

2. We propose to destroy i baceesciel cards of all individuals in the 
remaining sections of the civil file who are 75 years of age and older. Activity in 
this section of the civil file is practically nil. In order to proceed with this propos 
we would need the concurrence of the agencies involved, such.as Immigration and 
Naturalization Service (INS) for alien prints, Civil Service Commission (CSC) for 
Civil Sexvice prints, and branches of the military for military prints. We would 
also need Archival approval. 

3.. We propose ‘that the remaining deiieminints in the civil file be consol 
idated and in those instances where more than one fingerprint card is found-on the 
same individual that only one card be retained and the remaining cards destroyed. 
A record of the prints destroyed would be retained in our Card index Section for 
future reference. The consolidated index card would show daies taken and sources 
of duplicate prints destroyed. if this procedure is adopted, we will have on file at 
least one fingerprint card for each individual represented in our civil file. In orde 
to proceed with this proposal we will need concurrence from the agencies involved, 
including INS, CSC, and the branches of the military as well as Archival appr val, 

- 

If these proposals are adopted and eee onnel provided to carry them sh 
upon completion of the consolidation and ourging project we would destroy at leas 
67, 000, 000 civil fingerprint cards which would ‘result ini the savings of more tan 
23,5900 square fcet of floor space or approximately 50% of the civil file and space 
it now occwies. We estimate completion of the pr oject in 10 years, or an average 
saving of 2350 square feet of floor space piv year. in eddition to the savings in filo 
space, benefits would be realized from savings in searching and locate time. The 
274 employees requested in the fiscal year 1972 budget earmarked for the civil file 
consolidation project do not involve the criminal file. However, we are also con- 
sidering proposed policy for limited purging of the criminal file and a separate 
nemorandum will be supmitted forward on unis: 

RECOMMENDATION: That our proposed pr seadiates for consolida ation and purging 
3 oi the Civil files be 2oproved and we be eee to an to contact the other 

agencies to obtain their concurrence, . 
"« ¢ ? . Z + . 

* é oe é ; ? te 
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Dear Mr. Hoover: 

‘We concur in the two proposals concerning your civil : eee 
‘fingerprint file described in your letter of January 21, “ ° - 4% 
1971. ° 

We see nothing in your proposals that would impair the ef- % 
-fectiveness of the Government's investigative programs and a. 
‘have no objections to your implementing them. : 

oe Sincerely yours, 

QY + 

\E ke 4 \ |. —~< LAPS 

Robert E. Hampton : eye = + 

Chairman — 
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, - January 418, 1971 

. Honorable Robert H. Hampten : : 

Chairman 
Civil Service Commission 7 sg 
Washington, D. ©. 20415 = 3 : 

Dear fir. Hampton: 

We are conside ing the follwing we propesais Gasioned 
to enhance the searching efi aa icy of the civil finverprint file now con- 

gaining more than 187, G50, 0288 - nverprint cards and to raake availapic 
badly neede Space | sor sxcansion purposes. RK shcould be noted tha 
‘inzerprints ed by your agency that are identified with arrost itt 

ilas are not involved in these preposals. 

S 

sa 

Toss ‘* 4 ‘ oo . = ™ 5 ~ . ala s + % — 

) Urge Bo destroy the fingerprints of indiviacuais 76 

(2) In instances where this file contains more then cra 
. 

rour comments and concurrence v with above propo sols 

Sincerely yours, 

NOTE: This correspondence is the result of Director's approval of 
Executives Conference memo 1-138-71.captioned: CONSCLIDATION AND 

PURGE CIVIL FINGERPRINT FILE, IDENTIFICATION DIVISION. NEM:hs 
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“,  Honerable Melvin R. Laird 

= wht -8 

NOTE: This correspondence is the result of Director's approval of 
Executives Conference memo 1-13-71 captioned: CONSCLIDATION AND 
PURGE CIVIL FINGERPRINT FILE, IDENTIFICATION DIVISION. NEM:hs 
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J25 140, : as. oS V=-1L06° — = 3 i~c 
irra TO DIS DISPOSE OF RECORIS iF i 

NAS o6 
GATE APPROVED se L7i- i 6S 

| ae 

13 

, 2 Meee Instructions on Reverse) - 

Jor GENEREL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION 
NATIONAL ARCHIVES AND RECORDS SERVICE, WASHINGTON 25, D.c, 

1. FROM (AGENCY OR OR ESTABLISHNENT) 

_  Denartnent of Justice 
2. MAJOR SUBDIVISION 

_._ Federal Bureau of ecaciibia 
3, MINOR SUBDIVISION Tp 

= 

NOTIFICATION TO AGENCY 

IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PROVISIONS OF PUSL ic 
LAW 91-287 DISPOSAL OF ITEMS MARKED "DISPCSAL | 
APPROVED" IS AUTHORIZED. - 

’ ost 

Files and Conmunications Division 
4. RAME OF PERSON WITH WHOM TO CONFER 5. TEL. EXT. 

J. W. Marshall Zonk 

6. CERTIFICATE OF AGENCY REPRESENTATIVE: = 3 oe at eas Ae 
Thereby certify that I am authorized to act for the head of this agency in matters Scataininy to the dleposs! of records, and that the recerds described i in this Hist o¢ 

schedule of _2— pages are proposed for disposal for the reason indicated: (*K’ onlyone) © pert, tied aL ped gee 

A =©6p The scecordsa have B Therecords will cease to have sufficient value : GP aR gs 
ceased to have su . (| to warrant fucther retention on the expiration ‘ ; 

: cient value to warrant of the period of time indicated or on the occure He sul fereg pis visigg sas act Fe a : Soe” Ne” 
a i further retention, . ak. thee sence of the event specified, ’ secely 4° fi J} j FS ag ES . an , «Se ae 

. =e - . 
e '* . . e a4 * - Pts « “s 

ve »* setiste to <es 4 » a « 1 hae : 

are tM Whialrall Branch Chief { 
bats (Signature ef Asency Represtatative) 

Rt : B, DESCRIPTION OF ITEM - 10. 
| ATER NO. (WITH INCLUSIVE DATES OR RETENTION PERIODS) SAMPLEOR | ACTION TAKEN 
| * 

- wi], /Pingerprint cards and corresponding | index. cards: Fae ea 
‘singe: (for individuals taken in connection with. | Re Soe aa 

wee. civilian national defense work during World War | .-. | ° ; 

“OD VtIL. These non-Federal fingerprint cards were 9) "°C 
se initially submitted to determine whether or not. jes... ) 

ie: - \|the individuals had arrest records, These - "| fern | : 
~~" “If€ingerprint cards no longer serve a.useful §. 7.0 |.- oy: | bsrosm . t 

uot. +| PULPOSEe. ee _ wine bd get fects. | APPROVED 

<'.-9) |Pingerprint cards and corresponding index cards-| vt - ef e 

~ for all individuals 75 years of age and older St 
. |which were submitted by the Immigration and SS ye: ear Ee. 

Neturalization Service, the Civil service 

Commission and-thé Department of Defense. These 
fingerprint cards were submitred to determine 

whether the individuals had prior arrest records se arn 

and the continued retention of them no longer a), See 

serves a useful purpose. 

a 

a 

eo eee 

ALL fingerprint cards of the type described in 

item 2, above, in excess of one on individuals 

under 75 years of age.: Those fingerprint cards 

in excess of one represent a duplicate set of 

ingerprints. As the contributor’ of each of the 

ee: fineerprint cards will be recorded on 

~ index card, the duvlicate fingerprint cards 

7 

wide 

no leonser serve a useful oUurpOSsea, 
—: 

ees AE SRR Oc OA AP YT SSPE RC SE SE PSS (FU 

= -~ a eo = « = * a e v . 

Four cepics, inciudciutg originct, to bu sombenitéed to tha Neticnal Jischives and Records Service 16—80499-3 Gre 

a ‘ a 2 
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_ REQUEST FOR AUTHORITY TO DISPOSE OF RECORDS—Continuation Sheet 
‘ ¢ >, - ~ “oe ie , a 

8. DESCRIPTION OF ITEM 9. 
(WITH INCLUSIVE DATES OR RETENTION PERIODS) eee 

“40. 
ACTION TAKEN 

Comnission have approved the destruction of the 
.. \f{ingerprint cards described above. A repre- 

sentative sampling of these cards will be reduced 
to microfilm for permanent retention in accordande 
with item 4a of the FBI Records Retention Plan. 

etters and other communications from the Armed | pisposa 34 
Forces advising of the return of a deserter tc — - | > APPROVED 
ilitary: control who was not listed as or 

investigated by this Bureau as a desester. 
' ' : : 5 

fs “, . 

oe woe tage pore atoigs * 40 erpr €% 

CC COA LT ORL LL TALL TCP CIT I TE SATE Pe egret ft up er PN PER een ep prer pstiaenrats art 

Vour copies, including evigizal, to bo snbimitied to the National Archives 1G—89425-1 CBO 
4 . 

© 

a a aaa eae Se eee a 
ee 2 : . | 4 
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dee 7 5 nc | < : EPPRAISAL REPORT 

Disposal Job Ho. MN-1L7i-160 

| | 

® s 

4 e , | 
t 

* 

+ ee 

Apprcved for disposal: 

| ." tems. 1-2 ere disposable because they do not have suffiicient value 

| for purroces: of historical or other research,’ functional documentation, 
: or-the protection of individual rights to warrant permanent retention 
| by the Federal Governarent. These cards have served their edministrative 
| purposes, In accordance with the Retention Plan item ka, TePrecenesusye 
! sampling of these cards vill be retained on microfila. 
| 
| 

. 

ttem 3:finserprint cards are duplicate sets of prints. They serve no 
useful purpose efter ‘the mevenEten period. 

ae 

returned to ane contrel before being Listed cr inv nea ty the 
~~ “‘Buxveane’ : F, 

* 

iten h consists of ineoment tonal ctype Corres ponde nee relating to deserters 

Appraicert.__ iY ATnvens 
peg = 7} 

: D. Ha Gersack 7 DsGa ia 

7. 

foproval Reccancniied : A oGz 1s Wiathann~b A PZ, “7 o 
hs 

Hoyer’ t He. #iGRo 

Dire or 
-Recoxis Appraidal Rivision 

- 

. - “ 2 tM, me Oe ee ee SO re OF = _% 3 % . 

I . 
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LITE He Ceca s 
~ 7.1 
(a+, et eee ete caaie: Cae anes, 

, 

pate ace . f Catt 2s eee 
atc ate tataey. agene = Poll cg ce 

To w’: & The’Director an pate: 1-13-71 . to 
oe TS , : ; Dad ee ae 

FROM: The Executives Conference aoe 

. ; : . ; 5 ; Gandy 7 

SUBJECT: - CONSOLIDATION AND PURGE | tot) 
CIVIL FINGERPRINT FILE Gj? 
DENTIFICATION DIVISION 

On 1-13-71 the Executives Conference consisting of Messrs. Tolson, 
Mohr, Sullivan, Bishop, Brennan, Adams for Callahan, Casper,.Conrad, Felt, Gale, 
Rosén, Tavel, McDaniel for Walters, and Soyars considered the following matter : 

BACKGROUND: The civil fingerprint file is housed on the third floor of the Identi- 
fication Building and consists of more than 136, 000,000 fingerprint cards occur FLAS 
approximately 47,000 square feet of floor space. The file is broken down into 5 
principal sections,’ Military sone 000,000), Civil Service (19,000,000), Alien (14, €00.¢ 
National Defense and Miscella eous Applicants (54, 000, 000), and Personal Identifica- 

| tion (6,000,000), As aceeeneal have been available in the past we have, on a limited uM wea 

basis, consolidated and purged the file. For example, we have been microfilming ana 
destroying prints in the National Army Section of oe Military file (World War Ons 
prints not filed by classification), which contains 4,250,000 prints. This sroject is sw a 

about 68% complete. Further, the Prisoner of War file, which contained aporoximsaiel 
858,735 prints, was recently destroy red with Archival approval. With the Director's 
approval, we have been purging the National Defense section of the file of persons io 
years of age and older, and approximately 5, 413, 890 of these prints have bd a nies 
for destruction. As a regular procedure we have long microfilmed and destroyed de- 
‘ceased prints (both civil and criminal) after 10 years from date of death, 

PROPOSALS: The Bureau's budget request for fiscal oe 1972 contains 274 em- 
- ployees earmasxed for consolidation of the civil Tile and, if this request is approved, 
‘we intend to proceed with the following policy f for implementation of this project: 

1. The National Defense portion of the file contains fingerprints 0 
viduals taken in connéCtion with civilian national defense work during Worid ‘W; 
and comprises almost one-third of our entire civil file (45 million), In 1957 the aie 
to retard the growth of the civil file, establishéd a policy of not retaining new — 
submitted in this es sory, = e., ne Federal ee Thus, TO adc litional DE 

Fe ee ee a oe 

-l- Mr. Beaver ve 

1- Myr. Casper ay te ‘\ 
af NIths . ’ N 

(5) ae CONTINUED ~- OVER | 

Zs 
ee ey Mee oe v 
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r " 

_ds applivable ‘to ES ' The prints w ere submitted initially to determine whether or :.: 
é individuals had arrest records in order that they might be considered for naiions! 

defense employment. This purpose has been served. The only additional purpose that: 
would be served by retaining these prints would be to establish identity in unknown 
deceased, amnesia victim or missing person cases, Activity in this file is practica) = 

weer eee 
nonexistent, Authority_to proceed with this proposal rests with the ~-nureau. ine C ate ay WS Se eens oe 

eas ee ee, i , Pe Fe eae, ~ fag Te wre * 

erence unanimously agreed to this proposal. ; : ea ee 
arene etc ane pwn 

tals eng te EP, oe 2 el Om ee Se, 

«wer eK 
. wee oe, a eee ee a ee A 

remaining sections of the civil file hoe are 75 years: “Of 2 age and older. “AGtivity in oS Bay 

section of the Civil file is pr actically nil. In order to proceed with this proposal we 
would need the concurrence of the agencies involved, such as Immigration ard Natural: 
zation Service (INS) for alien prints, Civil Service Commission (CSC) £ for Civil Service ~ \Y 

prints, and branches of the military for military prints. We would also need Archival ik fms 

approval. The majority of the Conference, consisting of Messrs. Tolson, Rosen, Gals bee 

Brennan, Sullivan, Soyars, Tavel and McDaniel acreed with this proposal. The mi- ? 2 

ynority, consisting of Messrs. Mohr, Adams, Bishop, Casper, Felt and Conrad, were 
of the opinion that the age limit should be 80 rather then 75. 

Se ee 

idated and in those instances where more than one ‘fingerprint. card is found on the co 
individual that only one card be retained and the remaining cards destro ved. - A recor: 
of the prints déstroyed would be retained in our Card Index Séction for ‘future re Pere 
The consolidated index card would show dates taken and sources of duplicate print 
destroyed. If this procedure is adopted, we will have on file at least one fingerpr 
card for each individual represented in our civil file. In order to proceed with oe 
proposal we will need concurrence from the agencies involved, including INS, CSC, az 
the branches of the military as well as Archival approval. Conference unanimously 

_\agreed with this proposal. oe 

3. We propose that the remaining fineerorints in the civil file be ¢ cansol- 

ae 6, : re 

a 

Ls 

& 

If these proposals are adopted and uiaiaivel nfovided to carry them oui 
upon completion of the project we would destroy at least 67,000, 000 civil pe catlalaee 

-, cards which would resul lt in the savings of more than 23, 500 square feet of floor space 
or approximately 50% of the civil file and space it now occupies. We estimate com: 6 

+ 

esa ek he 

tion of the project in 10 years, or an average saving of 2,350 square feet of floor srac 
per year. In addition to the savings in floor space, nenefits would be realized from 
Savings in search and locate time. If the proposals are approved, the Identification 
‘Division will proceed to contact the other agencies to obtain their concurrence. 

Respe ctfully, ae 

alk, . For the Conference : [A : 

us oa. | d 
(i | . | 7 Clyde Tolson 

x ba2 ‘ 

, -2 wes 
= : * h * 

, 
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£3 “ = eee ~ ae Ee “ . ~~ = . eu . : ™ ,* esas < Pie the Civil Gervice Counniiscicn, and ihe imi z» sie 
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*, 7), 2, ~ * = wy = + su we eR tt ee “959 0" Ty o7T oe - #* ek we “sf 

for wielr concurrence wish above pr COOnAIS. GLOW a 

Lang 

epopacta ds 
NOTE: These anpxotals approved by the Director. See Executives Conference - 
memorandum i-15-71 captioned: CONSOLIDATION AND PURGE CIVIL FINGER- 
PRINT FILE, IDENTIFICATION DIVISION. The Department, as well as the 
appropriate agencies, is being advised and concurrence sought. 

« 
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" ve . 5 
a 

s * 

¢ 

Director January 

Federal Bureau of Investigation - 

’ The Attorney General © . — . * 3 a ee 

> « = ¥ 

Consolidation and purge : 

of civil fingerprint.file 
Identification Division : 

This is in response to your rnemorandum of 
January 21, 1971, with regard to the FBI's civil finger- 

print file, 

The proposals in yaur memorandum for the 
iY consolidation and destruction of fingerprint cards have 

my approval, 

1 
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ag | CO 105,7-P 
! eX, , . " : a 

TO Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation poe February 8, LovL 
Department of Justice ; _ 2 

feo é . 

ee yk %. A. Loughran, Associate Commissioner ‘ 
“’ Management, Immigration & Naturalization Service , 

SUBJECT: Consolidation and Purge of Civil Fingerprint File, FBI Identification 
Division. oe 

In response to your memorandum of January 21, 1971, you are informed 
that this Service has no objections to the proposal and believes 
the changes would be beneficial. _ 
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eo me BIRCH PATH, IND., ‘CHAIRMAN 
4 "&PARRY COLDWATER, ARIZ., VICE CHAI 

ADLAI E, STEVENSON, me, CLIFFORD P. CA Je 3 
WILLIAM D. HATHAWAY, MAINE JAKE GARN, UTAH 
WALTER D. HUDDLESTON, KY, CHARLES MCC, MATHIAS, JR., MD. 
JOSEPH R. BIDEN, JR., DEL, JAMES B, PEARSON, KANS, “MN if 2 D { { g 
ROBERT MORGAN, No. JOHN H. CHAFEE, R.1. WV cv “o,*, vale 
GARY HART, COLO, RICHARD G, LUGAR, IND.’ 1 e e 
DANIEL PATRICK MOYNIHAN, N.Y. MALCOLM WALLOP, WYO, 
DANIEL K, INOUYE, HAWAU ; SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE pdssnidaibeinurnton 

ROBERT C, BYRD, W. VA., EX OFFICIO (PURSUANT TO S.-RES. 400, 94TH CONGRESS) 
HOWARD H, BAKER, JR., TENN., EX OFFICIO 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510 

WILLIAM G, MILLER, STAFF DIRECTOR 
EARL D. EISENHOWER, MINORITY STAFF DIRECTOR 

December 1, 1978 

KOSI 
~) FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IN REPLY PLEASE 

REFER TO Q. tb Yo / c 

DECLASSIFZ i. HP-| 63% Tt 

The Honorable William H. Webster on ' 97/0 
Director ; fi 

Federal Bureau of Investigation Ads BE ‘ 

Washington, D.C. 20535 Comat, IE Bl, ROA omk /9O- 2/4 EE. 

Dear J cS 

In connection with our continuing inquiry into the 
John Paisley matter, there is some additional information 
which I would appreciate your making available to us. 

Ll. In view of the questions which have been raised by 
Mrs. Paisley concerning the identification of her husband's 
body, we would like to have copies of all the fingerprint 
cards and fingerprint registration cards which were located, 
examined and/or prepared in connection with the Bureau's 
recent Paisley fingerprint identification work, including, --~~ 
of course, the final report which was prepared on this C2 
subject for the Maryland State Police. In addition, it ‘_“_ 
would be helpful for us to have copies of all the relevant 
materials relating to any FBI policies or practices which 
may have accounted for the purging from FBI files of the 
John Paisley prints which had been submitted at the time 
of Mr. Paisley's application for employment by the CIA. 

a 

2. We have been informed by officials of the CIA that 
on September 29, 1978, they were informed that "the FBI 
opened a kidnapping case" in connection with this matter. 
If this information is accurate, I would appreciate your . 
providing us with copies of any materials which reflect the 
predicate and authorization for initiating that inquiry, 
together with whatever information was developed as a result. 

3. We have also been informed by the CIA that on 
September 28, 1978, the Agency informed the Bureau by 
memorandum that a Coast t Guard official had advised CTA that 

i + ait os = 

a \ ay i e FT ih cl 

wv oa sd Coa pe fo Urs Te Eds. 
Sie ad wid 

ts ° i? ¥ é 
a 

be Meath er 
ne i 

— WY pe I ee 
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The Honorable William H. Webster December 1, 1978 
Page Two : 

(a) on the night of Mr. Paisley's disappearance a Soviet 
vessel was proceeding up Chesapeake Bay, and (b) on the 
same night there was an unusual amount of communications 
traffic from the Soviet summerresidence on the eastern 
shore of Chesapeake Bay. Any information which might have 
been developed by your Bureau with respect to these two 
allegations would also be helpful. 

Your cooperation would be greatly appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

Birch Bayh 

OS sn Nr 
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2 

October 1, 1978 

VECERAS GOVERGTS7 L ~ Mr, Adams 

1 - Mr. Moore 
Honorable, Birch Bayh 1 ~ Mr, Mignosa 
Chairman ’s 71" fe 1 - Mr, O'Brien 

ij Select Committee on Intelligence _ L- Mr. Mintz 
Untter" States Senate 9 - Mr, Coulson 
Washington, D, C. 20510 1 - Mr. Heller 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

| This is in response to your letter dated 
September 26, 1978. 

LI am happy to offer you the cooperation of the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation with regard to your 
Committee investigation of terrorism. Arrangements , \ 
for your Committee Staff Members to visit our Chicago 
Field Office and the request for an oral briefing can\be’ 
made by contacting Special Agent Ronaid Heller of our 
Legal Counsel Division, telephone number 324-4515, 

L look forward to workines with you and your 
staff on this topic, 

Sincerely yours, 
ALLINT CS MATION CONTAINED : _ es 

HERE JIU CLASSIFIE ; OD of cgais 
DATE BY Ree. 93 (27 IJ: 

William H: Webster if OI of > 
\\ \ Director selec ee 

WOTE: ‘This has been coordinated with Section Chief Misno 
cid. 

to Chicago and an oral briefing on terrorist kidnapping 
contingency plans, in,a Legal Counsel to the Director 
memorandum dated 10/16/78. 

jd af.) t-— 

- oe 

4 
~. * 

The Director authorized the Committee Staff visit 

i 

} 

$ 
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j 

west 
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er 

8a, 

* 

A . Dir, 7 Dep. AD Ads, SE/ Jd 0) | 
i fy hy tt 7 f b : a raph (Oy y". APPROVED: Adm. Serv, Legal Coun, Sn 

Adm. sev fa I ry hi kM i/ syd po ~ irge as min | oan oo & Insp. "om 
Crim. Inv. fos : ign < seed bi Ident, oo Mgnt. 
Ident. a ae ] M \N Dep, AD a Intell. laa Servs, 

Intell. ‘ af) Dep. AD Inv, ~~~ Laboratory Publis Ager ne 
Laboratory 7 SS ublic Affs, Off, _ 
Legal Coun. et . > 
Plon. & Insp». ss { 
Rec. Mgnt. 
Tech, Servs. Ur 
Training 

Public Affs. Off. —_ 
Telephone Rm, 

| Diector Eee HEC) ygnoneg7} 
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§ Grit er, A oe ce 

; Assoc. Dir, 
i. 

ae , AD AES 
) RGH BiB. IND., CHAIRMAN ; Dep. aL 

BARRY oeeDWAr DaRiz., VICE CHAIRMAN . i ; y =«Dep. AD Inv, ” 
ADLAL E. STEVENSON, SLL.” CLIFFORD P. CASE, NuJ. | aR ) Asst. Dir.: 
WILLIAM D. HATHAWAY, MAINE JAKE GARN, UTAH s Adm. Serv. WALTER D. HUODLESTON, KY, CHARLES MCC, MATHIAS, JR., MD. ; a 
JOSEPH R, BIDEN, JR., DEL, JAMES B, PEARSON, KANS,. VN e Crim. Inv. 
ROBERT MORGAN, N.C. JOHN H. CHAFEE, RI. { oO Dt { SD { 
GARY HART, COLO. RICHARD G, LUGAR, IND, vey ¢ oO CS CITA e ident. 

DANIEL, PATRICK MOYNIHAN, N.Y. MALCOLM WALLOP, WYO, Intell. 
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| Public Affs. Off. 
| Telephone Rm. 
| Director’s Sec’y — 

IN REPLY PLEASE 
REFER TO Q-50I5 

Honorable William Webster 
Director | oe ; 

Federal Bureau of Investigation FEDERAN OVERSEE 
J. Edgar Hoover Building 
Room 3659 
Washington, D. C. 

* ' ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
; Attention: SA Ron Heller HERE POP CO By uf 

DATE 
Dear Judge Webster: 

As you know, the Is sachs Saeki sin ee 
ence is engaged in a study of the Buréau's role in 

combatting terrorism. To aid the Committee in this study, 
it would be beneficial if designated Committee staff were 
provided with the following: 

(1) A visit to the FBI's Chicago field office in 
order to interview those Special Agents responsible for 
the peaceful resolution of the recent attempted take- 
over of the German consulate by Croatian terrorists. 7 
understand that the FBI response to this terrorist inGi-*y 
dent is illustrative of the coordination the FBI has! with; 

ay both the State Department and local law enforcement | agencies. 
« “ eI A “ 
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i 
(2) An oral briefing describing the FBI contingencjiés 

i 

n 
for a terrorist kidnapping in the United States comparable 
to that which occurred in the Moro case in Italy. 

Thomas Crowley and Keith Raffel, who hold full sensi- 
sitive clearances, have been assigned to pursue the above 
concerns. On behalf of the Committee, I again thank you 

Hand your officers for facilitating the Committee investi- 
gation of terrorism. OD a | hd Jf 

ST19 —__ REC 83 L2-NGP! SH suns 
Ph-1Z0 With best wishes, 

= t Boule TT OCT 81 1978 
~ , . Jon 2~_ Exp eerewnme! 

ie 
Birch Bayh a? 
Chairman 
(Tnbiens ) yy 
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; lL - Mr. J. B. Adams 
L-Mr. J. A. Mintz 

(Att: J. Kaul) 

il ~ Mr. D. W. Moore 

Assistant Attorney General ; October 24, 1978 
Office of Legislative Affairs 

~ Mr. W. O. Cregar 
Mr. C. G. Sullivan 

~ Mr. R. Hildreth 
~ Mr. J. J. Newman 

Director, PBI 
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Reference is made to a letter from Chairman 
Ne ) Birch Bayh of captioned Committee dated July 26, 1978, 

copy attached, requesting information regarding the 
iranian Intelligence Sarvice (SAVAK), the Iranian Students 
Association (ISA), and activities of a Chicaqo Agent of 
the FBI in connection with an incident at Chicago, Illinois, 
on January 18, 1978. 

This is the final response to the Committee's 
inguiry. Enclosed for transmittal to the Committee are =~ 
an original and one copy of a letter to Senator Bayh and 
four classified FBI documents. One copy of the letter 
and enclosures are also enclosed for your information. 

Enclosures ~ 12 e 
| a 

- SE SE ISIAS CONTANED
 

kb bp DATE Ae) 

o [ See letter to Senator Bayh dated 10/24/78, ane = 
7 prepared by JUIN:bkb. be. 3 

Assoc. Dir. 

Dep. AD Adm. 

Dep. AD Inv. —__ ON" 
Asst. Dir.: A wv 
Adm. Servs. 

Crim: Inv. Bau et sg 
Ment, Eee? TPA 
Intell. : 
Laboratory 
Legal Coun. 
Plan. & Insp. 

Rec. Mgnt. 
Tech. Servs. 
Training 
Se Affs, Off. __4 oe | 
Telephone R 
Direcivis Si 5 a Rod) FBI/DOJ 
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-~ Mr. J. B. Adams 
Mr. J. A. Mintz 
{Att: oJ. Kaul) 
Mr. D. W. Moore 
Mr. W. O. Cregar 
Mr. C. G. Sullivan 

October 24, 1978 

1- Mr. R. Hildreth 
L- Mr. J. J. Newman 
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m4 ‘Honorable Birch Bayh 
Ay ChaLlrman 

-Gelect Committee on intelligence FEDERAL G0 NT 
WS : United States Senate 
3S Washington, D. C. 20510 seoeiesuebes , 

i" | Sack: Spey oe 
va Dear vir. Chairman: Ey ; 
A . 

y Reference is made to my letters of August 22, 
: L978, september 5, 1978, and October 17, 1978. (U) 

Ny This is the final response to your letter of 
July 26, 1978, (Q9¢4147} in which you requested information 

‘ concerning any illegal activities in the United Statés 
by the Iranian Intelligence Service (SAVAK) since FBI 

WSN memorandum dated Avril 15, 1977, which was furnished ~~ 

S “Se " to the Comittee. (U0) - ~. 
a 

\) In order to be as responsive as possible to 
x A you in regard to SAVAK activities in the United States 
\ . enclosed are the following: 
* ~ * 

. \ . i. A veport dateline San Prancisco, California, 
wey Anril 22, 1977, classified “Confidential. 

rn’ rags: 
y ” 2. “A report dateline New York, Yew York, 

~ Sune 27, 19877, classified “Confidential,” 
\ 

we 3. A report dateline Alexandria, Virginia, 
AG June 24, 1977, classified “Confidential.” svICLOSURY 

a rt should be noted that the ee reports 
concluded our ee -F9h fcerning SAVAK and vere 

Assoc. Dir. furnished to the Departm be Justice, “eri: minal | 
ye os Division, with the notation that no further action «scqud Cees ecarecse=2 

Asst. Dis be pee in the abserce of a specific request from the : 
Adm. Servs. Dp nt. ) Be 4 
Crim. Inv. ne rime re mt alt REC. 76 | 1 NCY q i97 

Ident. as a i es Oe aceas a ‘O crmnn sr 

Lary, Pe 
ee (11) ron S 5 fs ed by iG SEE NOTE PAGE 3 

Bes nls fA ENCLOSUps Exeage Eros € ategories 2 and 3 
Le Servs. ao RaW lo err >>. ; 3 ofan tists inite 

Public Alte Off, Q 46 es 

Telephone Rm=. ! i 
Biecieteseed 1 iu. «~warrcoletht NCS t “y FBI/DOJ 
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Honorable Birch Bayh 

4A. A teletype from the Dallas Division of the 
FBI to FRI Headquarters datéd October 14, 1977, classified 
"Confidential," which contains an allegation against 
SAVARK (a> Ls 

In addition” to the allegations contained in 
enclosed -documents, the FBI received information from 
a highly sensitive source—in AUGURE ; 1977, that SAVAK 
planned to search the residence of a United States person 
in Mouston, Texas. Investigation was Gonducted, which ~ 
included contact with lecal police departments concerning 
surglary reports _ at the residence of the aforementioned 
United States person. this individual was identified, 
tocated, intarviewed and could not substantiate the 
alletation. ios 

The PRI has neceived no information concerning 
SAVARK activities in the Chicago, tilinois, arena. The 
only information available is that contained in PBI 
nemoranda rogarding the Tranian Students Association (ISA), 
which were enclosed with ny above-referenced letter dated 
Saptemher 5, 1978. (Uy 

TY. are presently conducting a Foreign Agents 
Reqistration Act investigation concerning allegations 
ef nolitical activities by unregistered Iranian Government 
agents in connection with the pro~Shah demonstrations 
held in Mashincton, 0. C., during Rovonber , 1977. ®acsa 

allegations involve information ,that SAVAKR Headquartors 
in @ohran, fran, issued instructions in January, 1978, 
all SAVAK officers in the United States to organize Lobbying 

exoups Lor the purpose of Repeno the interests anc. . 

policies of the Governnent of Eran to the American public’ 

and Eranian United States residents. ‘fhe membershin of 
these Lobbying groups would be drawn from the various 

\ 
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Yonorable Pirch Bayh L 

organizations which participated in the November, 1977, 

pro-Shah demonstrations. To date, our investigation has 
determined the source of some of the funds, and the 

airlines and motels used by the pro-Shah demonstrators. (1) 

‘ “ 

Sincerely yours, 

* 

Wii Llizam ii. Vebster 
Direetor 

L- Assistant Attorney General 
Office of Legislative Affairs (Enclosures ~- 4) . 

NOTE z 

Above reply to Senator RBayh's letter to the 
Director dated July 26, 1978, is based upon inquiry 
concerning SAVAK ‘activities in the U. S. This is the \ 
Final reply. Interim response was sent to Senator Bayh 
by letter “dated 8/22/78. The Criminal Investigative 
Division responded to Senator Bayh's inquiry by letter dated 
9/5/78. Planning and Inspection Division responded by 
letter dated 10/17/78. This communication was coordinated 
with SA John 4. Kaul, Legal Counsel Division. (U) 

Ci \ 
Legal Coutts “"\ 

/ ; , 
Adm. Serv, reel ran, & InsP: ese = 

{x f APPROVED: Crim. IV pee Ment 
" idert Tar SOTVE: __cceanarenaneene 

pirecto" == * as GS = une Training a ee 

“ Tvir C. R hy in m\} CLs publte Alfs, OE meee 
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le Dep. AD AG aboratory, 
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Letter to Honorable Birch Bayh 
Chairman 

Select Committee on Intelligence 
United States Senate 
10/24/78 
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\FD-294 (Rev. 3-3-59) 

2 ew UNIT ED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

on CONE 
Report of: V. STEWART DALEY | | Office: San Francisco, California 

| Dete: 4/22/77 

: | Field Office File # 105-31500 ° . , Bureau File #: Se 

Titles | ALLEGED ILLEGAL ACTIVITIES OF IRANIAN a | 

NATIONAL SECURITY AND INTELLIGENCE 
| ORGANIZATION (SAVAK) oe IN THE UNITED STATS | 

Character: - [Poxaxen 2 AGENTS siemens ACT - dat RY 
wo ; 

Synopsis: 

Uy 
ee ’) 

Contact with San Jose State University Police Department 
determined that the opposition to REZA BARAHENI's speech 
on 3/16/76, was by 250 Iranian students from the ISA who’ 
consider BARAHENI to be an Agent of SAVAK. SF indices 
negative on DARTA BAKHTIARIHA. Record checks at Berkeley, 
California, determined BAKHTIARIHA was a student at 

2s Armstrong College from 1/72 to 2/76. BAKHTIARIHA was 
| murdered on 2/20/76, in Oakland, California, at 4:25 a.m. 
| while being robbed by two men who had moments before 

murdered another individual and wounded a third in the 
course of a robbery and burglary. The responsibles were 
identified, arrested and convicted for these offenses. 
A representative of, the ISA advised BAKHTIARIHA was not a 
member of the ISA. 

= RUC) = 

DETAILS: 

APPRCPPTATS AGENCIES 

fee = ay i er ad 

h. 6 . of 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of ithe 
your agency; it ant-ttae-centents are not to be distributed outside your agency. 

x 
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The following investigation was conducted at 
San Jose, California, by SA JOHN W. ZENT, JR.: LA 

An Offense Report was made available by the 
' San Jose State University (SJSU) Police Department 
concerning a demonstration that took place at SJSU on 
March 16, 1976, wherein the ISA, San Jose, California, 
disrupted a public forum presented by the Committee for 
Artistic and Intellectual Freedom in Iran (CAIFI). 
leaflet published under the letterhead of the ISA, 
Northern California, entitled "Who is REZA BARAHENI?, a 
Traitor", was also furnished. The public forum had 
scheduled prominent speakers, including DANIEL ELLSBERG, 
JESSICA MITFORD, KAY BOYLE and Dr. REZA BARAHENT. The ISA 

protested the presence of REZA BARAHENI, who.claims to be 
an Iranian National and a former political prisoner in 
Iran. The ISA claimed BARAHENI is actually an Agent of 
SAVAK, the Iranian Secret Police. {_ 7 

The report indicates that some 200 to 250 Iranian 
students disrupted the public forum with chanting and 
shouting, as well as destruction of CATFI literature. The 

SJSU Police Department advised the representatives of CAIFI 
and BARAHENI beforehand that they had received an indication 
of this planned demonstration and advised BARAHENI that 
some threats against his personal safety had been rumored. 
Based upon this, BARAHENI declined to appear at the forum, 
but the ISA demonstrators remained and shouted over the 
voices of the other speakers who gave their addresses as 
scheduled. The basis of the Police Department's concern 
was previous ISA demonstrations at various locations 
throughout the United States where BARAHENI has spoken in 
the past. Other demonstrations and disruptions occurred on 
January 9, 1975, at the University of California at Berkeley 
(UCB), at Boston, Massachusetts, on February 27, 1975, and at 
Austin, Texas, on February 5, 1976. 

The SJSU Police Department, in an effort to. 
prevent any hostilities at the forum, made’ an effort to 
contact representatives of the ISA; namely, the President of 7% 

-~ D- 
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SF 105-31500 
VSD/1b 

the ISA National Organization, ISA - USA (see Appendix) at 
SJSU, MOHAMMAD TAHER, who accused them of police harassment 
and was extremely hostile and refused to discuss the 
demonstration. ({ 

The above-mentioned leaflet challenged the : 
legitimacy of BARAHENI being "freed from prison", and 
alleged that he appeared on the Iranian National television, 
a state controlled media, and subsequently attacked all 
progressive movements and revolutionary. leaders of the 
Iyanian people and praised the regime.‘of the Shah of Iran. // 

A search of the indices of the San Francisco 
Division fail to locate any information identifiable with 
DARIA BAKHTIARIHA,. iL 

aw wen sewyy 
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: The following investigation was conducted at 
Berkeley, California, by SA V. STEWART DALEY 3,4. : 

A search of the records of the Berkeley Police 
Department on April 13, 1977, located a offense report 
dated 11/12/75, which reported, the theft of a license plate 
from the automobile of DARIA B.\BAKHTIARIHA, which revealed 
him to be a student at Armstrong*sCollege, Berkeley, California, 
who is a citizen of Iran, born July 5, 1950, who resides at 
1290 Apartment 39, Hopkins Street, Berkeley, California. 4. 

It was determined from Armstrong College, Berkeley, 
California, on April 13, 1977, that DARIA B. BAKHTIARIHA was. 
an Undergraduate Student at that institution, studying 
Accounting and Business Administration from January, 1972, until 
February, 1976, when he failed to attend further classes. UA 

On April 14, 1977, a copy ef a California driver's 
license .in the name of DARIA _BAKHTIAR\BAKHTIARIHA, with the 
address of 2535 College _Avenue ,_ #309, Berkeley, California. os 
The license bears the description of a_male born July 5, 1950, . } 
single, hair o black, eyes, —. brown, height -5' Ii", “weight = ‘ 
i3/ pounds; Social , Security “Account Numbér 549-98- 1341. The 

wre Pat PR andl 

driver's’ license also contains BAKHTIARIHA's Ss “Photograph. 

On April 14, 1977, it was determined from the 
management of the apartment oe at 1290 Hopkins Street, 
Berkeley, California, that DARIA BAKHTIARIHA had been a 
tenant at that location up until early 1976, when he was killed 
in Oakland, California, during the commission of a robbery or 
burglary. |A_ 

On April 18, 1977, the records of-the Oakland Police 
Department were reviewed regarding the death of DARIA 
BAKHTIARIHA. A review of the investigation determined the 
following information: /A.. 
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At 4:25 a.m. on February 20, 1976, DARIA BAKHTIARIHA 
was exiting his automobile in the 6300 block of Racine Street, 
Oakland, California. Moments before, two unknown Subjects 

forced their entry into the bathroom window of a groundfloor 
apartment at 540 Alcatraz Street, Oakland, California, which 
iS around the. corner from the location of BAKHTIARIHA's car, 
and a total of two blocks away. Upon gaining entry to the 
apartment, the responsibles bound the neck, hands and feet of 
the occupant of the apartment, PETER LEE KENFIELD, and tied a 
Pillowcase over his head. The result was that KENFIELD died 
of asphyxiation. The responsibles ransacked his apartment, 
and as was later determined from friends of KENFIELD's, removed 
a calculator and .22 caliber pistol from KENFIELD's belongings. 
The two reponsibles then moved to the apartment next door, 
where they attempted to force entry, but were denied at the 
front door by the occupant, RAYMOND STEWART, whom they wounded 
in the leg by firing four bullets through the front door with 
KENFIELD's pistol. The two then exited the apartment building, 
and en route to their residence, approximately three blocks away, 
came directly in contact with BAKHTIARIHA, who was exiting his 
car at that time. They approached BAKHTIARIHA, robbed him at 
gunpoint, and shot him in the stomach and back. BAKHTIARIHA 
then staggered to the intersection of, Racine and Alcatraz Street, 
where he collapsed on the sidewalk. A resident, who was first 
on the scene, was told by BAKHTIARIHA that he had been robbed 
and shot by two Negro males. BAKHTIARIHA died at a nearby 
hospital shortly after his arrival. 

A crime~scene search located a thumbprint on the 
bathroom window at the point of entry. Subsequent investigation 
determined the identity of the missing calculator and pistol and 
dissemination of this information to the patrol officers and 
burglary unit resulted in the matching of KENFIELD's calculator 
to a calculator recovered in connection with an investigation of 
a burglary on February 24, 1976, at 685 63rd Street, Oakland, 
California, which is two blocks away from the site of KENFIELD's 
and BAKHTIARIHA's murder. Arrested for this burglary was JOHN. 
M.\ HARTWAY, JR., Negro male, born January 27, 1954, and an 

“acéomplice. HARTWAY's fingerprints matched: with the Print. . 
recovered at KENFIELD's apartment. A trace of the recovered 
calculator found in HARTWAY's possession from its time of p 
manufacture, verified that it was purchased by KENFIELD. The “~~ 
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bullets recovered from BAKHTIARIHA's body were. found to be 
‘identical to the bullets fired through the door of STEWART's 
apartment. The revolver was never recovered.(/ : : 

JOHN HARTWAY was convicted by a jury in the Superior 
Court of the State of California, the County of Alameda, on 
August 16, 1976, for one count of Murder-in the First Degree, 
two counts of Burglary in the First Degree, one count of 
Robbery in the First Degree, and one count of Assault with a. 
Deadly Weapon in the first degree. A prior conviction was 
dismissed and a motion for a new trial was denied, aS was a 
motion for probation. HARTWAY was sentenced on September 14, 
1976, to serve consecutive sentences for his convictions on 
burglary, robbery and assault, with those sentences to run 
concurrently with the sentence imposed for murder. He was 
delivered to the custody of the Sheriff of Alameda County 
for transmittal to the California Medical Facility, Vacaville, 
California, from where he will be further transported to a 
state prison. (\ 

It was determined from Sergeant LEW MACE. Oakland 
Police Department, the investigating officer, that it was the 
decision of the prosecuting attorney not to prosecute HARTWAY. 
for the robbery and murder of BAKHTIARIHA because of his 
confidence that their case against HARTWAY for the murder of 
KENFIELD was sufficient for conviction, and because without 
the gun used to kill BAKHTIARIHA, their case against HARTWAY 
for that murder was circumstantial, although strongly so./4_ 

On April 19, 1977, MAHMOUD KHOSSOUSSI, 1290 Hopkins 
Street, Apartment 39, Berkeley, California,'a known leader of 
the Nationalist faction of the ISA in Northern California, 
Subject of SF 105-40750, was contacted and advised as follows: ll 

He moved in to his apartment after BAKHTIARIHA was ~ 
killed and did not know him personally, but does know that 
BAKHTIARIHA was never a member of the ISA.| \ 

we 



4, | IRANIAN STUDENTS ASSOCIATION (ISA) 
CHARACTERIZATION. OF SUBVERSIVE ORGANIZATION 

INTERNAL SECURITY - IRAN 

The Iranian Students Association (ISA) in the 
United States is described in its own literature as a member - 
of the World Confederation of Iranian Students (WCIS). Soe, 
Founded in 1958, WCIS is a student fedération active in the. 
United States, Europe, Turkey and the USSR. It is dedicated 
to the defense of Iranian "political prisoners" and opposed .. 
to the Government of the Shah of Iran. WCIS is governed by the. 
communist concept of "democratic centralism"™ and supports the 

- National Front, and Iranian political party opposed to the 
Shah's government. 

Dué to a severe faetieneiien. the ISA is devided 
into two main factions: . the (Marxist) Communist and National 
Front factions. 

| The (Marxist) Communist faction is opposed to armed 
Struggle and guerrilla-activity at the present stage. They 
cling to the orthodox Marxist view that the revolutionary 
consciousness of the peasants and workers must be raised 
before the revolution can succeed. They insist the only way 
to revolution is to follow the teachings of Marx, Lenin and 
MAO Tse-tung. They want to build alliances with revolutionary 
groups of other nations to present a broad united front against 
imperialism. . 

The National Front faction takes the position of 
| the necessity of guerrilla warfare and terrorism as the first 
: phase of the anti-imperialist revolution and calls for this 

type action now. The National Front rejects the concept of: 
an international alliance of révolutionaries, arguing. that’ 
their goal is revolution in Iran and the revolution is to be 
uniquely Iranian. 

The ok: oe chapters located at various campuses 
in the United States, is composed generally of Iranian aliens 
who have been agate to the United States as students. They 
are united in their denunciation of the Shah of Iran asa 
puppet of United States imperialism. Activities in the 
United States are primarily confined to demonstrations against 
the Shah of Iran and "United States Issperialism.'' Members 
of the ISA have also attached Iranian divlomats and Iranian 
facilities in the United States. 
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UNITi STATES DEPARTMENT OF JL FICE ; a 

t ° FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 2 ; 

; ix! FAY Th [ : ste NE IDENT A 
4 

re "EDWARD H. MADDEN Office: New York, New York 
' Date: | June 29, 1977 

Field Office File #: 97-2755 Bureau: File # 34- Li2/9 (©: . ye a 73(( 

| Title: YALLEGED ILLEGAL ACTIVITIES OF IRANIAN : “| 
- i NATIONAL SECURITY AND INTELLIGENCE i 

| | ORGANIZATION (SAVAK) AGENTS IN THE UNITED STATES 

| 
| 7 

Gasces } FOREIGN AGENTS REGISTRATION ACT-IRAN sacs 
| ee ey "= 

| Synopsis; There is no reason to believe aia a large 
| ‘barn built by MANSUR RAFIZADEH at Boonville, 

NY, is anything but a dairy barn. Circunistances Surrounding 
confrontation between two unidentified men suspected 
of being Iranians and HERMAN H. FELLER of Valley Stream, 
NY, set forth. REZA BARAHENI denies being a SAVAK 
agent and has no knowledge of SAVAK activity in the = a8 

ae ° ae 

DETAILS : 

It is noted that MANSUR RAFIZADEH, Attache, 
Iranian Mission to the United Nations, has purchased a dairy 
farm -in Boonville, New York, upon which he has built 

UDeI, SPO ALL (few 
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or 
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weeps 7 CONFIDENTIAL 
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI, [t is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; itiand its cortents 
are not to be distributed outside your agency. 
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a barn. As previously reported, it has been alleged | 
that this barn could be used for some clandestine activity. (W) 
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‘The following investigation was conduc sed by 
SA JAMES R. HUTCHESON: “. : | ese 

On April 29, 1977, Chiet of Polica, DONALD 
KENT, Boonvills, New York, furnished she following infor- 
mation: WL ; | 

i 
- 

z 

He has no reason to believes that the larcs barn 
built by MANSUR RAFIZADEH and locatsd south of Boonville 
on Routs 12, is anything but a dairy barn. He: does not ; 
believe the bern is finished,~-but he has heard rumors thet. ml 
cows will be in the barn by the summer of 1977. Hs noted 
an erfa resident and friend, ROBERT GROWLER is in charas 
of construction and will manage the farm when it is 
completed. He noted GROWLER is one of the very best dairv 
farmers in the area and that GROWLER had lost his own farm 
to a fire. Chief KENT noted thers has been a lot of 
speculation concerning the siz@a of the barn. Hs notad; 

| however, that it is common knowlsdqe that only larga dairv 
ro : operations are profitable and that RAFIZADEH probably tcok 
t ' GROWLER's advice concerning .the size of ths dairy operation 

Os and barn. . KENT said tha RAFIZADEH family hes purchassd 
. land and made investments in the Boonvills area because 

they are friendly with RAYMOND DURR, a Boonville attorney. 
He said that DURR is RAFIZADEH's attorney and that DURR 
has made annual “G5 paid trips to Iran on behalf of the 

eee eth camemen sah eraser uate ceete un uehitate here Lom 

i 
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RAFIZADEH family. 

‘It is noted the above described barn is an 
imposing and highly visibls ucture sét Raa approximately 
300 yards from Route 12. 
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On June 17, 1977, NASSER AFSHAR, 1001 North 
Terrillo Street, Alexandria, Virginia, telephonically .-. 
contacted the Alexandria Office of the Federal Bureau ° 
of Investigation (FBI) and advised. “that HERMAN HARVEY 
SELLER, who owns a small chemical plant at Valley.Stream, 
New York, had advised him that on Tuesday, June 14, 
1977, two men came to his office and inquired if he... . 
was acquainted with AFSHAR. When he replied that he 
was, the two men began to beat him with their fists. 
Police responded to a burgular alarm which SELLER had 
‘activated and arrested the two men. SELLER swore out. 
a warrant charging them with assault. One of these 
men made a telephone call. Within’ five minutes, CIA. - 
telephonically contacted the Chiéf of Pokice in valley 
Stream, and asked him.to convince SELLER not to press 
charges. At the urging of the Valley Stream Chief 
of Police, SELLER @ropped the charges and the two men- 
were released. \ 

There is nof/Valley Stream Police Department. 
The Nassau Country police Department has police jurisdiction 
in Valley Stream, NY../ 

On June 23, 1977, Sergeant RICHARD PASSANO, 
Sth Precinct, Nassau County Police Department, 1615 
Dutch Broadway, Valley Stream, New York, which covers 
the village of Valley Stream, reviewed the "blotter" 
which is a record of all activity in that precinct 
on June 14, 1977. No reference to the incident outlined above 
could be found. 'A_ 
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| HERMAN H. FELLER, 3111 Brighton First Place, 
Brooklyn, New York (NY). furnished the following information: 

: He is the President of Feller Chemical Corporation, 
: Rodex International, Ltd., Shock-M-All Incorporated 
| and Ultrason International. All of thesé firms are | 
| located in a one~room office on the ground floor’ in 2 
| a resident apartment complex at 220 West Merrick Road, 

Valley Stream, NY (telephone number (516) 825-2424). 
He also maintains post office box 272, Valley eee 
in the name of SECC hore Incorporated. 

Feller Chemical Company which dealt primarily 
in insecticides is a dormant organization, because ~ 
Mr. FELLER is devoting his full time to marketing a 
device which is attached to the baseboard of a room 
and electricutes cockroachs and other crawling insects 
which crawl into the device. Mr. FELLER demonstrates 

7 this device by attaching it to the inside of a display 
box. Into the box, Mr. FELLER places live roaches 
which he breeds in his office for this purpose. 

~ . Mr. FELLER has patented this device and is 
: attempting to develop distributors for it, but to date, 
| has been unable to establish any distributorships. 

He is also negotiating with various people to have 
the device manufactured. 

| Ultrason International was displaced by Rodex 
! International, Ltd., which markets an ultrasonic rodent 
| repeller. Mr. FELLER explained that this machine 
| chases rats and other rodents by use of an ultrasonic 
| sound. The rodents attempt to find a new area to colonize, 
| which area is usually inhabited by other rodents. 

The ensuing fight between these two groups of rodents 
| usually results in the rodents killing off each 
| other to the extent of about 80 percent. 
| 
| 
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| Mr. FELLER explained that he is frequently i. i ee 

alone in his office as his only employee, who o La ee 
'- does clerical work and works only part time, usually works | eee 
| three days a week. . “ae — ee 

! On one such occasion, at approximately 1:45 ‘ eee eect 
- dn the afternoon about two weeks ago, two men entéred ie - eae 

the office and announced they were there to ask some so Re eS 

questions. Mr. FELLER asked them to identify themselves. | RACES 
They ignored this request and stated that they had 7 . MARY Bs 

some questions concerning NASSAR AFSHAR,;. an Iranian : or 
residing in the Washington, D.C. area, who was an acquaintarice Bellona 

Of FELLER’s. ca, of : _  ~ sehen 

: Mr, FELLER told these men that if they wanted Beaten 
information concerning AFSHAR, they should ask AFSHAR. —— ee 

Mr. FELLER described one of these men (referred SRE 

to as unman #1) as about 5 feet 6 inches tall, 150 | Bye 

pounds, stocky, muscular build. The other man (referred ” ra 

to aS unman 22), is 5 feet 10 inches tall, 150 pounds, a, 

slender build. .They both appeared to be in their 40‘s. ae Poy 

Although they did not resemble AFSHAR, they did possess S «a ees 

some of the same general characteristics and therefore, eae vo 

Myr, FELLER assumed they were Iranians. AFSHAR is the so Pa 

only other Iranian Mr. FELLER ever met. ae ae 
es - u Soi 

Unman $2 seemed to be in charge. — noe so 
» * ; . ‘ ‘ A N ie 

When Mr. FELLER declined to answer their 5 2 ee 
7 me ou 

questions, they then assumed a threatening attitude. 

At this point, Mr. FELLER explained to the men that 

his office was equipped with a burglar alarm system which 

a was connected with the Valley Stream Police Department | 7 

and the police would respond immediately to the alarm. f 

and probably shoot the two men if they caused 7 

any trouble. Mr. FELLER also stated that he could 

use his telephone to communicate directly with Nassau 

County Police Department cars, which might be in the 2 

area. | 

* Unman $1 had some kind of a "tool with three 

pins" in his hand with which he hit Mr. FELLER on the 

right shoulder, breaking his skin in three places. 

Mr. FELLER, in turn, picked-up a Shock-M~All transformer 

(a metal box approximately 2 inches by 3 inches, weighing 
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one and three-fourths pounds), and hit unman #1 on 
the forehead, causing profuse bleeding. Mr. FELLER 
told the men to get out of his office or he would call 
the police. 

i | At this point, unman #2 assumed a more peaceful eS 
: attitude and tried to quiet Mr. TFELLER and unman Fl. | 

; He asked permission to make a céllect telephone call 
which Mr. FELLER agreed to. Hefspoke in a foreign 
language to an individual unknown to Mr. FELLER for. 

3 a few seconds and then handed the telephone to Mr. 
we FELLER, The man at the other end of the Line,. who- 
= spoke excellent English, did not give his name, but 
a told Mr. FELLER that he was from the Iranian Embassy. 
oe He apologetically explained that a mistake had been 
. made and the two men had no right to be there. He 

asked Mr. FELLER to please excuse their actions to 
which Mr. FELLER replied that he would press charges 
against them. He gave the telephone back to unman #2. 
After saying a few words, he hung up and told Mr. FELLER 
that they would leave immediately and offered to pay 
cash for any damages they may have caused. Mr. FELLER 
told them to get out of his office. 

Mr. FELLER did not ms the alarm button 
" nor did he communicate Mere any. ‘police aes in any 
. Way 6 

Mr. FELLER explained that he first met NASSA® 
AFSHAR in 1955 or 1956, when he '!(AFSHAR) was in the 

-.import-export business with an office in the Empire 
State Bullding, New York City. Mr. FELLER was instrumental 
in arranging for AFSHAR to meet certain people and . 
to arrange for a contract between these people and the. 
government of Iran in some sort of deal pertaining re 
to the exporting of over 40,000,000 barrels of oil 
over a three year period. AFSHAR received a commission 
on this contract. Mr. FELLER and AFSHAR have recently 
renewed their friendship. 

af 

«4 

@° 

5 

r* 

After these two unknown men left Mr. FELLER's 
office, he called AFSHAR on his ‘private telephone in 
Washington, D.C. and advised him of the above incident. 
They speculated as to how the two men could have connected 

va ti Mr. FELLER with AFSHAR and concluded that AFSHAR's 
° Dhone was probably tapped and their conversations had 

been. overheard. 
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REZA BARAHENTI, 150 West 225th street, Bronx, | Boe 
New York, was recontacted on April 7, 1977,;.in connection , joke 
with an allegation that an Iranian student in Paris: 
had stated that "his group” had planned to Rig BARAHENI, 
as he was considered to be an agent of the Iranian 
Government.’ 7 “ 

oom BARAHENT denied being an Savak. agent. He 
explained that members. of the Iranian Student Association 
(ISA), which also has a "anti-Shah" philosophy, dislike 
him because as a result of his spéech making and writing; 
he has received substantial media attention in the 
past three years, while the ISA have demonstrated against 
the Shah for years with little or no success. He also 
speculated that Savak had infiltrated the ISA. 
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BARAHENI has not been threatened or harrassed ‘ 
by Savak agents and has no knowledge of any activity 
on the part of Savak in the United States. : 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

CONFIBENTIAL 
Copy fo: 

Report of: SA WILLIAM Jo DILLON LIL Office: Alexandria, Va. 
Date: ; 6/24/77 _ ts 

Field Office File #: AX 97-17 - Bureau File #-- LO5=221501 

Title: ‘Tatircep LLLEGAL ACTIVITIES OF a See 
3 . TRANIAN NATIONAL SECURITY AND 

| INTELLIGENCE ORGANIZATION (SAVAK) 
_ AGENTS IN THE UNITED STATES | 

_ Cheracter: | FOREIGN AGENTS REGISTRATION ACT - TRAN j 

Synopsis: NASSER GOTLL AFSHAR, Alexandria, Va., advised that 
HERMAN HARVEY SELLER, Valley Stream, No Yo, informed him 
that two men came to his office, inquired if he knew’ AFSHAR, 
and then beat him, Above two arrested by Valley Stream, 
No Ys, Police Department. ei) . 

- RUG - 

DETAILS: : ~ 

On June 17, 1977, NASSER GOTLE AFSHAR, i001 North 
Terrill Street, Alexandria, Virginia, editor of the Iran 
Free Press, telephonically contacted the Akexandria Feder al 
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) office and advised as followss { 

Sometime AZO he, AFSHAR, appeared on the television 
program "60 Minutes." Shortty thereafter, one HERMAN HARVEY 

2 SELLER, whom AFSHAR had been ‘acquainted with approximately 7 
= ten. years ago. but had not seen since that time, telephonically * 
% contacted him and -advised that he had seen him on television 
~ ‘and wished to renew old acquaintances, Mr. AFSHAR said SELLER 

oR owns a small chemical manufacturing plant at Valley Stream, 
“ikl Long Island, New York, and is manufacturing chenicals mainly ~ 
NS for asricultural purposes. Mr. AFSHAR has foreign business 
— contacts and SELLER has recently approached him about represent~ 
aie 0} ing him in the sale of agricultural chemicals in foreigh 
..@*6 countries. Mr. AFSHAR said he has had lunch on at least two 
rf HE occasions in New York City with SELLER during which they 
ipl discussed this possib e Busia Ss ee ef) 
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Mr, AFSHAR said that on June 17, 1977, SELLER 
telephonically advised him that on Tuesday, June 14, 1977, 
two men came to his office and inquired if he was acquainted | 
with AFSHAR. SELLER replied that he was and they immediately 
began to beat him with their fists. SELLER has some sort of 
burglar alarm in his office which he was able to activate: and 
the Valley Stream, New York, Police appeared on the scene 
almost immediately and arrested the two men who were beating 
SELLER, The two men were taken to the Valley Stream Police 
Department where SELLER swore out a warrant charging them 
with assaulting him. According to AFSHAR,..SELLER said one of 
these men requested to make a telephone call and was given 
permission to do so. The person he called is unknown to 
AFSHAR but SELLER said that within five minutes after this 
man made the telephone call, the-CGentral Intelligence Agency 
(GIA) telephonically contacted the Chief of Police of Valley ji 
Stream, New York, and asked him to convince SELLER not to press } 
charges against these men. The CIA promised that the men would 
be deported if the charges were dropped. At the urging of the, 
Valley Stream Chief of Police, SELLER dropped charges and the 
two men were released, Their present whereabouts and status 
are unknown to SELLER according to AFSHAR, 
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Mr. AFSHAR said the above incident disturbs him 
very much as he feels, SAVAK is responsible for the beating of 
SELLER. Mr.-AFSHAR feels that they are attempting to 
intimidate him through SELLER and he wonders how SAVAK knew 
of their association, 
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On June 23, 1977, NASSER AFSHAR, supra, advised the | 
correct telephone number for HERMAN HARVEY SELLER is (516) : 
825~2424, He furnished the name and address of SELLER's 
company as Shock M, Oall Company, Post Office Box’272, Valley 
Stream, New York. : 
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‘"SAVAK AGENTS IN THE UNITED STATES, FOREIGN REGISTRATION ; 
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ON OCTOBER 14, 1977, FRED. 1c WHORTER, CHIEF, POLICE 

‘DEPARTMENT, \COLOR ADO CITY, TEXAS, ADVISED THaT At APPROXIMATELY 

5 AM THAT DATE, ali INDIVIDUAL IDENTIFYING HIMSELF aS: 
NOSRATOLLAH MBSR LAVEA-TERRAMT. 1ED ete AN, OFFICER, LN 

HIS DEPARTMENT OFF OF Tensa be Mbaleneossn COLOR ADO 

“CITY CLAIMING Hd FEARED FOR HIS LIFE AND THAT THE IRANIAN 
7 
— ae ee 

“SECRET POLICE WERE TRYING TO KILL HIM. Lt 
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ARBABZADEH-TEHRANI HAD IN HIS POSSESSION AN IRANIAN 

PASSPORT NUMBER 1389161 WHICH INDICATED HE WaS BORN APRIL 1g, 

1939, IN IRAN AND ENTERED THE UNITED STATES aT NEW YORK 

CITY, MAY 9, 1977. HE WAS FURTHER DESCRIBED BY CALIFORNIA 

DRIVEnS LICENSE NUMBER N7576254 DATED JULY 1, 1977, TO BE 

BORN ON APRIL 1%, 1939, 5°6", 115 POUNDS, BROWN EYES, BLACK 

HAIR. HIS ADDRESS WaS SHOWN aS 1234 MC DONALD DRIVE, 

PINOLE, CALIFORNIA. THE PASSPORT INDICATED HE HAD RECEIVED A 

B-1 AND B-2 VISA NUMBER 914183 IN TEHRAN, IRAN, ON ~PRIL 12, 

i977. WRITTEN IN INK ALONGSIDE THE ABOVE STAMPED VISA WaS 

“1-596 FILED AR JUNE 21, 1977 OF a22-465-932." YO 

ARBABZADEH-TEHRANI WAS INTERVIEWED ON OCTOBER 14, 1977, 
BY SA JOHN L. SPURGERS, JR. IN THE POLICE-DEPARTMENT IN 

COLORADO CITY AN CLAIMED THaT HE HAD HaD NO PREVIOUS 

PROBLEMS IN IRAN WITH THE SECGXET POLICE,- HOWEVER, SINCE 

HIS ARRIVAL IN THE UNITED STATES, AT SAN FRANCISCO, 

CALIFORNIA, HE HAS BEEN SUBJECTED TO APPROXIMATELY 199 

FOOD POISONINGS, HaS BEEN SHOT WHILE SLEEPING IN BED BY 

WHAT HE BELIEVES TO BE A LASER BEAM, HAS NEVER OBSERVED OR KA 
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IDENTIFIED ANY OF HIS ALLEGED ASSAILANTS AND AS A RESULT 

OF BEING SUBJECTED TO THIS AND OTHER TYPE Hag asSSNENT, 

HAS VISITED VARIOUS GOVERNMENT OFFICES IN SAN FRANCISCO, 

CALIFORNIA, AND HAS APPLIED THROUGH IMMIGRATION IN SaN 

FRANCISCO, TO WASHINGTON, D.c. FOR POLITICAL ASYLUM. 

HE WAS ALSO TOLD THE ONLY SECURE PLACE FOR HIM waS IN 

WASHINGTON, D.C. AND AS A RESULT, HE LEFT SaN FRANCISCO 

OCTOBEX 9, 1977, IN HIS PERSONALLY-OWNED VEHICLE, TRAVELED 
TO LOS ANGELES, WHERE HE STAYED TWO DAYS AND FROM THERE, 

TO TUCSON, ARIZONA, WHERE HE STAYED OVERNIGHT AND DIRECTLY 

TO COLORADO GITY, TEXAS, ARRIVING INSTANT DATE. HE STATED 

HE HAS BEEN FOLLOWED CONTINUOUSLY SINCE HIS DEPARTURE 

FROM SAN FRANCISCO AND ESTIMATED THAT HIS FOLLOWERS 

CHANGE CARS APPROXIMATELY EVERY 18 - 15 MILES ~LONG THE 

ROUTE. AT THE BEGINNING OF THE INTERVIEW, HE CLAIMED THaT 

HE HaD JUST WALKED OUTSIDE THE POLICE DEPARTMENT AND 

SOME INDIVIDUAL IN AN AUTOMOBILE PASSED BY AND SAID TO 

-HIM IN PERSIAN THAT "THEY WON'T HELP YOU EITHER". HE {/— 
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WAS CLOSELY QUESTIONED REGARDING ALL OF HIS ACTIVITIES 

AND THE IDENTITY OF PERSONS HARASSING HIM INCLUDING 

THE INCIDENT JUST PRIOR TO HIS INTERVIEW AND HE COULD 

NOT GIVE ANY INFORMATION WHICH WOULD AID IN THEIR 

IDENTIFICATION, HE INDICATED He INTENDS TO LEAVE COLOR ADO 

CITY MOMENTARILY AND TRAVEL TO DALLAS, TEXAS, AND THEREAFTER 

BY SOME MEANS TO WASHINGTON, D. C. AL = 

DALLAS INDICES FAILED TO DISCLOSE ANY INFORMATION 

IDENTIFIABLE WITH ARB ABZADEH-TEHR ANI. IW 

ADMINISTRATIVE ~ DUE TO THE ABOVE REMARKS BY 

ARBABZADEH-TEHRANI, IT APPEARS THERE IS NO FOUNDATION 

FOR FURTHER ACTION BY THE DALLAS OFFICE, THEREFORE, 

NO ACTION IS BEING TAKEN NOk LHM BEING SUBMITTED. 

ABOVE BEING FURNISHED TO WFO AS ARBABZADEH-TEHRANI 
HAS INDICATED HIS DESTINATION IS WASHINGTON, D.C., AND 

HE MAY CONTACT WFO OR COME TO THEIR aTTENTION., KW 

_FOR INFORMATION, ARBABZADEH-TEHR ANI HAS BEEN 

FINGERPRINTED” AND PHOTOGRAPHED. BY THE COLORADO cITy, TEXAS, 

POLICE DEPARTMENT AND THE FINGERPRINTS AND PHOTOGRAPHS 

ARE BEING MAINTAINED BY THEM [,_ 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE = Asst. irs 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION _ Ses, 

Memorandum sae 
| Intel: oa 

Laboratory 
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The Training Division can explain. to the Committee 
the Anti-Sniper and Survival Training provided for local police 
officers at the Academy and by our field offices. The Training 
Division will also explain the hostage negotiations provided to 
local police officers and the conferences which have been held 
around the country concerning terrorist activities. The SWAT 
team training provided to our Agents and the hostage negotiations 
training provided to the Agents can also be explained to the 
Committee. ff 

It should be noted that for the Committee to observe 
SWAT team training it will require some coordination as the 
teams are not constantly being trained at the Academy. 

The other areas that the Committee wants to study | 
should be discussed with the responsible divisions, such as the / 
Laboratory and Criminal Investigative Divisions. 
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PURPOSE: / : te 

To recommend priority attention be given to preparation of { G : 

video tapes which are to support presentations before Senate and House ‘ ~ 
Select Committees on Intelligence during January and February, 1978. 

DETAILS: , 

During early February, 1978, an appearance by either 
Deputy Associate Director James B. Adams or Assistant Director 
T. W. Leavitt is planned before the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence; 
in addition, the House Select Committee on Intelligence will be similarly 
briefed in the near future. In order to dramatize graphically the constant 
threat to national security posed by Hostile Intelligence Services, a video- 
tape presentation of approximately 20 minutes is felt to be most desirable. 
Senate staff members have specifically requested such a film as one of 
the most effective ways to dramatize our problems for the Senators. 

At the present time, the Instructional Technological Services 
Staff, Training Division, have advised the Intelligence Division (INTD) 
they have a number of important projects; but, in view of the short dead- 
lines for the preparation of a suitable presentation, INTD believes that 
this project should be given priority status. REC. oh 2-16.39 5° [707 Bh COON MESES We 4 Jf: eye. 
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Mr. R. J. Gallagher 11/29/76 

~ Mr. L. 3. Brune, Jr. 1 

J. G. Deegan L — Mr. Se By Phillips 

il - Mr. R. TL. McLanahan 

SUBVERSIVE MATTER ~- COMMUNIST PARTY, ALLINFOOMATION CONTAINED 

PURPOSE: To advise concerning results of a review of this 
case for a determination as to whether investigation is 
warranted under the Espionage-xX statutes. 

SYNOPSIS: While conducting an applicant investigation on 
4/9/76, WFO determined from the landlord of captioned sub~ 
ject that he had seen pictures of Joseph Stalin and ~ 
Fidel Castro hanging in subject's apartment. Also observed ,. | 
were communist literature and what appeared to be CIA reports a7 
in paperback form under subject's bed. : 

NJ 
According to this landlord, subject used to Live in 

Chile but was deported and is presemtly employed as a staff an 
member with the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence 
Activities (SSCTIA). 

t 

pee 

In discussing this matter with the Department, it . 
was learned that a Departmental Attorney in the Investigation : 
Review Unit (IRU) recalled that sometime during Lawton's “ 
employment with the SSCIA a charge was made that he had leaked ™ 
Classified information. 

There is no indication that the CIA reports 
observed under Lawton's bed were classified, which is a . 
necessary clement for instituting investigations under the oe. 
espionage statutes. a: 

Furthermore, investigations regarding leaks of 
classified information are initiated at the specific 
instructions of the Department, which to date has not 
instructed us to take any action with respect to the allega-~ 
tion that Lawton leaked classified information while with 
the SSCIA, <> 
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Memorandum to Mr. R. J. Gallagher 
Rez George Albert Lawton, Jr. 

Through our Liaison Section, CIA was apprised 
of the information regarding Lawton and further that he 
is presently residing in Paris, France. CIA advised that 
based upon this information, there is no justification 
for any independent action on their part abroad regarding 
Lawton. However, should the FBE feel that Lawton is of 
sufficient interest to make a written formal request con~ 
sistent with the Attorney General's guidelines, CIA will 
consider conducting investigation abroad. 

RECOMMENDATION: For information. 

DETAIES: On 4/9/76, WEO, while conducting an applicant 
investigation, determined from Edwin C. Loureiro, captioned 
subject's landlord, that while cleaning subject's apartment, 
he noticed pictures of Joseph Stalin and Fidel Castro hang- 
ing im the apartment, as well as an assortment of communist 
literatu:-e and what appeared to be CIA reports in paperback 
form under Lawton's bed. According to Loureiro, Lawton used 
to Live in Chile but he was deported and is presently 
amployed as a staff member with the SSCIA. 

Lawton's employment with the SSCIA was verified by 
WFO as of 4/22/76. 

Upon verification of subject's employment with the 
SSCIA, a discussion concerning this matter was held on 5/4/76 
by SAs L. J, Brune, Jr., and S. F. Phillips with Mr. Michael 5. 
Shaheen, Jr., Special Counsel for Intelligence Coordination of 
the Department and Mr. Jeffrey Harris, Chief of the Department's 
Investigation Review Unit, along with other representatives of 
their offices. During this discussion, Harris was tele~ 
phonically advised by his IRU associate Joseph diGenova 

+r ~ 2m» 
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Momorandum to Mr. R. J. Gallagher 
Re: George Albert Lawton, dr. 

that Lawton was employed by the SSCIA as of two weeks 
prior to 5/4/76 as a consultant concerning Salvadore 
Allende (deceased leader of Chile) and Chile itself. 
According to Harris, diGenova recalled that sometime 
during the time of Lawton's employment with the SSCIA 
a charge was made that Lawton had Idaked classified 
information. How that situation was resolved was not 
clarified during diGenova's telephonic conversation with 
Harris. . 

There is no indication that what appeared to be 
CIA reports in paperback form observed under Lawton's bed 
were classified, which is a necessary element for institut- 
ing investigations under the espionage statutes. Further- 
nore, investigations regarding leaks of classified informa~ 
tion are instituted at the specific instructions of the 
Pepartment, which to date has not instructed us to take any 
action with respect to the allegation that Lawton leaked 
classified information while with the SSCIA. 

Through our Liaison Section, CIA was contacted 
and apprised of the information regarding Lawton, including 
his current residence in Paris, France. SA V. H. Weimar 
personally spoke with Mr. George Kalaris, Chief, Counter- 
intelligence Division, CIAHO, on 11/3/76. Kalaris advised 
that CIA's position is that based upon the information fur- 
nished thus far regarding Lawton, there is no justification 
for any independent action regarding Lawton by CIA abroad. 
However, if the FBI considers Lawton of sufficient interest 
to request investigation of him abroad, CIA will consider 
same upon receipt of a formal request in writing from the 
FBI which is consistent with the Attorney Ceneral's 
guidelines. 
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SUBJECT: SENSTUDY 75; HOUSTUDY 
Training 

Public Affs, Off._ 

‘ Telephone Rm. — 

Director's Sec'y — 

PURPOSE AND DETAILS: : 
‘ 

This is to advise that both captioned files, all x ENN 
enclosures, ticklers, request folders, and other supporting a Sg ds 
material, formerly maintained in Room 3859, have been moved to 9 
Room 8988, J. Edgar Hoover .Building, and placed in the custody > 
of SA John C. Lawn. , ~ 

a ND 
All Intelligence Division personnel and property have . 

been withdrawn from Room 3859. YS 

RECOMMENDATION : 

That captioned files and supporting material be main- 
tained in Room 8988 and that appropriate Records Management 
Division personnel be advised of this relocation. 
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By letters dated 11-7-75 and 11-13-75, captioned 
Commntes re equested the Bureau to make avatiahle documenta LA 
both the field office and Headquarters’ files concerning Burean 
informants including the former informant Gary — Rowe. 
This oe request was Giscusse’ by SA Paul V. Daly of this 
Division with Robert Kelley of captioncd Committees. Kelley agrecu 
to limi te he material the Committee desired acesss to the folicwing: 
(43 Informant reports concerning a iMotner's Day incident in Blemingh: aio 
Alabama, in 1961. €2) informant reports setting forth impending Klan 
violence. (3) Informant reports concerning Howe's personal invelvement 
in violence. (4) Informant resorts concerning the .Viola.~. i 
‘xaurder (ne trial reports). (5) fnformant reports of political campai gus, 
the fu Klux Klan's participation in careneiens. (8 cecancel Pavores 
on internal Kian polities, thé relationship between the Elen end the 
police. (7) Communications issuing instructions to Mowe. (8) Infarment 
reports setting forth COINT EULDRO type activitios. (9) Informant 
reports setting forth dissemination of information outside the Bureau. 
{10} Reports of Rowe's renorting at the iu Klux Blan national convention 
in 1963. (11) Informant payments made to Rowe. 3 
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RECOMMENDATION: 

That the intelli ECRLES Division insure eae OnLY the 

material falling within the aforementioned categories be made 
augiianie-tethet Select Committee. - 
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Siree you | ‘Feel as you do about releasing the 
documents: Senator Morgan has requested, perhaps 
you showkd eall him-and~see~if—a_letter over your 

da signature of thle sort you susgested in your 
é memorandum of | October. Gs,.. -¥976, wouldjsatisfy him. 
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- Mr, T. W. Leavitt soy eae 
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Ident. 

eases . 1 = Mr, R. de Gallagher Inspection 
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S. F Phillips Plan. & Eval. __ 

Ss. F 

SUBJECT: Sees y 75 ALL. INS ORMATION CON rAINE + °° Rec. Mgnt. 

| HEREIMASNGLASET 1% Se 
= DATE BY Te ni Rinks 

Director Sec’y __ 

H 

PURPOSE: ‘To propose incentive awards for James C, Brennan, 
GS-4, and I, Earlene Stanley, GS-5. 

DETAILS: Mr, Brennan and Miss Stanley were assigned to the 
Senstudy 75 Special in January and February, 1976, 

respectively, assuming roles on this significant Special which had | 
been handled by others‘who, in light of other compelling circumstances, We 
were reassigned rather abruptly, There follows a summary of specific —— 
facets of their performance which have been clearly beyond what would 
have been normally called for in this-situation. _ 

oe "REC-89 ie if Ffos 3 — «[7Q3 
Miss Stanley had but minimal training of a few ‘hours in~ 

taking on her new duties; Brennan likewise had but limited training 
time. They both, with a minimum of supervision, demonstrated 
imagination and initiative in. | meeting a variety of problems and per- 
formed their duties in a manner well beyond what would have been 
acceptable, “The following is illustrative: They devised and refined 
an-elaborate indexing system for the Special, enabling us to quickly 
locate and retrieve relevant correspondence with a minimum of infor- 
mation. This has proven invaluable to all levels of Bureau officials 
and supervisors who frequently call. upon us for information relating  _ a=” 
to the Special. They set up and refined an elaborate tickler system | i 
for the voluminous substantive and administrative correspondence, oot se if 
senerated by the Special, thus facilitating our day-to-day work. “~ sit casas 
Many times working under compelling time limitations, they assisted: ~, 
numerous supervisors in the excising and duplication of documents _4% 
and served as couriers to expedite materials to Bureau and Depart~.\wr- 
mental officials. Working with Records Management Division Y, 
employees, they have innovated procedures for the location, ope | a 

ae 

gation and integration into our files of a vast amount of material 
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Memorandum to Mr, T,; W. Leavitt 

Re: Senstudy 75 
62-116395 

heretofore maintained only as ticklers. Another task performed by 
them, significantly beyond what would be called for by their Grade 
level, consisted of their preparation of abstracts (precise summaries 
of lengthy documents) for inclusion in a Community Index maintained 
by the Director, Central Intelligence. As an adjunct to the Special, 
they have located, isolated, excised and duplicated a large volume 
of documents concerning a particular subject which had been given 
to the Church Commiitee so it may now be given, at the Attorney 
General's instructions, to the subject's estate. This effort, like 
most all the others performed by these two employees, was of a 
pioneering nature requiring innovative techniques. Their. overall 
performance contributed immeasurably toward fulfilling the 
Bureau's responsibilities in this matter. 

RECOMMENDATION: That Mr. Brennan and Miss Stanley be granted 
incentive awards, the amount to be determined 

by the Finance and Personnel Division. 
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The Attorney General October 6, 1976 
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REQURST OF U.S. SENATOR 
ROBERY MORGAN OF THE U.S. 
SENATEA SELECT COMMITTEE ON 
INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

wer _ 
ann, 

Dee Y 

‘This is in response Lo your recent telephonic 
request of me concerning what steps might be taken by your 
office and the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) to 
accommodate requests of U. S. Senator Robert Morgan of 
North Carolina for authorization for public release of 
certain FBI documents. The following is set forth to 
present this matter in a complete context and to submit 
to you at the same time my suggestions and observations. 

Senator Morgan was a member of the SSC. As such 
he had access to the FBI documents submitted to the. SSC 
during its extensive review of FBI operations. : 

. In response to requests of the SSC and its 
staff and in accordance with agreed to procedures we 
delivered to the SSC staff on August 28, 1975, several 
documents that related to our investigations and 
Counterintelligence Program (COINTELPRO) directed against 
the Klan in North Carolina. ‘These documents were excised 
individually to exclude data that would obviously identify 
informants. The nature of these particular documents is 
such that when compared with each other the identity of a 
former FBI Klan informant, George Dorsett, can be deduced. 
This fact was recognized by the SSC, or its staff, and in 
fact a notation "IDENTS SOURCE” was made on the face of one 
of the documents after they were delivered to. the BSC- = | qt OIL 
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The Attorney General 

On December 5 and 6, 1975, various North Carolina 
news media reported Senator Morgan's statements to the effect 
that the FBI formed and provided operating funds for the 
Confederate Knights of the Ku Klux Klan (CRKKK) in the 1960's 
i and counter the existing United Klans of America 
UKA). 

The Special Agent in Charge (SAG) of the Charlotte 
Office of the FBI issued a press release on December 6, 1975, 
in which he summarized the FBI's investigation of the UKA, 
He described the nature of the UKA, i.e. the alleged promotion 
of Americanism, white supremacy and segregation of the racés. 
He alluded to the anti-Negro, anti-Semitic nature of the UKA 
and the involvement of Klan members and leaders in the 
past in atrocities including beatings, bombings and murders 
as well ss involvement in activities seeking to deny others 
their Constitutional rights. He described the UKA klaverns in 
North Carolina as having the same aims and purposes as the 
national organization. 

He specifically stated "It recently hss been 
widely reported that the FBI has been responsible for 
organizing new chapters or klaverns of the Klan. At no 
time was the FBI directly responsible fr the organizing of any 
new Klan chapter or klavern.” He denied that FBI informants 
were ever instructed to advocate, initiate or engage in acts 
of violence. 

It appears that this press release by the SAC of the 
Charlotte Office has been considered by Senator Morgan as a 
challenge to his credibility. Apparently Senator Morgan feels 
that if the FBI documents from which he has formed his 
ee das are released to the public, the dispute can be 
resolved. 

The documents in question are enclosed in two forms. 
In one form they are the same as provided to the SSC. In the 
other they are excised more extensively, to which I will 
refer later. 

ae Ove 
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The Attorney General 

Particular attention is directed to the August 22, 1967, 
airtel from SAC, Charlotte to Director, FBI, which sets forth 
the formulation of the CKKKK. This document setsforth steps 
being taken in conjunction with an informant to utilize the 
CKKEK as a disruptive effort directed against the UKA. [It 
is realized that this document gives the impression that the 
FBI formed the CKKKE. 

Attention is also directed to SAG, Charlotte, airtel 
to Director, FBI, dated September 12, 1967. In paragraph one, 
page one of this document it is specifically stated that the 
Charlotte Office desired to continue to capitalize on the 
dissension between Dorsett and UKA Grand Dragon without having 
to form a separate organization. “However, those former UKA 
members who followed Dorsett were adamant in their intentions 
to form another organization, and in order to put the Bureau 
in the best position possible (deleted) became Grand Dragon of 
this new group." | 

This same communication specifically requests FBI 
Headquarters to authorize the paying of at least a portion of the 
expenses relating to the formation of the CKKKK. 

By airtel dated September 25, 1967, from Director, 
FBI,to SAC, Charlotte, it is stated, "The Bureau will not, 
under any circumstances, approve the paying, by your office, 
of all expenses in connection with the formation of the new 
Klan organization known as the Confederate Knights of the Ku 
Klux Klan (CKKKK) by (deleted). The Bureau will, however, 
approve justifiable personal expenses incurred by the 
informant in this regard." 

By memorandum to you dated December 19, 1975, 
L- enclosed a proposed memorandum for delivery to Senator 
Frank Ghurch, Chairman of the SSC. These memoranda 
advised of the disclosure in the December 10, 1975, 
issue of the Greensboro, North Carolina, "Greensboro Daily 
News,'' of the identity of FBI informant George F. Dorsett, 
attributed to a "Senate Intelligence Committee source." 
In these memoranda I enumerated several documents that 
were delivered to the SSC by the FBI and which when 
examined as a group and compared with each other led 
to Mr. Dorsett'’s identification as an informant. I 
reiterated my request that the December 19, 1975, memorandum 
be delivered to Senator Church by memorandum of February 11, 1976. 

| 
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The Attorney General 

By memorandum dated April 22, 1976, I furnished 
to you a copy of an article appearing in the April 4, 1976, 
issue of the “Greensboro Daily News" captioned "Morgan 
Confirms Spy Within KKK,” and with a subcaption "George Dorsett." 
A copy of this news article is also enclosed herewith. By 
this memorandum I again requested that this matter be brought 
to the attention of Senator Church. 

It is my understanding that the above incidents were 
not referred to the SSC. 

I wish to point out that Mr. Dorsett's identity as 
an FBI informant has not been publicly acknowledged by the. 
FBI nor to the extent of my knowledge by Mr. Dorsett. 

By letter dated May Li, 1976, Senator Morgan requested 
of you the clearance for release of the documents in question. 
A copy of Senator Morgan's letter is also enclosed. 

tT and my staff have given this matter very serious 
consideration, I feel that the documents should not be 
approved for release inasmuch as the request is a personal 
request of Senator Morgan; the request is not a request of 
the S5C; it is not related to SSC business; the SSC has had 
numerous hearings relating to the material covered in these 
documents and has issued its report; the SSC no longer has 
standing to conduct business; it is felt nothing is to be 
gained by continued exposure and concentration on 
past specific incidents; Senator Morgan entered into the 
Congressional Record on May 10, 1976, my May 8, 1976, remarks 
at Fulton, Missouri, and Senator Morgan at that time stated 
his agreement with my remarks, 

i In Senator Morgan’s letter he also requested the 
approval for public release of certain documents relating to 

| the Black Panther Party (BPP) and COINTELPRO actions directed 
! against the BPP in North Carolina. In regard to these documents 

copies of which are also enclosed in two formats) it should 
be noted that Larry Donnell Little, who as BPP leader was 
the person most affected by the COINTELPRO actions, was advised by 
your Special Review Committee of the fact COINTELPRO actions 
were taken against him. Little is believed to be currently 
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The Attorney General 

running for Alderman in Winston-Salem, North Carolina, and 
disclosure of these documents at this time could be construed 
as an improper intrusion into local politics by the 
Federal Government. In an interview of Little reported in the 
December 20, 1975, issue of the "Winston-Salem Chronicle," 
“Vinston-Salem, North Carolina, Little is quoted as being 
aware of the Freedom of Information Act as a means of 
obtaining material from FBI files. 

In the event you feel that this matter can better 
be resolved by the public release of these documents, they 
have been examined and additional excisions made which, 
should they be released, will not disclose the identity of an 
informant. Copies of the documents with these excisions are 
enclosed herewith. (It is noted that these documents in 
this format were provided to you by memorandum dated 
July 9, 1976.) 

tT have also given consideration to the submission of 
a letter to Senator Morgan either over your signature or mine, 
which letter would acimowledge that the FBI did exploit the 
CKKKEK as a means of disrupting the UKA. I interpose no 
objection to such a letter providing it is worded in such a 
manner that a specific informant is not identified nor 
Senator Morgan's disclosure of this informant is acknowledged, 
Any such letter should of course accurately set forth the events 
based on the information contained in these documents which I 
feel is accurately summarized above. 

Senator Morgan has expressed his concern about a 
critical reaction in North Carolina to his statements critical of 
the FBI by former FBI employees. Senator Morgan has implied 
that he considers such reactions as being orchestrated by the FBI. 
Such is not so and I would trust that Senator Morgan would 
accept my statement to this effect in good faith. The FBI 
does not in any manner direct the activities of former FBI 
employees, either to perform or to desist. 

T hope that this summary will aid you in determining 
the most effective means of meeting the request of 
Senator Morgan. I wish to emphasize that neither I nor my 
staff desires to pursue a position of obstinance in this situation. 
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The Attorney General 

I do feel strongly, however, that we cannot acquiesce to 
the public disclosure of an FBI informant who has not otherwise 
been disclosed. 

Enclosures (4) 

1 -~ The Deputy Attorney General 
Attention: Michael E. Shaheen, Jr. 

Special Counsel for 
Intelligence Coordination 

NOTE: 

Deputy Associate Director James B. Adams on 
10/4/76 instructed that a communication to the Attorney General 
be prepared summarizing the background of the continuing 
request of Senator Morgan for public disclosure of the above 
documents. This request was made to enable the Director 
to respond to a telephonic request of the Attorney General. 

APPROVED; Ext. Affairs.......... Lahoratory.a: Aye 

Assoc. Dir. RO~......- Fin. & Petpy dew Legal Coun... 7. 

Ad C2". av kd x Plan. & Eval...t. pec 
Dep. AD m., Sates O Upp 

Dep. AD nwt A an GSN Gicccopidncecwccsaue Bee ATE sibeccwanaaccow 

Asst. Dir.: i" ( InsDectiOn.__...--.-- Spce. liVasccciscekecine 

Adm. S@IV...nncnennacon Jrtellcccnncmnaresesnons Training.....nsncarecwence” 
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e fof | Dep.-A.D.- 
« * & & Vin Dep.-A.D.- ¥ . 

Asst. Dir.: 

NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL j «Admin. — : 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20506 Comp. Syst. — : 

Oui Aina “to Ua | Files & Com, — | 
re ¢ May 23, 1975 Gen. Inv. : Fe ho Mie? GD ad roan Sante b | Ident. ; 

‘ \ f a8 

t Vom \99 i 4. a " BY LIAISON | mpi zack 
: at Srnec ee 

‘ J 4 ea Ay ae ae Ay RUA en + i: AN ¢ a, ~ 4 Pw 
; Laboratory 

; Eg Neg oy OPA | Plan. & Eval, —% 
' Spec. Inv. 

Ys 5 weltey: 
eae 

, | Legal Coun. ; 

I #egret the delay in responding to your letter of April 9, reques ; it aa RM. sno f 
3 at, S , ween 

sthat the NSC Staff approve the release of’ certain materials to the’ eal 

Senate Select Committee on n Intelligence £ Activities. We have now } 

completed our review of the subject documents and offer the fol- 

f lowing comment. 

“he, 

We have no objection to the release of the November 6, 1950 
’ memorandum from J. Patrick Coyne to J. Edgar Hoover and Raymond 

Whearty or the November 8, 1950 letter from J. Edgar Hoover to J. 

Patrick Coyne, along with the enclosure entitled "Report by the Inter- 

departmental Intelligence Conference to the National Security Council 

Regarding the Recent Outbreak of Violence by Puerto Rican Nationalists, "' 

~~ 

<= 

= 

af G5 and 

es - eens Creer: 

Concerning the report discussing internal security programs in the 

United States under the control of the TIC, enclosed with the July 25, 

1961 letter from Mr. Hoover to McGeorge Bundy, the NSC Staff has 
determined that it should not be released in its present form. From 

the information contained in this report, it appears that events could 

be reconstructed so as to identify confidential FBI sources, the pro- 

tection of which is essential to our intelligence operations. There- ee 
fore before this document may be released to the Senate Select Com fe 

) mittee it should be carefully reviewed and the information it contain | 

av nick could compromise confidential “REG should be removed. 

"Plas vet i ean COR LATED 
\) 

Jeanne W. Davis 

otaff Secretary . SEP 24 1976 
oe merece SEN 

a 
Honorable Clarence M. Kelley () ay } 

Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation VO 

Department of Justice t 
Washington, D.C. 20535 Ky 

S84 0CT5 1976 ™ 
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pole. Hants 
fw, VWaurnaib 

Bes. jeanne ¥. C2vie joie, Cregar 
Stais Secretary } jw, Fienister 
Haciesal Security Couns (ame: Wachner 
Old Executive Offies Buildize 
tg te « gob tae i. Washington, 2. & ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

HEREIN JS SSIF r s x > 
Boas Hee. Gayag: pate Az rf 

3 doneeation ith & raevmest of the Sanate Setect 
fanmittea on Latellicases Activities, 1% is ranuested that 
tie Poliowinn documents, which vere oritinates ar rageived 
BS Fapresentatives of the Hational Saamuirity Council, ke 
Simard Lor Eraiseitiali to the Senate Select Committes: 

Menmoramdim detec Nevember &, 1952, fran 
&. Peteiek Garang, Ratiagsh Besugkity Coumsh2 
Bepresentative on interaai Securlty, ta 
He. 2. Hdeas Beaver, Chairman, Interdenwrtmental 
inteliigence GContetaence, and or. Haymend &. 
Vaearty,. Chairman, Inverdsupsrimenteal Comnities 
ee Xuntermas Seouriey 

i@ttiers dated Nsvember &. 1880, fron 
He. &. Edeas Hoover, Gnaireaan, Interdguvartments) 
Intellicance Cenfereance, te Me. J. Prtrick Cayas, - 
Hatioani Senueity Councii, waich eascicses = 
Senort vaptiowsd “Renert by the Interueoaremental 
§ntellisence Contorsics to ¢he Hationak Seaurity 
Councki Hesgsardine the Hesent tuthreak of VYiolenag 
by Buerte Bican Hetionaliges” 

tetter dated July @5, i861, from ur. dg. Rdgar Boover, 
chaiisman, Inierdepartaental Iateiiigensce Coricrenac, 

@ SEE NOTE Pace THO. 
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Mee, geanae ¥. Davia 
Btare Secretary 
Wational Seauraty Counehi 

od 

%o Bonerable NeGesree Bundy, opeasiaih Agsietans 
te the BPresidest tex Hatiound Security Affairs, 
VHLGR ehciares 2 mMetOraidum concocting 
Psited States LRiereal seeurity proesvans 
under the eontrai of the Interdepartmestal 
Entelligence Caw. ties 

IRasuuch as tha Senate Seleat Committers requested 
the abevre dacunménate by clase of business Aprdk 7, 1875, 
yous prampt: attention ta hia teetiex would oe appreciated. 

Sincerely yours, 

Gliarence H. Eeliey 
HETOGEGL 

HOVERS 

in view of the urgency of the Senate Select 
Committes request, the ahove dcaeuments were hand ecorried te 
the HSC Staff on 4/4/75. by Liaison Agent B. C. Rachner. 
This letter constitutes a formal request which as in the pact 
hae been requested by the Rational Security Council Stet#. 
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i- Mr. A. J. Decker 
(Atm: T. H. Bresson) 

The Attorpéy Conerat September 24, 1976 
i : ee 1 - Mr. R. J. Gallagher 

; oe , PEI 1-Mr. T. W. Leavitt 
/ A ; 1- Mr. J. G. Deegan 
. fl ae __. 1- Mr, P. E. Nugent 
‘ MARTIN LUTHER XING, JR. 2-Mr.S. F. Phillips 

{icforenec is made to my Ictters to you datcd Ausust 25 
and september 2, 15, 20 and 22, i976, by means of which there 
were delivered our first five installments of documents for the 
estate of Liartin Luther kins, Jr. 

Being delivered with this communication is the sixth and 
fjnal installment of such documents. 

1 ~ The Deputy Attorney General 
Attention: Liichnel CK. Shaheen, Jr. 

i peciai Counsel for 
intellizcnce Coordination -_ 

i 

108~10C676 
—. 

ORIGINAL FILED By 
eo) © HEE, i <- : | “T. SIE 

(_ 1/- 62-116395 (Senstudy le pare L260»: 2 ey 

SFP:1fj _— 
(15) 

NOTE: 
Pursuant to an Attorney General instruction of 7/14/76, 

we have been furnishing to him for transmittal to the King estate, 
documents from our files which had previously been given to the 
Senate Select Committee on Intelligence Activities (SSC). Material 

, in this sixth installment represents that given to the SSC in response 
a to its 11/7 (two requests), 11, 12, 25; 12/4, 18/75; and 1/23/76 

requests. Triplicate sets of documents are being sent to the Depart- 
ment, one for the Kine estate, and two for retention by Department. 
Another set, which is for our file, accompanies the yeliow of this 
communication. | Lae ee 

Ce ate 5 
NOT ai RECORDE 

-_—— 

oo 

TO BE HAND percocet BY SA S. F. PHILLIPS 46 ult 25 1976 

SiS ane 

g 4 bEC2 1 1976 Re 
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The Atgerney General September 22, 1976 

ue lake se G. Deegan L 
eae : 1 - Mr. P. E. Nugent on EDI 2-Mr. S. F. Phillips 

. 

/ 
MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. 

Reference is made to ny Letters to you dated 
fupust 25 ond Septembar 2, 15 ond 20, 1976, by means of | 
which there vere delivered our first four instaliments of Bate os 
decunents £Eor the estate of Martin Luther Kins, Jr. 

| - Reing delivered with this communication is the 
£Lfth instalimont of such documents. 

i ~~ Tho Daputy Actorney Coneral 
Attention: Michael E. Shahoen, Jr. 

Special Counsel for 
intelliscence Coordination 

100~106670 _ | 
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NOTE s 
Pursuant to an Attorney General instruction of 7/14/ 

we have been furnishing to him for transmittal to the King est4 
documents from our files which had previously been given to th< 
Senate Select Committee on Intelligence Activities (SSC). ee 
Material in this fifth installment represents that given to : 
the SSC in response to its 9/29, 10/6, 15 and 17/75 requests. | 
Triplicate sets of documents are being sent to the Department, 
one for the King estate, and two for retention by Department, 
Another set, which is for our file, accompanies the yellow of 
this communication. 
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1 - Mr.~3. 3B. Adams 
2- Mr. J. A Mintz ~ 

l= Mr. A. S. Decker .s..” 
(Attn: T. H. Bresson) = 1 - Mr. R. J. Gallagher 

ee a | lo - Mr. T. W. Leavitt | | 

‘The Attorney General =. September 20, 1976 
uta _ i1l-Mr. J. G. Deegan — te FBI 1 - Mr. P. E. Nugent PS, a 2- Mr. S. F. Phillips Se 

. te LUTHER KING, JR. | ~ 
: s bel! 

Reference is made to my letters to you dated | a a ust 25 and September 2 and 15, 1976, by means of which | here were delivered our first three installments of . oy, ae <  f documents for the estate of Martin luther King, Jr. oe 
, Being delivered with this commmication is the os fourth installment of such documents. | a 

Attention is invited to two Department commmications | - classified "Secret" which are included in this delivery. They.‘ _ are letters dated January 3, 1968, and Janua 17, 1969, from * the then Attorney General, Ramsey Clark, to the then Director : of the FBI, J. Edgax Hoover. In accordance with an earlier | understanding between the Department and this Bureau, we would | appreciate your advice as to action taken by the Department relative to declassifying these decuments prior to their 
‘delivery to the King estate. JL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
1 - The Deputy Attorney General ae VEINS oA . Attention: Michael E. Shaheen, ir. 

Special Counsel for 
Intelligence Coordination © 

ea ff BIS 
LY4 62-116395 can 75) > —  - NOT ae , Ree ee a: a - : 46 \oOV 18 197 gee, SFP:jdp - _ ee. : Jee NOV Ro ae 

NOTE: ‘Pursuant to an Attorney General instruction of 7/14/76,. 0 we have been furnishing to him for transmittal to the King estate, documents from our files which had previously been given to the - Senate Select Committee on Intelligence Activities (SSC). Material in this fourth installment represents that given to | _ the SSC in response to its 9/8, 12 and 27/75 requests. Triplicate - sets of documents are being sent to the Department, one for the - ~ -- King estate, and two. for retention by Department. Another SCC, . which is for our file, accompanies the yellow of this commmication. 
z 

TO BE HAND DELIVERED BY SA S. F. PHILLIPS 
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ae 2 7G Mintz ~ 
| . Blake) 

a ® A. Decker | . 
: (Attn: T. H. Bresson) 
il - Mr. R. Se: Gallagher 

Le Mr. T. We Leavitt 

General, , # - = | ag September 15, 1 1976. 

| 2 | ee el 
1 -.Mr. J. G. Deegan 

| rena eran 1-Mr. P. E. Nugent =. = cS) 
_2 - Mr. S. F. Phillips. |_|. Sp 

syn LUTHER. KING, mR. ge eet 8s te 4% we 
f y 

Reference is made to my, letters to you dated (\ 

August 25 and September 2, 1976, means of which there wt 
were delivered our first two fa lments of documents ae oe 
for the estate of Martin Luther King, Jr. | e5 pe aoe 

| Being delivered with this communication is the \ 
third installment of such documents. 

_ ll - The Deputy Attorney General 9 Ww. e 8 Se 
o Attention: Michael E. Shaheen, Jr. : : - 3 | ete oe 

| Special Counsel for 
| Enea rea eenee Coordination — 

| 100-106670 — x As meorwarinconTANe | . ae 

| (CQ “vw HERE oe Ay, : 4 a 

(1+ 62-116395 (Senstudy 75)) DATE £6 - 2 
| \ | | | : | 

SFP: usp . 4 ee a a | | 

| NOTE: | a 
: ee to an deaenes Gcndtal instruction of 7/14/76, 

we have been furnishing to him for transmittal to: the King estate, 
documents from our. files which had previously been given to the : 

' Senate Select Committee on Intelligence Activities ?SSC). 
_. Material in this third installment represents that given to 
' the SSC in response to its 8/20 and 2/7/75 requests. Triplicate 

sets of documents are being sent to the Department, one for the . / 
| King estate, and two for retention by Department. Amother set, . 
_ which is for our file, vata cia the — of this ‘communication. 

ea 
O2. - Me - oo 

TO BE HAND ‘DELIVERED BY SA. s. F. PHILLIPS RECORD ; 
: : Nov 12 1976 
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tk « My. J B. Adams 

4 « Myr. J. A. Mintz 

(Atta: *P.V. Daly) 
9/15/76 

1 - r. T. W. Leavitt | 
cok : . | | i =~ Mr. W. 0. Cregar oa 2 

, ngram . | = My. Ve. ¥. Kolombatovic — 
a 8 | 2 a? (Attn: V. H. Welmar) 

| l= Mr. Ss. S&S. Mignosa 
ALBERT uae Rm. l= Mr. 8. F Phillips 

HERE: | MTON CONTANED - 

To advise of current status of this matter. 

| R. be Shackelford to My. T. We Leavitt. memorandum, 
5/25/76, proposed prelaminary investigation of Lawton under. 
the Attorney General guidelines for domestic security | 
investigations. Recommendation to investigate was based on 
information developed during an applicant-type investigation 
by Washington Field Office (WFO), which indicated Lawton's — 
d4nvolvement with communist movement and possible possession | 
of classified Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) material. 

' Ya an addendum therewith, the Legal Counsel Division. concluded 
that the matter should be treated preferably as a possible 

-. Jeak or unauthorized disclosure of classified information. In 
an attempt to resolve this issue an effort was made to determine 
Lawton's present employment and to disseminate a copy of WFO's . 

_ Letterhead Memorandum (LHM) conceriing Lawten to CIA Headquarters. 
_ The Director of Security of that agency would not accept the | 

' (HM because of an asserted absente of jurisdiction. It has | 
. been determined that Lawton has sublet his Washington, D. C., 

4 . apartment and is now in Paris, France. A representative of : 
- Ci~4, Liaison Section, will proceed te contact the Counter- 6h. . 

es intelligence Staff of CIA Headquarters to determine whether a 

B 

| Tee, ess 

that agency would now have an interest in view of the arene 
foreign residence. | 

ACTI GN: | | | ae se . 

a For siniaioaiaend : ~ He3 3 : | e 

| 1631-11367 | } | ae ee 6 = ak ee 4, , 

, O- 62~116395 (SENSTUDY) wre 

eee” - -_ “ay ! 
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Mouorandun to ur. Re J. ‘Gadlaghor 
: George Albert: Lawton » TE. 

i6i-21567 

BACKGROUND; 

R. le Shackelford to Mr. T. We Leavitt memoyandum, 8 
. sraayrs, prepared by LJB:sdja under instant caption, ber is 
enclosed herewith, had for its purpose a tle, ponte chen. nary. 
investigation concerning Lavton, who waa enp the Senate 
‘Select Committee on Intelligence Activities” (eecrA)” 
proposed investigation was predicated on the ea a 
anfarmation, which was obtained by Wro while Samnenae: an 
applicant oa: This information is set forth in an | 

prepared by WFO on 4/26/76, which is also gnalouea en, 3 
‘along with its transmittal letter of the same date. 

oe Lawton's landlord at 1824 Belmont Road, NW, Washington, 
~. C. (an apartment building), Mr. Edwin C. Loureiro, advised _ 
‘that he had seen pictures of the former Soviet leader Stalin 
and Cuban leader Castro hanging in the subject's apartment 
and ebserved communist lAterature in that apartment and what 
appeared to be CIA séports under Lavton's bed. The landlord | 
associated Lawton with a CPUSA bookstore operated ‘in. 
Washington, D. C., and advised — Lawton informed ham of. Ais = 
de portation from Chak co. | 

‘The. recomended silat under the Attorney | | 
| Gonerd2 guidelines for domestic security investigations, _ 
—-yelative in this instance to the CPUGA investigation, was. based 

. On discussions among FEIHQ Superviscors L. J. Brune, J¥., 
- Unit Chief of the Communist Party Unit, and &S. fF. Phillips, 

Chief of the SENSTUDY Project, and Departmental officers 
 , Snguding Mr. Jeffrey Yarris, Chie? of the Department's 

. . ° Ynvestigation Review Unit (IRU). During the discussion with 
- oo.  Hagris, he was in telephonic contact with Mr. Joseph diGenova, 

who was his IRU associate. DiGenova informed Harris of his 
recollection that. sometime during the tern of Lawton's past — 
employment with SSCIA a charge had been made that Lawton had 
‘deaked classified material. Harris said — didenova. be not : 

' @laborate concerning this charge. 

In an addendum dated 6/10/76 to the oneal. | 
eile, the Legal Counsel Division (ECD) eoncluded that 

ee a. preferred cdurse of action instead of a dqmestic security 
/ vestigation would be to treat this matter aa a possible 

Oe bn vnauthorized disclosure ‘of osacestind. anformation. = 
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| aaiicicaaiaiie to Mr. R. J. Gallagher 
Res George oaeee Lawton, Jz. , 

7 eae 

a A letter to the iii General dated 7/13/76 waS prepared by 
| Supervisor L. J. Brune, Jr., for the purpose of resolving the . 
' @iZference of opinion between the IRU and ICD. If the letter 

had been approved within FBIHQ, and a leak case ap proved 
by the Department, the matter would have been transferred to 
Cle3 Section for handling under the character of Espionage-+X. 
In lieu of this course of action, tho Intelligence Division 
decided that further inquiry be made to clarify Lawton's 
status with the Government, if any. Supervisor L. J. Brune, Jz., 
on 7/16/76, was therefoye instructed to endeavor to disoxestiy 
determine Lawton's current address and employment and to | 
furnish a copy of the above-mentioned WFO" LMM regarding the 

| subject to CIA, in view of the above information regarding 
on's es possession of CIA documents and the issue 

of his alleged leak of classified data. Supervisor Brune 
ascertained from Supervisor P. V. Daly of the LCD on 7/16/76 
that he had no access to Congressional records and, therefore, 
could not verify whether Lawton was then employed in any capaetty 
by a Congressional office. An emplayes of the e, Adninistrative 
Services Division, Mr. Richard B. McCord, who is the partner _ 
of the aforementioned Edwin C. Loureiro, advised 7/20/76 that 
Lawton still resided at 1824 Belmont Read, Nv, Washington, D. C. 

is —o—o—oO 

le 54928 

A copy of the WFO LHM regarding subject dated 4/26/76 
was given to a representative of the Liaison Section, Cl«4, on 
7/23/76 for transmittal to CYA..On 8/5/76, Supervisor V. H. 
Weimar of Cl-4 Section was informed by Mr. ’Robort Gambino, | 
Director of Securdty, CIA Headquarters, that his agency would not | 
accept the LHM inasmuch as the matter involved is not of 
jurisdictional interest te CYA. Subsequently, Mr. McCord of 
the Administrative Services Division telephonically advised . 
Supervisor Brune that he had learned that Lawton has sublet his 
apartment in Washington, D. C., and is now in Paris, France, 
for reacoh(s) unknown. Supervisor Weimar was thereu oo requested 
te retontact CIA Headquarters to determine whethexy that agency 
would now be interested in receiving the above WFO LHM in “aan 
of subject's present residence abroad. . Weimar is proceeding | 
to handle this request and will brie? the Counterintelligence 
Stagf of CIA Headquarters concerning this matter to determine 
whether or not that agency would have an interest in view of . 

- subject's foreign residence . 
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The Attorney General | September Z, 1976 
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~ Mr. J. G. Deegan | 
P. BE. Nugnt | Director, FRI ! 

Nop es 

‘ ie My e 

WARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. 

Reference is made to my letter to you dated 
Ausust 25, 1976, by means of which there was delivered 
our first instaliment of documents for the estate of 
Hartin Luther King, Jr. 

Beins delivered with this communication is 
the second installment of such documents, 

L ~ The Deputy Attorney Ceneral 
Attention: ifichnel [£, Shaheen, Jr. 

Special Counsel for 
Intellic<nce Coordination 

100~106670 ALL ICPORN OCC NTANED 

C 1 = 62-116395 (Senstudy 75) > 

SFP: jdp ———— IO Sa el 
\ os 

- WO PRE, 

Pursuant to an Attorney General instruction of 7/14/76, 
we. have been furnishing to him for transmittal to the Kinz estate, 
documents from our files which had previously been given to the 
senate Select Committee on Intelligence Activities (SSC). 
Material in this second installment represents that given to.’ 
the SSC in response to its 7/8 and 14/75 requests, Duplicate . ro 
sets of documents are being sent to the Department, one for te 
King estate, one for retention by Department; Another set; ~~ 
which is for our file, accompanies the yellow of thia comimniertion. 
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Memorandum L=- Mr. T. W. Leavitt dep. ap Inv. 

OPTIONAL FORM NO, 10 
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ah ee 
ee its (47 CFR} 101-11.6 6 " 

UNITED STATES G RNMENT ™ heen 
1 oT Mr ° A ° J ® Decker Dep. AD Adm. __ 

1 - Mr. S. F. Phillips" 
Adm. Serv.____ t 

“f yp Ext. Affairs 
eavitt ph \ DATE: 9/27 /76 Fin. & Pers. — 

Gen. Inv. 

Ident. 

Inspection 

Intell. of. cata ALL INFORMATION CONTAINER, ie 
Be stich HEREIN]S UNCLASSIFIED 0° S047 meen 

| i DATE BY OLSEIEG he a Ss 
; Rec. Mgn fay F 

Sc Spec. ULI 

Training — 

Laboratory 

Telephone Rm. __ 

Reference is made to memorandum from W. O, Director Seo Va 
Cregar to Mr. W. R. Wannall 4/11/75, by which approval 
was obtained for maintenance of the file relating to / ) 
captioned matter in Room 4063, J. Edgar Hoover Building, /M\,/¢ 
rather than for the maintenance of it by the Files ad MP \ 
Communication Division. Similar memoranda 9/25/75 and) \fif/¥ 
4/2/76 renewed approval, ba < 

t 

This matter concerns the Bureau~wide effort to ae 
service the numerous requests of the U. S. Senate Select : 
Committee on Intelligence Activities, Since last 
memorandum, file was moved to Room 3859. Although the s 
Committee's life has ended and we no longer service any ~ 
requests, we continue almost daily to utilize this file 
which now consists of 957 sections as well as a tremendous Z 
number of bulky exhibits in connection with internal needs. 
In addition, we have underway an involved project of a - 
"housekeeping" nature concerning this and related files. ee 

Ay 

Memorandum to All Bureau Officials and Supervisors 0 
7/24/75 requires semiannual renewal {fOF maintenance of files Q 
away from the Records Management Division, In accordance a 
with the provisions of that requirement and because of the 5 
compelling reasons for maintaining the file in place as we (2 
have for the past year and a half, We are recommending the 
continued maintenance of this file as in the past, 

4 
RECOMMENDATION: 

Captioned file continue to be maintained in Room 
3859, J. Edgar Hoover Building. 

EC-6 
62-116395 nes yd. LLO355— /7O0 
SFP:cjc / a | E229: eames 
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- 2 ay (1+ ?. T. Blake) 
| _ | - Mr. A. J. Decker 

 {{Attn: T.-H. Bresson) 
1 - Mr. 8. J. Gallagher 
1 - Mr. T. W.. Leavitt 

August 25, 1976 
-Mr. J. G. Deegan ee 

Mr. ©. &. Nugent . <2. 

Cj 

> 
Nee 

' 
rector, FBI ~ Mr. S..F. Phillips 

MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. _ 

ss Reference is made to your letter dated July 14, 1976,  *. 
captioned “Request of the Estate of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.," ’\ 

(4 ".*'- imstructing that certain material concerning Ki pa } AS yo. e furnished to the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence hee 
wo ot  Aetivities (Church Committée) now be furnished to the King N 
“eo. estate; my letter dated t. 2, 1976, forwarding for your - 
7S ~  comcurrence a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) incorporating 

procedures and guidelines for use in fulfilling your 
_ instructions; and letter dated August 10, 1976, from iz 

' ' Mr. Michael E. Shaheen, Jr., Counsel, Office of Professional 
- Responsibility, which confirms the MOU with one exception 
\ discussed hereinafter. : N 

ae The exception noted relates to derogatory material a 
concerning Mr. Stanley David Levison and Mr. and Mrs. Ha | 7 
Wachtel which is included in the documents to be given to King. a 
estate. It is Mr. Shaheen's advice that these three individuals 
have consented to having derogatory information concerning them 

= - included in the documents and that their written consents on : 
Po this point will be provided to the Department. We have and = 

, will follow the provisions of this exception but not tothe = & 
exclusion of our option to excise information concerning these 
three individuals for reasons other than privacy as provided 
for in the MOU. ss _ a 

| Since our submission of the MOU for the Department's 
concurrence, certain additional agreements and understandings © 
have been arrived at between Mr. Steven Blackhurst » Assistant 
to Mr. Shaheen, and a representative of this Bureau. These 
are as follows: — Be ) | | 

- 4 ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED .* 
, 7 | HEREIN JS 7 iF) 

— :100-106670 | pare Lollb oy : 0A A. fae > a, ‘ Ke a 

Rad AE CC a Ly 

| i 7 Tb a= - os é 
“ | (yp 62-116395 “(Senstudy 75 at Dae 46 sep 2 wig 

a : : on Woy > 

SFP: jdp oY Ce ee a ee 

(15) | gps SEE. NOTE PAGE TWO 
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® 

The Attorney General 

| (1) If any classified Department of 
Justice documents are involved, they are to be 
excised in conformance with the MOU but not 
declassified. Such documents are to be 
specifically brought to the Department's 
attention, after which the Department will 
handle the matter of declassification and 
advise us. | 

| (2) We may except from delivery to 
the King estate material which is completely 
extraneous to King. — | 

(3) We are not to furnish to the King 
estate copies of twelve memoranda from former — 
FBI Assistant Director C. D. DeLoeach te 
Mr. Walter Jenkins of the White House concerning 
the 1964 Democratic Party National Convention. 

Being delivered with this commmication is the 
first installment of the documents for the King estate. 
Attention is invited to the penultimate document in this 
submission, a communication from the Attorney General to 
the Director, FBI, dated May 20, 1954, and entitled 
"Microphone Surveillance.” This commmication is 
classified “Confidential.” 

o.- The Deputy Attorney General 
Attention: Michael E. Shaheen, Jr. 

Special Counsel for 
Intelligence Coordination 

NOTE: 
The material in this first installment represents 

material delivered to the Church Committee in response to its _ 
5/14/75 request. The — and understandings referred 
to above were between Blackhurst ef the Department and S. F. 
Phillips of the Bureau. Duplicate sets of documents being sent 
Department, one for King estate, one for retention. -~ 
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CRORE  Maxch 24, 1977 Assistant Attorney General TiN CEU 
Office of Legisiati ve Affairs a 

oe Mr. T. We Leavitt . 

| Director, FOL - Mr. A. B. Fulton 
: - Mr. S. S. Mignosa 

UNITED STATES SENATE SELECT oe 
GUUMITIER GN GNLELLIGENCE ..- 

References is made to-the—Lette and tetterhead 
memorandum of thie Bureau dated liatch &, i97%, capiione 
as aoove, 

Moa tt 

omeheui L. 
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Dfeeege» F 

\\\, 
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en oxiginal Pettrerhead newuorandcda With twa enclosures, ( 

oO. Ss 
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mw 'Q 
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- one of which is a copy of our lekter dated July 19, 1973, ¢ 
“i ) $n tiating investigation of allesations concerning ~ | 
sy - activities ef the Korean Gant cal” intelligence Agency, af N _. ! 
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~ Assistant Attorney General | ro eg, Oe oe 
Office of Legislative Affairs = ; 

NOTRE Tye SECRET : oe 
| 
| | The Senate Select Committee on Intelligence 

(SCI) has previously requested information concerning 
| our knowiedgé of the activitias of the Korean Central 

, Intellicence Agency (KCIA) during period 1970-74,. as 
[ : well as the general rules and policies pertaining to 

: the FBI investigations of noncriteria countries 
foreion intelligence sexvices. 

t 

| 

| 

| 

We have previously responded to. SCI inquiries 
in these matters by memoranda dated 1/18/77 and 3/8/77. 
In memorandum dated 2/8/77, we informed SCI that cur 
initiating letter to the field in July, 1973, /contains 
sensitive information from another government agency and 

‘that we were seeking clearance for transmission’ to oI 
from that agency. Material in question dealt with | 
information received from National Security Ageney (NSA. 
On 3/4/77 and 3/11/77, Gerard Burke and Michael Smith, 
NSA, advised Liaison Officer B. P. Murphy that the NSA 

¢ material in question could be furnished to SCI and that 
NSA could be identified as the source of this material 
4£ the material was classified "Top Seseret = Handle Via 
Comint_Channels,"” This has been done (3) 

It is noted our initiating letter to the fieid 
{dentifies as enclosures material received from CIA and 
State Department in this investigation. “Sn 3/18/77; 
Liaison OfficersR. W. Feuer and VY. H, Weimar were advised 
by State Department and GIA respectively that no objection 
interpesed to the identification of these commmications 
to SCL, 

This letter to the Assistant Attorney General, 
Office of Lesislative Affairs, and included memoranaim, 
i£ approved, should be transmitted to SA P. V. Daly, Office 
of Congressional Affairs, so that it can be hand carried to 
the Department. 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

_)} Memorandum 

FROM 

eam 
; | 
ae SUBJECT: AANQUIRY FROM LA 

Sencbll i (pers Wisp bg Wor: 

BOUT Oy 
ra MARTIN LUTHER KING MATERIAL IN 

é FINAL REPORT OF THE SENATE SELECT 

COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 

Assoc. Dir. 

Dep. AD Adm. — 

Dep. AD Inv. — 

Asst. Dir.: 

Admin. 

Comp. Syst. 

Ext. ates PE 

DATE: 8-19-76 Files & Com, __ 

Gen. Inv. 

Ident. 

BYU Sorc 
* f Plai®& Eval. — 

y Spec. Inv. 

Training . 

Telephone Rm. — 

Director Sec’y —_ 

PURPOSE: The purpose of this memorandum is to advise of the Vows 
receipt of a letter dated August 12th from author Ladislas 
Farago, enclosing a copy of a letter that Farago wrote to 
Senator Walter-Mendale; member of the Senate Sélect Committee 
to Study Governmental Operations With Respect to Intelligence 
Activities (SSIC), in which Farago inguires regarding the full 
text of a quotation from an FBI memorandum regarding Dr. Martin 
Luther King, Jr., which appears”’on page 121 of Book III of the 
SSIC's Final Report. 

DETAILS: Ladislas Farago is a well-known author who currently 
is completing an in-depth biography of J. Edgar Hoover. By- 
letter dated August 12th, he has sent Mr. Kelley a copy of a ' 
letter he wrote Senator Walter Mondale. 
refers to Senator Mondale's membership on the SSIC and calls 
attention to the following quotation regarding the FBI's 
investigative coverage of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., which 
appears on page 121 of Book III of the SSIC's Final Report: 

In that letter he 

"Justifying the need for the microphone coverage, the 
Chief of the FBI's Internal Security Section wrote that 
the FBI was ‘attempting' to obtain information about 'the 
(private) activities of Dr. King and his associates' so 
that Dr. King could be ‘completely discredited. 

In his letter to Senator Mondale, Farago points out 
that it would have been more proper to have quoted verbatim 
from the FBI memorandum, rather than to have paraphrased it in 
the manner done on page 121 of Book III. He asks Senator Mondale 
(and in his letter to the Director, he also asks Mr. Kelley) to 
make available a copy of the FBI memorandum ar served as the 
basis for this sentence in the pele, Ss rOERECe 

- Mr. Moore 
-~ Mr. Gallagher 

Mr. Leavitt 
- Mr. Mintz 

1 - Mr. P. V. Daly 
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Monroe to Moore memo 

RE: INQUIRY FROM LADISLAS FARAGO 

The FBI memo in question is dated January 28, 1964, and 
captioned "Communist Party, USA, Negro Question, Communist 
Influence in Racial Matters, Internal Security - Communist." The 
full text of the data in question regarding Dr. King is: 

"Because of the communist influence on him, he 
needs to be, for the security of the Nation, completely 
discredited. An obvious means to this end is through his 
moral weaknesses and we are attempting to obtain as many 
facts as possible relative to his low morals with a view 
to effectively using this information. The activities of 
King and his associates at the Willard Hotel in Washington, 
D. C., 1/6-7/64 have demonstrated the potential for us in 
effecting technical coverage." 

A comparison of the above-quoted data with ‘the 
paraphrased account of it that appears in the Final Report of 
the. SSIC does, of course, reflect substantial differences. 

The material which the FBI provided to the SSIC in 
1975-76 has since been turned over by the SSIC to the recently 
formed Senate Select Committee on Intelligence which is headed by 
Senator Daniel K. Inouye. Thus, Senator Mondale (who served on 
the SSIC, and to whom Farago addressed his letter requesting the 
full text of the January 28, 1964, FBI memorandum) does not 
have access to the data requested by Farago. Senator Mondale 
probably will refer Farago's request to Senator Inouye; and 
in response to. the virtually identical request that Farago 
has made of Mr. Kelley, it is felt that the Bureau should 
suggest to him that he contact Senator Inouye's new Intelli- 
gence Committee. 

RECOMMENDATION: That this memorandum be approved and returned 
to. the External Affairs Division so that receipt of Farago's 
letter can orally be acknowledged, at which time he will be 
told that his request for the text of the January 28, 1964, 
FBI memorandum should be addressed to Senator Inouye's new 

| Intelligence Committee. mw 
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LADISTAS FARAGO 
Tee 

Ger. - 

Foxlair ae 
Skyline Ridge aes 

j j Bridgewater, Conn. O67 S21. 

pa August 12, 197Ben, 
Pe Sona 

M Honorabyé Clarence M. Kelley ee o a f 

Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation ete. cn 

Js Edgar Hoover F.B.1. Building Telephone “1. 
Pennsylvania Avenue, N, W. = Director | Director Seo’y ee 
Washington, D.C. hee fp 

r 4 a Y St a ae 
My dear Director Kelléyy'———- 

I take the liberty of sending you herewith copy of a let- 
ter 1 have just written to Senator Mondale which, I am con- 
fident, speaks for itself. I cannot overemphasize the impert- 
ance of the issue I am raising. The possibility that the Church 
Committee staff has added the word "private" to the Baumgard- 
ner memorandum is the acid test of their bias and proof posi- 
tive of the tendentiousness of their entire report. I am hope- 
ful that it will be possible either for Senator Mondale or 
for you, my dear Mr. Director, to make available to me a copy | 
of the entire Beumgardner memorandum for my inspection, 

Permit me, sir, to take this opportunity to congratulate 
you on your remarkable "performance" at your press confe- 

| rence on August 11, and to thank you for your efforts of plac- the 
ri ing this whole matter in the proper perspective. As one of = 0 a oie en 

the gratifying results of your presentation I noticed the edi- 
torial in this morning's New York Times which seemed to me 
the first more or less objective treatment of the topic and 
showed: some willingness on the Times' part to give you and 
perhaps the Bureau under your oe the benefit of 
the doubt. oe 4 REC: 13 D O- af] ie 

May I end this letter on a personal note that is “it Pl Gf / 
presumptious and uncalled for, but sincerely felt. I was,ra- 
ther disturbed how tired and drawn you looked, not so mu 
physically as, indeed, emotionally, showing the stress and ee tii 
strain. In the interest of all of us who are in your corner, 
and whose gratitude to the Bureau will never diminish, I am 

TS stenesy 

asking you to take good care of yourself and preserve your AC 
abeaedsic ee — kom 0 
HEREIN IS.UNC rod prs R (dee aj DATE Af espectfully, [v¥ 

| Za ‘ of | 
| athe” Ladis1ag~Farago f 
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Scant ee @ @ TELEPHONE: 203-354-8584 

LADISLAS FARAGO 

Bridgewater Coss. O60? 

August 12th, 1976 

Honorable Walter F. Mondale 
U.S. Senator from Minnesota 
Suite 443 
Russell Senate Office Building 
Washington, D.C. 20510 ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

HEREIN)! SSIFI | 

DATE Lhe BY 
My dear Senator Mondale: : 

‘I was gratified by your selection and nomination, and thrill at the prospect 
of your election as our vice president in the Carter Administration. For a long 
time, having watched your performance in the Senate and on the Church Committee, 
I was hoping for such recognition. I have come to be convinced that our nation 
would be restored to its historic path of basic decency if a politician like 
you would be moved to the top or near the top in the Executive Branch. I con- 
gratulate you on your nomination and wish you (and us) the best in November. 

This, however, 1s not why I am writing, except that I am delighted to have 
this opportunity to express my sentiments. I understand that you were in super- 
visory charge of the Church Committee's monumental reportage on the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation--monumental, indeed, for your young staff did a prodi- 
gious job in researching the FBI story and performed a heroic task in unearth- 
ing data to'justify your misgivings and document your charges. 

However, I am not as impressed with what should have been mandatory objec- 
tivity of your staff in the exploitation and presentation of this vast research 
fund. The authors of your reports on the FBI were evidently overwhelmed by the 
negative aspects of their raw material and permitted themselves to be carried 
into pronounced bias which is evident on practically every page of their re- 
ports dealing with the Bureau. | 

| I am writing what I hope will be the definitive biography of the late Di- 
rector, called ''The Secret American: A Political Biography of J. Edgar Hoover-- 
Triumph or Tragedy."' It will be published in 1977, by Doubleday, and made into 
a motion picture by 20th Century-Fox, on the pattern of my other movies, 
"Patton" and "Tora, Tora, Tora." 

I was held up in the completion of this difficult book by the delays and 
vicissitudes of your investigation. Now I am rather pleased to say that, in the 
final analysis, it produced very little that was new to me or anything funda- 
mental that would have altered my essentially positive attitude to the Bureau 
and Mr. Hoover. I felt, indeed, that far too much emphasis was placed by your 
Committee on the sordid and sinister, combustible and photogenic aspects of 
the Bureau's work and Hoover's regime, that, of course, encompassed far, far 
greater areas than you had time or inclination to cover. 

ENCLOSUNY /, 7 - | | 39S “1e4 7 
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This was especially true in the Martisi.. Luther King syndrome that, please 
believe me, is not as simple and cut-and-dry as it appears in the present- 
ation of your conspicuoysly partisan staff. This is what bothers me and why 
I am seeking your urgent help, in order to Clarify a deeply disturbing matter 
emerging . from your final report. On page 121 in Book III, under caption 
“C. Microphone Surveillance of Dr. King: January 1964-November 1965 (which 
incidentally is the only such caption printed exclusively in capital letters, 
for extra emphasis, I guess), a quotation appears in fragmented form from 
a mysterious memorandum attributed to Frederick Baumgardner and dated Ja- 
nuary 28, 1964, according to footnote #170 on the same page. This is how 
the alleged Baumgardner memo is quoted: 

"Justifying the need for microphone coverage, the Chief of the FBI's 
Internal Security Section wrote that the FBI was ‘attempting' to obtain 
information about 'the [private] activities of Dr. King and his associates' 
so that Dr. King could be 'completely discredited. '" 

The following passages are cited in quotation marks apparently added by the author of your report: 

1. "attempting" 7 
2. ''the private activities of Dr. King. and his associates" 
3. "completely discredited" 

The following word is put in brackets, either» by Mr. Baumgardner in the 
original document or by the author of your report quoting from it: 

[private] 

To my mind, this is the key document of this particular subject, present- 
ing what your author himself described as the justification of the microphone surveillance of Dr. King. It would have been better and more proper if the 
sentence had been quoted verbatim instead in its paraphrased form with quo- 
tation marks and, apparently, brackets added. In this form one cannot know, 
in the evaluation of this justification, was what written by Mr. Baumgardner 
and what was added by your author, and the contours of fakery and fraud are 
thus permitted to cast a reflection on the entire report. : 

I must know whether the bracketed word "private'' was in the original or 
had been added, presumably to shift the emphasis of the Baumgardner memoran- 
dum and, of course, of the FBI's "attempt to obtain information", as: wé11 \as 
of the very nature of the information the Bureau was "attempting" to obtain. 

I must know the entire context in which the words "completely discredited" were used by Baumgardner and the purpose of the truncated quotation as pre- 
sented by your staff. 

The simplest solution of the problem would be if you would, post festa, 
publish the full text of the Baumgardner memorandum, a step that would be 
justified by the importance of the memo itself and its Significance to your 
presentation and argumentation. If this proves impossible at this Stage of the 
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\ game, I would greatly appreciate it if you. would make a copy of the memo- 

. WW 54928 Docld: 32969595 Page 111 

randum available to me in its. entirety, so that I :could deteniine the ac- 
tual formulation of the Bureau's reasons for the microphonic surveillance 
of Dr. King and the basic background of the project. I am sending a copy 
of this letter to Director Kelley of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, 
with the requést that he help- me in the procurement of an authentic copy 
of the. Baumgardner memorandum; and I am writing to Messrs. William C. Sul- 
livan and Frederick Baumgardner, asking them to clarify this matter for me. 

Thanking you for your cooperation in this critical matter, on which 
my ultimate’ judgment. of. the authenticity and fairness, of your presentation 
necesSarily hinges, I remain, with warm regards, and. good wishes, 

1 
A 

respectfully yours, 

Ela tara C 
Ladislas Farago. 

cc. Clareri¢e M. Kelley: 
William C. Sullivan 
Frederick Baumgardner 
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In considering this matter, it should be noted that the 
SSC was very repetitive in some of its reporting, 
particularly concerning the Martin tuther King, Jr., 
investigation and COINTZLPRO. For example, the same 
data concerning the King matter appears in two portions 
of Book II (Introduction and Summary, and Findines) as 
well as the detailed case study included in Book IIT. 
Iven within Book ITI, there were noted duplicate references 
to the same issue. Similar duplications of reporting 
were noted as to COTDNITRsLPRO. 

In the interests of brevity, this critique 
Will not repeat our observations once mede although the 
objectionable material or presentation may be repeated. 
Also, we will not repeat those observations previously 
made in our earlier memoranda but merely refer below to 
those earlier observations found to apply to finished 
reports as they did for the drafts. Finally, we have 
concentrated in this presentation on what we consider 
the more significant objections, to the exclusion of 
minor and marginal matters. 

COLT LP RO ¢ 

¥BI memorandum dated March 15, 1976, contained 
our observations after the review of the draft of the 
SSG's case study concerning COINTZLPRO. Our memorandum 
dated soril 15, 1976, contained our observations of the 
draft of that portion of the SSC Report, Book II, heaced 
Findinzs. 

“ost of our prior observations relatines to 
COTNTSLPENO matters in the above tvo memoranda are applicable 
to the final versions of Books II and III. In summary, 
it is our corment that the material in Book III contimes 
to include many editorialized comments and distortions. 
it is replete with items taken out of context, selected 
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proniscuously to support an SSC conclusion without regard 
to other information available to the Committee, and 
set forth in a manner to depict this Bureau in a most 
derogatory fashion. Selected quotes of various past 
and present FBI personnel are set forth to support the 
contention of improper or illegal activities, while other 
material presented to the Committee by FBI deposers, or 
referred to the Committee in documentary form, is ignored 
or played down. 

PBI Investigation of Martin luther Kins, Jr.: 

FBI memorandum dated April 8, 1976, contained 
our observations after the review of the draft of the 
SSC's case study concerning Martin luther King, Jr. Our 
memorandum dated April 15, 1976, contained our observations 
of the draft of that portion of the SSC Report, Book IT, 
headed Findings. 

In respect to the objectionable material and 
presentations contained in the drafts and then repeated 
in the final printings, all of our prior observations in 
the above-two memoranda are applicable to the final 
versions of Books II and III. ‘the following are our 
observations as to additional objectionable material and 
presentations noted in the final printings. 

On page 223 of Book II, it is stated, "Iven 
after Dr. King's death, Agents in the Field were proposing 
methods for harassing his widow." 

Observations: It is true that a field office 
of the FBI sugsested counterintelligence activities against 
Mrs, Kine. However, this sucgestion was disapproved by 
FBI Headquarters and the field office was advised that no 
counterintelligence activity against Mrs, King was desired. 

Ata? 
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it is believed that the method by vhich the S5G referred 
to the sugnested activity against iics. [King lacks 
objectivity in that it does not include the fact that 
the suzzestion was rejected, 

Pace 146 of Book III contains a footnote, 
mumber 269, which states, "It should be noted that the 
Supervisor in charze of the King case is still in a hich 
position with the FBI and handled the committee's documents 
reguests in the King case investigation." 

Observations: ‘the information was footnoted 
although it appears that it would have been far more 
proper for it to have been included in the details rather } 
than as a footnote. This is highly signifieant because, 
and more irmortantly, it is suggestive of being a cross 
reporting abuse. Yhe information quoted was not included 
in the draft of the report which ve vere permitted to 
review. TIts addition, after our review of the draft, has . 
thus prevented our richtful ability to review this item. 

Paze 86 of Eook III, in discussing the FBI's 
acquisition of information about King's personal life, 
Stated, “Moreover, in orcer to preclude any further 
dissemination of information obtained curing the electronic 
surveillances of br. Kinz, the Committee requested the 
FBI to excise fron all documents submitted to the Committee 
any information which vas so obtained.” 

Observations: ‘The implication in the above 
reporting is that the 55C attempted to aveid securing from 
the FBI information concerning King's personal life. We 
are of the view that the SSC did not adequately provide 
for its not being furnished such information. At no tire 
did any of the numerous SSC requests for information 
concerning King specifieally ask that ve not furnish 
personal activity information. The SSC did exelude from 

a 
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its requests, by specific wordins, information derived 
as the products of clectronic surveillances on Kins himself. | 
hile it is true that this exclusion did result in our | 
not furnishing much such information to the SSC, it is | 
also true that we did furnish information concerning Rinc's 
personal life and activities where such information met 
the criteria of the requests and did not derive from 
electronic surveillances on King. In short, the SSC's 
exclusions were in terms of sources rather than contents. 

On pases 8/7 and 88 of Book ITI, it is reported 
that in 1962 the FRI ordered its field offices to revier 
their files for "subversive" information about Kins and to 
submit that information to FBI Headquarters in renorts 
"suitable for dissemination." ¥Yootnote moaucer 27 on 
page 88 identifies the specific FBI Headquarters conmmu- 
nication in this matter and ends with a statement that 
these instructions te the field vere issued on the first 
day of Kins's trial in which he and 700 other civil richts 
demonstrators vere charged in Albany, Georgia, with 
parading without a permit. 

Observations: ‘the manner in which the foreroinz 
was reported implies that FST Headquarters! instructions 
were affeeted by the trial. here is no evidence that 
they were. 

On pace 111 of Bool: III appears tha statement, 
‘the instruction to use ‘all possible investisative techniques' 
appears to have dictated the intensification of the 
COMIUFIL investication of the SCiC.'' The quoted portion 
is in reference to a letter from the Director, FBI, to a 
Svecial Agent in Charge dated October 1, 1963, which is 
identified as fcotnote mumber 126 and which letter is 
quoted on pases 110 and lil. ‘The sisnificant portion of 
this letter is the sentence which starts, "fullest consideration 
should be given to the use of all possible investisative 
techniques in the investigation... ." 

oe es 
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Observations: It will be noted that the Bureau 
communication which was documented uses the language, 
"Tullest consideration should be given... ." On the 
other hand, the language of the SSC xeport is that the 
instruction was to use ail possible investigative techniques, 
Surely the SSC ought to be able to distinguish between an 
instruction to consider using something versus on 
instruction to actually use something. This, to our mind, 
is not objective reporting. 

On page 141 of Book III appears a discussion 
concernine an FBI effert to dissuade a university from 
avarding King an honorary degree. Footnote number 257 cites 
an FBI memorandum from Frederick Baumgardner to William 
Sullivan dated March 4, 1964, and states that the officer 
who handled the assipnmment was given a letter of 
commendation by the Director, "and a monetary award." 

Observations: The cited memorandum verifics 
the conferring of the letter of commendation but makcs no 
mention whatsoever of a monetary award and no such award 
was received for this assienment by the “officer.” While 
it is recognized that the discrepancy here is a relatively 
minor one in that we acknowledge the recognition piven 
to the "officer,'' we believe that this instance of 
inaccurate reporting of the facts should be brought to 
notice, 

General Observation: While a tremendous number 
of footnotes were used in the little over 100-pane King 
ease study, 455 in number, there nevertheless ap;ear in 
these pages many statements by the 88C which are not 
documented and frequently fall in the general area of 
supposition, opinion, conclusion and the like, 

| 
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tnformants: 2 0 

Book III contains a case study entitled ‘the 
Use of Informants in FBI intelligence Investications," 
pases 225-270. lkeview disclosed the following misleading 
conclusions. 

Some of the conclusions are that the PBT 
conducts political investigations of organizations and 
individuals through the use of informants. 

Observations: LUurine FSI testirony before the 
Committea, lt vas repeatedly stated that ve did not use 
informants for political purposes and all conclusions of 
this nature were denied by FSI officials. Uowever, the 
PBI denials of these conclusions vere civen — nininal 
exposure in the Renort. 

in particular, the SSC mace the broad allecation 
that informants enzaced in illegal and violent activities, 
implying that it was with Eureau approval » which was 

oe cenied curing the course of the SSC hearings. 
isvain, however, the denials were given only minimal 
treatment in the Report. In seneral, the foregoing is 
aiso applicable to the material in Book IT related to the 
use of FBI informants. 

surreptitious Cntries: 

In discussinz warrantless breals-ins by the FBI, 
page 13 of Book If contains a statement, "In some cases, 
these break-ins were to install microphones; in other cases, 
they were to steal such items as membership Lists from 
organizations eonsidered ‘subversive’ by the Bureau." 

Observations: Organizations characterized as 
"subversive were so characterized pursuant to Executive Order 
10450, not by the PSI. 
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Footnote number 236, pace 61, Sook II, contains 
the statement, ". . . the SBI has "been able to identify' 
the following mumber of ‘surreptitious entries for 
microphone instaliations’ in ‘internal security, intelligence, 
and counterintellicence! investigations.” ‘this was folloved 
with statistics listing such entries for the period 
1960-1963. Footnote number 525, page 110, Book II, lists 
statistics for such entries for the period 1964-1975, 
which was a continuation of the statistics in footnote 
mimber 236. 

Observations: Statistics listed in the above- 
referred.to fcotnotes vere Included in one of the S5C's 
case studies on the subject of surreptitious entries in 
the form of an Aopendix. When the FST was permitted to 
reviev the draft of that case study, it was found that the 
statistics in that Appendix vould require a classification 
of "Secret.’' TBI representatives brought this to the 
attention of SSC Staff Members John LILLIES, Fred Daron and 
James Dick on April 26, 1976, and they asreed to delete 
the Appendix in the printing of the case study. The 
deletion was made and the statistics do not appear in the 
case study which Is a part of Book TII. Hotrever, by 
footnoting the classified material im the manner deseribed 
above, the SSC, in effeet, entered substantive information 
which, had it been included in the details of the draft of 
Book II, where it more properly belonzed, vould have bean 
subject to our revicy and appropriate deletions could have 
been made. ; 

YBI Special Indices/Custodial Detention List (€DL) +\\ 
er 

Pages 34-36, Bool: II, contain. information under 

a headine entitled "Control by the Attorney General: 
Compliance and Resistance," whieh concerns the CDL. It is 

reported that in 1943, Attorney General Biddle onlered that 

a: 
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the CDL should be abolished as “impractical, umvise and 
danserous,." His directive stated that there was ‘no 
statutory or other present justification'for keeping the 
list. The SSC elaims that, “Upon receipt of this order, 
the FBI Director did not in fact abolish its list. The 
FBI continued to maintain an index of persons 'who may be 
danverous or potentially dangerous to the public safety 
or internal security of the United States.’ In response 
to the Attorney General's order, the FBI merely changed the 
mame of the list from Custodial Detention List ta Security 
Index. Instructions to the field stated that the Security 
index should be kept ‘strictly confidential,’ and that 
it should never be mentioned in FBI reports or 'diseusscd 
with arencies or indivicuals outside the Bureau’ execot 
for military intellisence ayencies." 

athe SSC report then goes on te state, This 
incident provides an cxample of the FBI's ability to 
conduct dorestic intellicence operations in opposition 
to the policics of an Attorney Ceneral. Cespite attorney 
General, Biddle's order, the ‘denzcrousness' List continued 
to be kept, and investigations in support of that list 
continued to be a significant part of the Eureau’s vorl.." 

Observations: As noted above, the report stated 
that the Attorney General "ordered that the Custodial 
Tetention List should be abolished as ‘impractical, umvise, 
and danzerous.'" 4 review of a memorandum From Attorney 
General Diddle to Assistant Attorney General Hugh B. Cox 
and J. Edrear Roover dated July 16, 1943, reveals that the 
attorney General made no such statement. The memorandum 
coes State, "fhore is no statutory authorization or other 
present justification for keeping a ‘custodial detention!’ 
list of citizens.” It is our contention that this statement 
does not effect an order to abolish the CDL. Further, when 
the PBI chanzed the name of the cards and list to Security 
Index, it was to be utilized in investigatin:s dan7erous 
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and potentially dangerous individuals other than alien 
enemies, but no mention of detention was made in connection 
with the list. 

On page 69, Book II, under a heading entitled 
"Domestic Covert Action," appears a statement, "The Security 
Index was revised to include such persons." This statement 
refers to a previous statement indicating that the most 
intensive domestic intelligence investigations, and 
frequently COINTELPRO operations, were targeted against 
persons identified not as criminals or as criminal suspects - 
but as "rabble rousers," "agitators," "key activists," or 
‘key black extremists," because of militant <hetoric and 
leadership. 

Observations: The Security Index was never 
revised to include sabble rousers, agitatots, key activists, 
or others as Listed in the SSC report. Individuals were 
placed on the Security Index if, during the investigation 
of a particular individual, certain criteria for such 
placement were met. An individual could be defined as a 
rabble rouser, ete., and have been on the Security Index; 
however, as noted previously, the Index was not revised for 
the purpose of including such persons, 

On page 72, Book II, under a headins entitled 
"tNeyw Left' Intelligence," there is set forth information 
from SAC (Special Agent in Charge) Letter 68-21, dated 
April 2, 1968, which advised field offices of areas of inquiry 
regarding subjects of New L-ft investigations and of informa- 
tion which during the investizations might establish a potential 
threat to security, ‘The report continues that such porsons would 
also be plaeed on the Security Index (for detention in time 
of emerrency) because of "anarchistic tendencies" even if 
membership in a subversive organization could not be proven, 
Footnote number 293 states that this SAC etter did caution 
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that "mere dissent anc opposition to Govermzental policies 
pursued in a leyal and constitutional manner was “not 
sufficient to warrant ‘inclusion in the Security Index." 
it further indicated tua “anti-Vietnam or peace sroup 
sentinents" were not supposed to justify investigation. 
the footnote then states, “The failure of this admonition 
to achieve its stated objective is discussed in the findinss 
on ‘Overbreadth' and ‘Covert Aetion to Disrupt.!' © 

Observations: Instruetions were issued to the 
field rezarding investications of individuals affiliated 
with the ue Left, as reported above. However, althouch 
the report indieatcas such persons yould be placed on the 
security Index, a more correct statement should have been 
that if the activities of an individual met the criteria 
for inclusion on the Security Index, the individual may 
have been placed thereon, 

Commencin= on pave 125, Book II, under a headin 
entitled “Tha PRI's Sceret tidninistrative Index,’ * che 
report states that during the Fall of 1971, the Eureau 
was confronted ivith the prospect of the first serious 
Conzressional curtailment of domestic intelligence investi- 
gations, referring to repeal of the Emergency Detention Act 
(D4) and “set a course of evasion of the will of Coneress 
whieh continued, particularly with Justice Department anproval, 
until 1973." The report indicotes that, in the event the 
EDA Was repealed, the FBI intended to continue as before 
the repcal took place, and follomving the repeal, established 
a rationale for keeping the Security Index of potentially 
danzerous individuals. The report states, “FBI officials 
hoped there tould be a vay to circumvent the repeal ‘in which 
the essence of the Security Index and energenecy detention 
of dangerous Individuals could be utilized under Presidential 
povers.? 
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fhe report then goes on to deseribe various 
menoranda which vere written during the time frame 
immediately preceding and following the repeal of the IDA, 
Memoranda preceding the repeal did indicate that, if the 
fect was repealed, there might be some future date when an 
emergency could occur and Congress could possibly be 
convinced to reinstitute such emergency procedures as 
outlined in the EDA. ‘The report indicates that followine 
the repeal the Attorney General was advised by letter of 
the FBI's proposal to maintain an Administrative Index (Adex) 
of individuals who would pose a threat to the internal 
security of the country. According to the report, che 
Letter made no reference to the theory prevailin; within 
the PBI that this new Index would serve as a basis for a 
revived detention program at some future date durins an 
emergency. the report indicates that, when the attorney 
General advised the FBI that the repeal of the EDA did not 
prohibit the FBI from compiling an fdex, he did not deal 
with the question of whether the Index vould also serve as 
a round-up list for a future emergency. It is noted that 
the Actorney Ceneral also stated that the Department did 
not desire a copy of the new Index and, therefore, abdicated 
even the minimal supervisory role performed previously by 
the [Tepartment in its review of the Security Index. Such 
an Index as established placed the FBI in the position of 
being able to make the sole determination as to which 
indivicuals should be placed thereon. ‘he report indicates 
that there were tivo major consequences of the new system in 
that the Index was expanded to inelude an “elastic eaterory: 
‘the new breed of subversive'"™ and the Reserve Index, which 
“had never been disclosed to the Justice Department, was 
incorporated into the Administrative Index." The report 
further sets forth one of the standards for including an 
individual on the Adex to indicate the breadth of this List. 
These criteria were furnished the Department in 1972 and 
“the Attorney General did not question the fact that the 
Administrative Index was more than an administrative aid for 
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conducting investigations, as he had previously been told." 
One memorandum indicated a representative of the Department 
agreed with the view held that there might be circumstances 
wherein it would be necessary to quickly identify 
individuals who were a threat to the national security 
and the President could then go to Congress for emergency 
legislation permitting apprehension and detention. This 
section of the report concludes by indicating that, although 
the Attorney General did not formally authorize the Adex 
as a continuance of the previous detention list, there was 
informal Departmental knowledge that the FBI would proceed 
on that basis, and later one FBI official recognized that 
the Adex could be interpreted as a means to circumvent 
repeal of the EDA. 

On page 127, under a heading entitled "Reconsideration 
of FBI Authority," a discussion ensues regarding the 
authority of the FBI to conduct domestic intelligence 
investigations and notes that the Bureau relied on various 
Executive Orders for its basis for authority in this field 
and that there was no indication that FBI guidelines 
material or manual provisions were submitted to or cequested 
by the Justice Department prior to 1972. As a result of 
studies during that time period, the Bureau proceeded to 
revise pertinent manual sections and Adex standards. As 
a result of these revisions, it was intended that the Adex 
would be trimmed to those who «cre "an actual danger now.” 
The revision of the manual was completed in 1973 and applied 
existing Federal statutes as a basis for the investigations 
in the domestic area. Upon instituting these new standards, 
the Department of Justice was then furnished copies of the 
manual section for domestic subversive investigations. 

Footnotes in this seetion furnish a description 
of the new breed of subversive as being in essence a 
nihilist plotting to overthrow the United States Government 
or a revolutionary black extremist who might be 
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unaffiliated. The statement regarding an FBI official 
recognizing that the Adex could be interpreted as a 
means to circumvent repeal of the EDA was identified as 
having come from an FBI Domestic Intelligence Division 
position paper regarding the scope of authority, jurisdiction 
arid responsibility in domestic intelligence investigations. 
Another footnote indicates that this position paper was 
composed at the direction of then Assistant Director E. S. 
Miller and was prepared by T. J. Smith, and indicates that 
the position paper concluded that domestic intelligence 
investigations could practically be based on the concept 
that their purpose would prevent a violation of the statutes 
and further indicates the Adex would be revised so it could 
not be interpreted as a means to circumvent repeal of the 
EDA. Footnotes further indicate that, prior to redefining 
of Adex criteria in 1972, there were some individuals 
included on the Adex who did not realistically pose a threat 
to the national security and this would leave the Bureau. 
in a vulnerable position if FBI guidelines were scrutinized 
by interested Congressional committees. 

Observations: The entire theme of the SSC report 
regarding Che formation of the Adex is that such an index was 
established primarily to evade the will of Congress and 
continue as a listing of persons to be apprehended during 
time of emergency. It is suggested that this section is a 
highly opinionated treatment of an extremely controversial 
subject and one which was prepared through the select use of 
quoted passages in an attempt to prove that the FBI was 
evading the will of Congress. The report indicates that the 
course relating to the Adex was pursued by the FBI until such 
time as inquiries were made as to FBI authority to conduct 
domestic intelligence investigations, and then upon fear of 
disclosure of the nature of the Adex, the standards were changed 
so the program could be used as an administrative aid as had 
been the stated purpose throughout the course of the program. 
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Memoranda were prepared at the time of the repeal of the 
EDA which did discuss a temporary continuance of the old 
Security Index until such time as the Attorney General could 
be consulted as to possible alternatives to the EDA. It 
was felt at that time that such a listing should be continued 
as persons so listed continued to represent a potential danger 
to the national defense, and should the U. S. come under 
attack by hostile forces, foreign or domestic, there was 
nothing to preclude the President from going before Congress 
and requesting the necessary authority to apprehend and detain 
these who were considered a menace to the national defense. 
Tf such an emergency were to occur, it was believed essential 
for the FBI to have a listing available of individuals, backed 
up by investigative files, which would provide documentation 
of subversive backgrounds for use during any hearings which 
could subsequently occur. 

Additionally, such a listing of subversives would 
be valuable in providing Secret Service with a flow of data 
concerning such individuals who could pose a threat to the 
safety of the President. Memoranda prepared indicate that 
with the repeal of the EDA, the only prohibition which 
concerned the FBI would preclude use of executive authority 
for apprehension and detention, and Congress utilized the 
language at the time of the repeal that “no citizen is to be 
imprisoned or otherwise detained by the U. S. except pursuant 
to an act of Congress.” In addition, there were discussions 
that care should be taken in this regard to avoid criticism 
in pur-uing such a course inasmuch as it might appear to be 
an attempt to evade the will of Congress. 

A study was conducted to determine whether repeal 
of the EDA removed any legal basis for security investigations 
and it was concluded that the repeal would not interfere, limit, 
or militate against investigations of the subversives inasmuch 
as the effect would be to outlaw apprehension and detention 
of subjects alleged to be dangerous in time of national emergency. 
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Tt was further noted that an act such as the EDA could 
easily be put back in force should an emergency convince 
Congress of its need, and as stated above, no such action 
could be taken without an act of Congress. Prior to the 
institution of the Adex, the FBI directed a letter to the 
Attorney General asking for his views concerning FBI authority 
to continue investigations of subversive activity covered 
in part by the remaining effective portions of the Internal 
Security Act of 1950 and whether the FBI could maintain an 
Adex of individuals which might be necessary for the FBI to 
fulfill its responsibilities. The letter indicated that such 
a listing would serve as an extremely valuable list of 
individuals who pose a continuing threat to the safety of the 
President; and of individuals who have exhibited a propensity 
to conduct acts inimical to the internal security of the nation. 

The Attorney General replied that the repeal of the 
EDA did not affect the FBI's authority to investizate 
violations of espionage, sabotage, Smith Act, and related 
statutes, as well as subversive activity and related matters 
in accordance with our statutory responsibilities and 
Presidential directives. Furthermore, the repeal of the 
Act did not alter or limit the FBI's authority and responsibility 
to recall, file and index information secured pursuant to the 
FBI’s statutory and Presidential authority. The Adex, 
when originally established, was meant to provide a readily 
retrievable means for obtaining the results of the FBI's 
investigations into subversive activities and related matters. 
There were no provisions for emergency apprehension and 
detention for individuals so listed. Im fact, the former 
Security Index did not contain provisions for apprehension and 
detention for individuals so listed. It was merely a list 
to be utilized in conjunction with the Department of Justice‘s 
Emergency Detention Program and Later the EDA for any 
apprehensions and detentions. Upon instituting the Adex, the 
criteria were fairly broad and did resemble those of the 
former Security Index ond the Reserve Index inasmuch as it was 
believed that individuals placed on the Adex would of necessity 
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be similar to those who had been on the former Security Index 
hecause it was the same type of individual in which we would 
have an interest during an emergency. However, although there 
were similarities, it should again be noted that there were 
no longer plans for emergency apprehension and detention since 
the statute allowing for same had heen repealed by Concress. 
As a result of the broad criteria first utilized for the Adex, 
it readily became apnarent that the number of individuals so 
listed was unwieldy. Through a careful review during late 
1972, it was determined that the only standard for inclusion 
on the Adex would he whether or not an individual could be 
considered as an actual danger “now.” 

tt is our contention that although discussions were 
held and memoranda prepared concerning the similarities of the 
former Security Index and the Adex, there was nothing to 
preclude overtures to Congress in the event of an emergency 
in order to reinstitute measures similar to those provided for 
in the EDA. The purpose of the Adex was that it was to be used 
as an administrative index representing a list of priority casos 
then under investigation by the FBI and which could be used to 
help insure that the responsibilities of the FBI would ke ful- 
filled in the event of an emergency. ‘The Adex was established 
not with 2 specific view of being used for detention purposes. 
Tt is our further contention that such a list was not prepared 
to be used in defiance of Congress as stated in the SSC report. 

Finally, the SSC report implies that the entire 
Reserve Index was included in the Adex vhen the latter was first 
established. This is not so as only a portion of the Reserve 
Tndex, namely Section A, was added to the Adex when first 
established. Section A was essentially considercd as Category 
IV of the Adex until such time as the individual cases placcd 
therein could be reviewad and a detarmination made whether the 
criteria in the new Adex under Category IV was met in each 
individual case. If such was not the case, the individual's 
name was removed from the Adex. During this review, the cases 
of those individuals whose names were then maintained in Section 
B of the old Reserve Index were also roviewed to determine if 
the activities of any included therein then met the now Adcx 
ariteria. 
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Miscellaneous: 

Referring to Book If, "Intelligence Activities and the Rights 
of Americans, '' the portion headed Introduction and Summary contains 
material under a subheading Cost and Value. On pages 18 and 19 effort 
is made to show that the FBI had sweeping domestic intelligence 
surveillance programs which produced few useful returns in view of 
their extent. As an example, it is stated that, "Between 1960 and 
i974, the FBI conducted over 500, 000 separate investigations of 
persons and groups under the ‘subversive' category, predicated on 
the possibility that they might he likely to overthrow the government 
of the United States."' This sentence refers to footnote number 106 
which states, ''This figure is the number of ‘investigative matters' 
handled by the FBI in this area, including as separate items the 
investigative leads in particular cases which are followed up by various 
field offices, (FBI memorandum to Select Committee, 10/6/75. )" 

Observations: The facts relating to this matter are as 
follows. An SSC request dated September 12, 1975, Item 6a, asked for, 
"The annual number cf Bureau (headquarters) case files opened under 
categories 100- and 157- for the years 1960 through 1974."' Our response 
was contained in a memorandum to the SSC dated October 6, 1975, which 
stated that, in response to Item 6a, the following information was 
furnished. There was then set out in a three-column chart showing by 
specific years, 1960 through 1974, the number. of cases opened at 
Headquarters in the 100- and 157- classifications, The total for 100- 
was 49,621. The total for 157- was 33,316. This made a grand total 
of 82,937. When examining the facts as set forth above and comparing 
them with what is in the SSC report, including the footnote, it is 
readily apparent that the SSC has set forth a very misleading figure 
when stating that, during the pertinent period, we conducted over 500, 000 
separate investigations of persons. We do not know where the SSC 
ootained that figure but, from the footnote which speaks about 'investi~ 
gative matters" and "leads," it appears that they have arrived at some 
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figure relating to total matters in all field offices which, in many 
instances, results from counting a single case on a single individual 
several times. The true number of separate investigations during 
the pertinent period is barely 83,000, which figure is so far removed 
from the quoted figure of 500, 000 as to make the Committee's claim 
highly misleading and deceptive, to say nothing of its being absolutely 
incorrect. 

On page 116, under a subheading Political Intelligence, it is 
stated, "The FBI practice of supplying political information to the 
White House and, on occasion, responding to White House requests 
for such information was established »efore 1964." It is also claimed 
that the practice grew to “unprecedented dimensions under Presidents 
Johnson and Nixon, " 

Observations: We view the use of the terms "practice, " 
"nolitical information, ' and "unprecedented dim ensions" as unjustifiably 
overemphatic to describe what was at best an incidental, non- 
programmed release of information from our files, which information 
was basically disseminated by the FBI under the procedures set forth 
yy the provisions of the Loyalty Program (Executive Order 9845), 
succeeded by Executive Order 106450. While there were a few isolated 
instances where the FBI may have volunteered information which could 
be labeled as "political, practically all of the implied abuses claimed 
by the SSC were originated by the administration in office and grew at a 
rather steady rate from President Eisenhower's administration through 
the administrations of Presidents Kennedy, Johnson and Nixon. We 
therefore view the term "unprecedented dimensions" as self-serving to 
those desiring to be critical of the FBI. 

On pages 116 and U7 appears information under a subheading 
Name Check Requests. It is stated that White House aides serving under 
Presidents Johnson and Nixon made numerous requests for name checks 
of FBI files to elicit "all Bureau information" on certain individuals. 
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Observations: The term "all Bureau information" is incorrect 
as the I'BI's working procedures with the White House stress~.. only 
derogatory information as it relates to name checks. 

Book If contains a section entitled "Findings. '" On page 26], 
under Subfinding (c), it is stated that, "It has been the policy of the FBI, 
and presumably other agencies as well, to disseminate via name 
check reports any information in its files - no matter how old or how 
unreliable ~ which might relate to the standards of the Executive Order.” 
(Presumed reference is to Executive Order 10450) 

Observations: The phrase, "no matter how old or how 
unreliable, '' reflects neither FBI policy nor FBI practice in dissemination 
of information in Fedtral Employee Security cases. In fact, FBI 
dissemination policy as set forth in the FBI Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, Part 0, Section 5, and referred to in footnotes in Book I 
on four separate instances, requires that standards of verification 
or reliability be clearly pointed out. These four instances may be found 
on pages 2, 3, 4 and 10 of Section 5. On page 4, there is specifically 
spelled out the requirement, "in each instance every reasonable effort 
should be made to provide additional descriptive information regarding 
the source which will enable recipient agencies to intelligently evaluate 
the information." Further, we know of no standards by which we may 
establish that information becomes worthless after a certain time. 
Instead, it is the relevance of the information and not its age that 
governs the dissemination. Finally, the purpose of the Executive Order 
involved is to authorize investigations of allegations that the conduct 
of Federal employees or applicants does not meet the standards of the 
Executive Order. No personnel action is possible without a thorough 
investigation of the allegations. 
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NOTE ¢ 

This LHM is a compilation of data furnished by 
personnel in the various substantive Headquarters sections and 
divisions, which personnel have the expertise in the various 
areas covered and reviewed the pertinent SSC reports. Refer 
to page 21, paragraphs 3 and 4: Bringing to notice the correct 
date of an SSC interview of William C. Sullivan (4/21/76), not : 
4/21/75, o£ considerable significance, per Assistant Director i: 
Bassett. Contact with SSC Staff Member Johnston was by | 
S. F. Phillips of the Senstudy 75 Project. Refer to page 22: 
Former Soviet Section supervisor is Robert E. Lenihan, contacted 
by Phillips. Significance of bringing to notice the inaccuracy 
of the SSC claim that Lenihan had been charged with reviewing , 
all FBI files lies in our contention throughout our dealings | 
with the SSC of the impracticability of reviewing all FBI files | 
when responding to its requests. 
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1909 K Street NW 
Suite 400 
Washington DC 20006 

Phone (202) 833-1460 

Francis W. Sargent 
Chairman of the Board 

Patrick V. Murphy 

President 

oO 

oe op August 12, 1976 

re, William O. Crepar————nr 
foeputy Assistant Director 

/ Intelligence Division Wp | 
4 . ETS Cae Federal Bureau of Investigation , rin 

Wee ene vone ive ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED qe 
HERE! CLASSIF 

Dear Bill: DATE BY 

T want to let you and Assistant Director Leavitt know | 
how pleased I am with the decisions announced by Director é 
Kelley yesterday. It is my strong belief that they will Ker 
strengthen your ability to accomplish your objectives in 

the future, even though there may be some difficulties in 

the short run. : 

PR Ga-//E 545 O76. 
In addition, the recent steps taken to cooperate with 

the Senate Intelligence Committee's exercise of oversight 
regarding foreign intelligence electronic surveillance are 
a welcome development. I am confident that the Committee 

will discharge its duties responsibly, and that such over- 
sight can broaden support for vital Bureau activities.  « 

As you may know, my work as principal consultant for T SEP 8 1976 

the Police Foundation project on FBI internal security come eo 

intelligence operations has resumed. Although T am a. 
regularly in touch with John Hotis, I hope to have an 

' opportunity in the coming months to meet with you and 
Mr, Leavitt. { 

Sincerely, Sf 
= \ 

v Zi 

ohn T.PRL1LAPL 

De 
pw FoF Ota! Boosos Page 132, 
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Policelaumelationme : 
1909 K Street NW 

Suite 400 
Washington DC 20006 Mr. William 0, Cregar 

_ Deputy Assistant Director | 
i Intelligence Division 
‘Federal Bureau of Investigation 
‘Washington, De. Ge 

» 
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‘ 1 - Mr. A. J. Decker 
Ps (Attn: T. H. Bresson) 

Me. T. We Leavitt 8/6/76 
4 4 : 

Mr. T. W. Leavitt 
Mr. J. G. Deegan 
Mr. P. E. Nugent 
Mr. S. F. Phillips 

/ 

Ne ee 

MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. 

PURPOSE: To advise of “Departmental views" concerning 
information in our files regarding associates of King and 
how it is to affect our furnishing FBI documents to King 
estate. ‘ 

SYNOPSIS: We are negotiating with Department guidelines to 
ollow in preparing FBI documents for delivery to the King 

estate. Guidelines incorporated into a Memorandum of Under- 
standing (MOU) furnished to Department for Attorney General 
(AG) concurrence. Tentatively, privacy issue as to third ~ 
parties to be handled by excising from documents derogatory 
information but leaving names in. Discussion with Steve 
Blackhurst, Assistant Special Counsel for Intelligence 
Coordination, revealed that certain information which FBI . 
has traditionally included in documents relating to subversive = 
backgrounds of individuals because FBI considered such information 
as derogatory, in a security sense, is not considered by Blackhurst 
as derogatory. Blackhurst was advised that if we are to properly 
process the documents for the King estate it will be necessary 
for the Department to furnish a definition of "derogatory." 
Blackhurst agreed, intends to confer with other Department 
components and Bureau will be further advised. 

ACTION: None. For information. 
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SFP:jdp SEE ADDENDUM OF INTELLIGENCE DIVISION PAGE FOUR 
(10) 
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Memorandum to Mr. T. W. Leavitt 
Re: Martin Luther King, Jr. 
100~-106670 

DETAILS: By way of background, we are presently negotiating 
with Che Department guidelines for our implementation of an 
AG instruction to furnish to the estate of Martin Luther King, Jr., 
copies of all FBI documents previously given to the Senate Select 
Committee on Intelligence Activities. A principal element in 
negotiations relates to what should and what should not be 
excised from the documents prior ta delivery to the King estate 
(classified information, identities of informants, act. The 
attorneys on behalf of the King estate are Harry Wachtel and 
Stanley David Levison who were advisors to King and who are 
prominently mentioned in many of the documents involved. We 
have been working with Michael E. Shaheen, Jr., Special Counsel 
for Intelligence Coordination, and his assistant, Steve Blackhurst, 
in arriving at guidelines to be followed in this project which 
consists of our reviewing and processing for delivery about 2 
to 2% file cabinet drawers of materials. 

On 8/5/76 S. F. Phillips, INTID, who is coordinating 
this matter, hand delivered to Blackhurst a Bureau letter to 
the AG cnd an accompanying MOU by which we intend to formalize 
our negotiations and obtain the AG's concurrence with the MOU. 
A critical item in the MOU relates to privacy and states that 
names of individuals other than'King will not be excised but 
any derogatory information about them will be excised. Phillips 
took the occasion of the delivery of the MOU to. raise with 
Blackhurst possible special considerations concerning Wachtel § . 
and Levi'son inasmuch as they'are mentioned in documents and are 
‘alse the King estate attorneys in this matter. Phillips inquired 
as to whether their names and information about them should be 
treated any differently in the processing of the King documents. 
Blackhurst did not think so and discussion ensued as to type 
of information concerning Wachtel and Levison appearing in the 
documents. Phillips commented that some of the documents will 
undoubtedly characterize Wachtel as having been a member of the 
National Lawyers Guild, an organization cited as a communist 
front by the former House Committee on Un-American Activities. 
Blackhurst replied that such information should not be considered 
as derogatory. Phillips then referred to the fact that Wachtel's 
wife had once been reported to be a member of the Communist 

CONTINUED - OVER 
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Memorandum to Mr. T. W. Leavitt 
Re: Martin Luther King, Jr. 
100-106670 | 

Party and such might appear in the documents. Blackhurst 
said that he recalled that such information is in some of 
the documents but that, again, it should not be considered 
as derogatory. 

At this point Phillips told Blackhurst that he did 
not intend to argue the merits of the position which we have 
traditionally taken over the years in our security reporting; 
namely, that such information as cited above is included 
because it is considered derogatory, in a security sense. 
Phillips pointed out that as there is such a wide variance 
in understanding as to the meaning of “derogatory," the views 
he just expressed versus Blackhurst's expression, it was 
believed best that the Department define “derogatory” as it 
is to be used in implementing the privacy aspects of the 
documents» Blackhurst agreed and said he desired to confer 
with Department experts in the Freedom of Information and 
Privacy Acts fields and others. It was then agreed that the 
Department, in responding to our letter to the AG asking for 
concurrence with the MOU, would also furnish the necessary 
definition of “derogatory” or other information to guide us 
in processing the documents. 

Another matter discussed with Blackhurst and on 
which full agreement was reached concerned the fact that some 
of the documents will contain material completely extraneous 
to King. We will be excising such information from the 
documents we process. 

CONTINUED - OVER 
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ADDENDUM: INTELLIGENCE DIVISION 8/9/76 SFP:vb. 

The following information resolving the problem discussed 
herein was telephonically furnished to SA Phillips by Mr. Blackhurst, 
4:30 p.m., 8/6/76. 

Blackhurst discussed the privacy issue problem and the matter 
of "derogatory" material with other Departmental officials and, on their advice, 
he telephoned Levison. Blackhurst told Levison that, normally, there would 

be excised from the documents information which is of a personal nature or 
derogatory , and that this would include information as to the personal life 
of an individual and also concerning their political associations. It would 
include information concerning a person belonging to a "far left" or "far 
right" type organization and Blackhurst used as an example the Ku Klux Klan. 
Blackhurst told Levison that some of the documents involved had information 
concerning him, as well as concerning Mr. and Mrs. Harry Wachtel, and that 

if information of a derogatory nature concerning these three individuals is 
to be left in the documents, it would first be necessary for Levison/Wachtel 

to furnish the Department a letter to that effect. Levison took the matter under 
advisement and then called Blackhurst back and told him that the Nepartment 
would receive a letter consenting to have the derogatory information concerning 
Levison and the Wachtels left in the documents. 

On the basis of the foregoing, Blackhurst advised Phillips that 
we could go ahead with our project and to leave the derogatory information 
concerning the three individuals in the documents unless ‘it called for excision 
for such other reasons as classification or protection of sources. As to all 
other third parties, Blackhurst advised that the Bureau could operate on 
the basis of its traditional understanding of the term derogatory. The Bureau 
will be furnished a letter from the Department indicating the AG's concurrence 
with the MOU and advice concerning the written consent which the Department 

is to receive. 
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(1 - Mr. P. V. Daly) 
2~-Mr. D. W. Moore, Jr. 

(1 - Mr. H. A. Boynton, Jr.) 

The Attorney General March 22, 1976 

1-Mr. T. W. Leavitt 
1-Mr. F. J. Cassidy 

6 1-Mr. J. G. Deegan 
UNITED STATES SENATE.SELECT 1-Mr. R. L. Shackelford 

’ COMMITTEE TO STUDY GOVERN- 1 - Mr. 5. F. Phillips 
MENTAL OPERATIONS WITH RESPECT /!- Mr. D. Ryan 
£O INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

\ Difector, FBI 

Attached fer your information are an original and one 
copy of a memorandum which sets forth a statement submitted on 
March 3, 1976, by FBI reviewers after reviewing on the same date “ 
the draft Senate Select Committee report entitled "Cointelpro: The 7 
FBI's Covert Action Programs against American Citizens." 

A copy of the memorandum is also being furnished for 
your records. 
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idarch, 22) 19°76 
1- Mr. RR, L. Shackelford 

| 1- Mr. S, F. Phillips 
UNITED STATES SENATE SELECT COLLGaTTEm 1 - Mr. D. Ryan 
TO STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS WITH 
RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC} 

62~ 116355 

On ifarch 3, 1976, after reviewing at the Senate Select 
Commities (SSC} offices a draft report of the Committee entitled 
"Cointelpro: The FSI's Covert Action Programs against AmericancS 
Citizens, FBE representatives furnished the following statexaent in >. 

a (SSC) staff, on 3/2-3/16, FBI representatives reviewed y) 
i the draft report of the Committee dated 2/24/76, 
z entitled, "Cointelpro: The FBI's Covert Action Pro- “I t) 
& grams against American Citizens." Rems appearinge 1) 
oO 5 in this report which require classification have been ee 
zo separately identified on this date to the SSC staif. LS s V) 

x & The SEC dratt report is besed upon selective docu- a : S 
Be OM mentation using out-of-context quotes from FBI corre- aod 5 
ae spondence and depositions in support of conclusions aN sy 

| = oe tM which are phrased in a subjective and condemnatory ™ -—-) OW 
aks yaanner in longuace calculated to present the Burece a 

handwritten form to itiss Barbara Banoff of the SEC staff: 

At the invitation of the Eenate Select Committee 

in a most unfavorcble Hight, 

is the entirety of the draft is coucked in phreses 
intended to indicate the Bureau deliberately violated 

Bloc hp, } LO 

ree ~3T pple 

eonstitutional rights, and thet that violation was in fact 
its motive; and as the FE reviewers had no concurrent iy 
access to the depositions and other documentation ‘\: ao reterred to in the drait, i is felt ao purpose would be | as 

i Reo we ne 
ae _,1 - 62-116009 (Cointelpro) SEE NOTE PAGE 2 
Inspection ; ae 

bk §——* yp gey 1S; ORIGINAL AND ONE COPY TO i 
Laboratory e 3 ‘| { fe 

| es : Eval. — (17) e ATTORNEY GENERAL 

ae. o af o 3 ‘ a vt 
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United States Senate Select Comiunities to 
Study Governmental Operations with 
Respect to Intelligence Activities (SSC) 

sorved in atterapting to refute the allegations pege by 
page. Nor would eny valid purpose be served in 
attemptine to argue with or contradict conclusions 
reached by the dreft's authors. Therefore, no 
comment will be made on the content of the droit. 

Finally, it is a matter of concern that inadequate 
consideration wes given to the rights of privecy of those 
mentioned directly or indirectly in the draft, whethor 
private citizens, organizations which coopersted with 
the FBI, or officials. 

1 - The Attorney General 
1- The Deputy Attorney General 

Attention: Michael E, Shaheen, Jr, 
Special Counsel for 
Intelligence Coordination 

NOTE: 

See letter to Attorney General dated 322/76, -isaehibinial 
as above, prepared by DR:If{j, which is an enclosure to ‘Mer. EF. J. 
Cassidy to Mr. T. W. Leavitt memorandum dated 3/8/76, cap- 
tioned '"Senstudy 75." 

APPROVED: ie eee 
SS0C. Dir A ae 
Dep. AD Adm. a Affairs i. 

* ». Map. AD In A ia ee 
S Asst, Dir: ad Iie, eae Foren 

Admin. v lispection Wenn eenmey neh a 
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hen ha: ae eee 2 ee. LS ee ee 

Mr. T. We! Leavitt 

/ 

J. Ge Deegan 

L~ Mr. Js B. Adams 

2-WMr. J. A. Mintz 
( 1-P. Te Blake) 

1 — Mr. A. J. Decker 

(Attn: T.H. Bugssgp) 

Te. We Leavitt 

J. G. Deegan 

G. T. Tunstall 
PrP. &. Nugent 

L - Mr, 

1 - Mr. 

L - Mr. 

L = Mr. 

| MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. 2 ~ Mr. S. F. Phillips 

PURPOSE: ow 

To secure approval for expediting the deliveries to = 
the King estate of FBI commmications by excising classified 
information from them rather than follow 
review" procedures. 

SYNOPSIS: 

We are initiating project in fulfillment of Attorney 
General’s (AG) instructions to furnish King estate all documents 
concerning King previously given to the Senate Select Committee 
(ssc). All classified information will be excised. Large volume 

As the AG has instructed expeditious 
handling, we will work from material already segregated and 
maintained by SENSTUDY 75 Project. 
(Classification of National Security Information), processing 
of material for dissemination under Freedom of Information and 
Privacy Acts (FOL - PA) and other dissemination generally calls 
for a "classification review" whereby every original document in 
file is assessed for classification on a paragraph-by~paragraph 
basis and appropriately marked, 
large volune of material in King estate request, we propose to 
merely excise classified information from our copies of the 
documents we gave to the SSC, rather than following full 

of material involved. . 

"classification review" procedures, 

100-106670 
oe 

C1 > 62116395 (SENSTUDY 75). 
~— ie es . 

SFPs id 
(i2)” 
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In connection with EO 11652 

Because of expedite nature and 
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>» .@ 
Memorandum to Mr. T. W. Leavitt 
Re: Martin Luther King, Jr. 
100-106670 

ACTION: 

Upon approval, we will process the material for the 
King estate as proposed by excising all classified information 
rather than a full “classification review" of original documents. 

DETAILS: 

As you are aware, we are initiating a project whereby, 
on instructions of the AG, we will be furnishing to the King 
estate copies of all commmications in our files concerning King 
which we had previously furnished to the SSC. Procedures being 
worked out with the Department to implement those instructions 
include our excising, among other data, all information of a 
classified nature. An extremely large volume of material is 
involved as the SSG King inquiry was very broad and the Department 
desires us to include considerable peripheral material in 
responding to the King estate request. The AG has asked that 
this endeavor be expedited and that we make deliveries to the 
King estate (through the Department) as we complete processing 
of various segments ef the whole. 

CONTINUED ~ OVER 

| ee 
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Memorandum to Mr. T. W. Leavitt 
Res Martin Luther King, Jr. 
100-1066 70 

In order to readily identify the material we furnished 
to the SSC concerning King, including the peripheral documents, 
we will be using as a working base the copies maintained by the 
SENSTUDY 75 Project. We will thus be able to bypass the very 
time-consuming step of Locating the originals of these documents 
in our files. The Department is in agreement with our intention 
to follow this procedure. 

In connection with Executive Order 11652, we generally 
follow the practica when making current dissemination (such as 
under the FOI - PA and other types of dissemination) of making 
a “classification review" of every document. This involves 
locating the original documents in our files and making a 
paragraph~by~paragraph assessment as to classification and 
then adding the appropriate markings to the documents in file. 
However, in order to expedite the processing of the voluminous 
material involved for the King estate, we are proposing that 
we merely excise the classified information from coples maintained 
of the documents given to the SSC, rather than following full 
“classification review" procedures involving original documents, 
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oon : Dear Director Kelley: - y | j : P : 

Thank you for your letter of June 22, 1976, calling my 7 (Ate 
attention to the important questions raised by the proposed testimo ee ALS 

ee various judicial proceedings of a former employee of the Senate fr, AYE. 

, Select Committee to Study Governmental]. Operations with Respéct A. ¥ 

ito Intelligence Activities. I am concerned about the possible ( Nem 

- if impact of events such as this on the work of the Senate Select ™ é oo : 

: | Committee on pee eee and I have instructed William G. Miller, RES be 

‘| the Gommittee’s staff director to be sure that the issues which “™~ £° fy of 
lare raised are considered during the drafting of both the Com-. oe ex “he 

mittee's rules and the Committee's employment agreements. # = ce 

pane 
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aspooting hetween EYP re ambers im Chisera and Chicazo Fo 

Rebs f S167 
* 1 - Mr. Adams 

. - 1 - Me. Leavitt 
1 - Mr. Moore 
L - Mr. Mintz 

tne Attorney Goneral | JUS - B. L376 . 

; - -~ Mr. Daly 
Bireator, FoL | | fi Mr. Stassinos 

ele BUR. Jie SERSON, MARY DR OREO; a: ae an 44 4 id vy - 4d a \ 

SORE 4 Ke OR: AEE. SERIES pss yy panty EERE ALi et ¢ gre NTE ee Posh nD 
fist att = Se Rdetade 

SYVAPP HEVESCRS HERE Sap AselrieQ (2 

For your 3 information, llarold Yaylor is one of fs 
Los ABEGLES , California a, Black Panther Party {REP} wenbers cn 
tehal te —- Superior Caeurt in Califernia for attempted murdar 
or & policeman = Sapte eter AB, L971. Throughout the Grial the 
dafansé has attemated te establish that the EBI'S COINTELPI 
harass sag thea defondan ta and ca essed | chem to comeit the ox cr 
The daionse has subpoena edi and is introducing the oral testiron 
ot arthur Jefferson, who qua Lifted as an expert witness on the 
basia of being an investig aoe OF enploves of ne Benate Select 
Committes BSC) « tir. Jefferson is identifiad in SEC reports as 
an SSC counsel. In che S50 fimnl report dated Aarril 26, 37s, 
and entitled ” PNTEILT IGEECE ACTIVETIZS AUD THE RICETS OF A SHER E~ 
ES Ae Jsiferson is ister ag one of two principal atatt 
authore of the report “The FBI's 2ifortes to Disrupt and 
Rewutrealiznw the i Slack Panther Varty.” 

in addition te the Los Angeles trial, FET employees , = 
former emioyees and an informant hava been named as co~c fo lendants 
in a civil ection captioned “Lueria Haveton. 2 2t 8 al., ve. Edward i 
Bey arate et al., (3.5.5, C. sean il Civil Aetion number 
75-0 (34 Censelidated, in Cuicese, Tllirais. Tats action was 
broughc by heira of twe BPY meuhers killed in a Hecember 4, 1969 @ 

ise 
ofiieers assigned to the State’ 3 Attorney's Offica, Cook Corr my. 
Pilineds. Gur OEMZEPR0 has been interiected inte this Soa 
by the plaintiixs’ allegations that the sheoting was a eabloina~ 
tion of a eae of FBI Cor: LELPRO actions directed againat the 
BEP. He. Jefferson ie listed as a witness for the ploiutifes zt 
$m this trial. 

a1 

es 

Also in senneetion with the recent civil action styled 
WEidridra OL GaNE® 5 at bE ai., Vv. Clarence it. Ralley ate Sicy UsS ei Ges 
n. G., Civil Aetion niumber 76-8795," on Mey 26, 7G, Zt the . 
tapercet ion of United States Listrict | Our e ae "hr “oe L. Green, -~ 
FDL personnel met with Department of Justice 4 ia Division 

JOS :mez Nor KTINUED - OVER 
(11) 

SEE NOTE PACE THREE./. | 
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The Attorney General 

attorneys and plaintiffs’ attorney in attempt te explore ways of 
narrowing plaintiffs’ Freedom of information Act request suffi- 
ciently te allow easy retrievel. Plaintiffs’ counsel, Robert 
Cotmell, of the lav rirm Truitt, Fabrikant, "Buck clin and Lenzner 
of Washington, was accompanied by one Hary Be Oreo who was ap~ 
parently serving as a consultant. Mr. Cornell subsequently 
advised a Departmental atterney that Ms. Da Oreé is associated 
with his law firm. eas 

Senate Select Committee reports identify Mary De Oreo 
as a Research Assistant of the SSC. Book II of the final report 
of the Senate Select Comittee report entitled “INTELLICHHCE 
ACTIVITIES AND THE RIGETS OF AMERICA? HS,” identifies Be Oreo as 
eS in the preparation of SSC report entitled, "“COINTELPRO: 
he FBI a Covert Action Programs Against American Citizens," and. 
pe. Martin Luther King, Ir., Cas se Study." 

Senate Resolution 21, cf January 21, 1975, establish- 
ing the Select Committee To Study Governmental Operations With 
Respect To intelligence Activities , Section 3, states in part 
that, “As a condition of employme: iE~~~GACH Pers or shall _S8vec 
not to accept any honerariun, royalty or other payment <or 
apeaking engagement, magazine article, bock, or other endeavor 
connected with the investigation and study uncertaken by this 
Committee." 

Rule 7.5 of the Rules of Procedure for the Senate 
Select Committees, adopted April 3, 1975, states, “No testinony 
taken including the names or witnesses testifving on pateri al 
presanted at an Executive Session, or classified papers, and 
other materiaisa received by the staff or its consultants while 
in the employ ef the Committee shall be made public, in whole 
or in part or by way of summary, or disclosed to any person 
‘outside the Committee, or after thea termination of the Committee, 
in sucn marmer as may be determined by the Senate.' \ 

Rule 7.6 states, “Before the Committee is called upon : 
to make any disposition with respect to the testimony, papers, > 
or other materials presented to it, the Committee members shall . 
have a reasonable orportumity to examine all pertinent testineny: 
papers and other materials that have been obtained by the Committee 

. Staff, No members shall release any such testimony, papers, of 
other materials, or any information contained in such testimony, 
papers, or other waterials, to the public or any person out Side 
the Committee unless authorized by a majority vote of the entire 
Committee, ox after the termination of the jCommittes , in such 
manner as may he determined by the Senate.” 

CONTINUED - OVER 
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The Attorney General Dore Chan ed ty ‘i 

. 
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= 

fn 
Given the above, t question the propriety of b-Fo- ea 

Mr. Jefferson's aspearence at the Los Angeles and Chicago BPP 
trials, and qualifving as en éxpert witness on the basis of his 
association with the SSG. I also question Ms. De Oreo's assist- 
ing the plaintiffs’ attorney in the Eldridge Cleaver case. 

IL am separately corresponding with Senator Daniel KH. 
tnouve, Chairmen, Senate Select Committee: on Intellisence, 
£0 bring this metter to his attention, since he will be encared 
in the preparation of guidelines for the new oversight covanittee.. 
A copy of this correspondence is enclosed. | 

Enclosure 

1. - The Deputy Attorney General - Enclos ure. 

1 - Assistant Attoriey General ~ Enclosure 
Office of Legislative Affaizs 

“« 

‘ NOTE: Reference memorandum dated May 27, 1976, from J. G. 
Deegan to Mr. Leavitt, captioned, TAROLD TAYLOR, EM-BPP" 
enumerating material contained in letter to the Attorney 
General. Regarding subpoenaed materials, mentioned in 
referenced memorandum from our Los Angeles and San Diego 
Divisions, these materials are all contained in the footnotes 
to Book III of the Senate Select Committee Final Report, dated 
April 23, 1976, in chapter entitled, "THE FBI's COVERT ACTION 
PROGRAM TO DESTROY nae BLACK PANTHER PARTY," pages 187-223. 
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oe ee _ et 

Fimes, where this column ‘originally ap- 
peared, He was editor of The Atlanta Cijn-" - 
stitution 1960-1968. . 

« 

| “r+ While the late- J. Edgar Hoover was di- . 
( recting agents of his Federal Bureau of 

| Investigation to smear and ruin private citi- 
zens he didn’t like, he os seeeeeer dies 

_ was being deluded - 
within -his own -head- 
quarters, we now learn, 
by deceitful reports 

- from assistants . who 

Ms DAS AES, 
% Y Ss s 

ae me 

* a 
if o 

% 

| + apparently told the 
' a: director what he 

> wanted:to hear. Be 
: : 3 SaNen% SG 

| Not only was Fae “ee 
Hoover dangerously i yea? @5 
misusing the federal 33 pe 

Re ska REAR 
police powers, he was 
being fed false and obsequious information 
on which to base his reprehensible acts. 

_. That double danger surfaced last week 
when a’staff study was released on the Sen- 
ate investigation into FBI spying on Ameri- 

| 
| 

_ The study contained a memo from Wil 
liarn Sullivan, Hoover’s deputy, to Hoover 
‘This writer has personal knowledge that thé 
pone Sullivan fed his superior was 
alse. ; 

_. Sullivan told Hoover in 1965 that the 
Yate Atlanta Constitution publisher Ralph 
McGill said and did certain dishonorable 

_things which I know he did not say or do. 
i My office, as editor of The Constitution 
at that time, adjoined McGill’s. As close 
personal friends and professional running’ 
mates we talked repeatedly every day, 
‘unched together, shared our problems and 
sought each other’s advice. We were in- 

5, =e. Ss oe | 

ae ee arwectea ater iuttrteanl gt wmemencerneiaaninpaamtents neater taeaalhged wistitstiathndanaitd rh bale Dense Miretch ermine ett cen NEO EE A w 

> . = . 

a 

* 

separable, in almost constant contact, and - 
during our 12 years together I never knew 
him to tell me an untruth or deceive me on 
his thinking. a 

Nothing disturbed us more during that_. 
stressful time of Southern desegregation 
than our separate discoveries, discoveries, 
which we immedately shared, that FBI 
agents were spying on the personal life of 
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Our knowledge 

of 
d ¢ 

a 

uy 3 

_extra-marital affairs, In my case an agent, 
on two separate visits, insisted strenuously 
hat I assign a reporter and photographer to ~ 

q watch Dr. King and his companion at an air- 
: B port where an FBI “informant” (meaning - 

Sa MNeES Wa eT hes Te ee ee ee ee eee 

(Mount cists in Space Below) 

| Other Voiees/Eugene Patterson . | ee 

'« Sweet Lies Soothe Hoover 
EDITOR’S NOTE: Eugene Patterson p ; 

' president and editor of The St. Petersburg, 

; can citizens in Hoover's time. 7, 

was firsthand. Agents of the Atlanta FBI bu- ; 
reau visited us in our offices and alleged | 
they had proof of Dr. King’s involvement in. : 

ew 
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« 
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* hee tt ae 

did not publish a peephole journal, and told. 
ae agent a person’s private life is not news, | 
‘he hotly criticizéd The Constitution for sup-|; 
‘porting Dr. King’s public. leadership and . 

- I blinding its readers to his private “immoral-? 

ity.” Other Southern newspapers received = 

similar visits and to the ‘press’ credit not ° 
one printed the FBI’s smears in Dr. King’s , 

lifetime: - i. oe 

- McGill and I were astonished and out- 

F raged that our friends in the FBI Atlanta - 
bureau had been assigned, obviously by - 

- Hoover, to such a dirty business as charac- 

ter assassination, and by these sleazy 

me 

™ 

ans. . vf HERE! \ 

. Ralph McGill could muster a towering 
‘anger and I never saw him madder. His — 
first impluse was to get word to Dr. King so 

| he could protect himself. He picked up the . 

"telephone to pass the information to Dr. 
! King’s father but 1 dissuaded him from 
' @ upsetting Dr. King Sr. by spreading the 
| (§ FBY’s smear around the family.- . 
2 | He spoke of getting in touch instead? 
| with Atty: Gen. Robert Kennedy to let hin} .. 
| know what the FBI was up to. I don’t know 

| if he reached Kennedy personally. 1 persone 

an indication he had heard what I said (and ° 
we were Speaking face to face). I realized | 

_. then that Hoover either was beyond Kenne, - 
-: -dy’s control, ‘or élse Kennedy knew what’ 

Hoover ‘was. doing. McGill and I tradet|_ 
- disappointed exclamations over this. ! 

Thereafter McGill’s columns supporter 
', Dr. King’s leadership of the civil rights , 
. movement more strongly than ever: 
j But Sullivan’s memo to Hoover claimed 

Kennedy’s assistants, and was appalle¢ 
when I got no reaction from him, not ever is i 

“ally told this story te John Doar, ore : 

that McGill was so shocked ‘by the. FBI’s 
information on Dr. King’s private life that 
he stated he would use his influence to get 
Dr. King out of the leadership of the civil 
rights movement! That must have been © 
music to Hoover’s ears, encouraging him to 

_iipress on with his bugs and taps on Dr. 
: ‘ King’s bedroom. The problem is, it just was- 
tt so..MeGill’s shock was directed at the 
FBI, and his support went to Dr. King. He’d 
have been the last man in the world to . 

’ desert King in these circumstances. 
Worse, Sullivan’s memo went on to re- 

- gale Hoover with the notion that McGill 
would attempt to block an Atlanta banquet _ 
scheduled to honor Dr. King after he won 
the Nobel Prize. McGill would work through 
a banker friend to get the business van] 

191 

amunity to withdraw its support for the ban: 
iquet, Hoover was told by Sullivan. - 
: That fabrication is a laugher for o é 
{who was there, as I was, There wasn’t any 
usir ss community support. 
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7" “The ‘tae is thaf McGill was the only © 
white business or professional leader in . 
Atlanta who stepped forward to Co-Sponsors, 

“ie banquet, in conjunction with a Catholic} 
Jbishop and a Jewish rabbi, while the bank-| , 

sg ers aid businessmen of that’ city ran forj , 
ee . cover. In conversations with me. McGill 

- alternately raged and laughed at the specta- 
cle of Afianta’s white establishment being - 
tco timid or-tod segregated to even send 

_ second vice presidents to the banquet honor- > 
ing a black Nobel Prize winner.: “4 

-. , _ While Hoover enjoyed Sullivan-inspired | 
visions. of the great liberal newspaper pub- 

. lisher warning an eager business establish-_ . 
* ment away from the .King banquet, I 
> watched McGill work bis. way around the 
= See businessmen to the holders of . 
-.:yeal power in. Atlanta, whom he persuaded 

- ” to bring their influence and pressure to bear . 
- : on the. bankers to-support the King banquet. 

. At avery.late hour the banquet was saved © 
« from being a lonely gathering of black peo- 
: ple and a jew white humanists by an inpour- 

- Ing of second ‘vice ‘presidents, and even 
« some firsis, because the word had heen . a 
~ sassed from on high as a result of McGill's 
z+ Single-handed exertions. - : 
: I had thought the finest irony of that 
. banquet was the praise Time magazine later 
”. Favished on Aflanta because the white estab- 
_ Hshmené had honored a black son, the kind 
> of national publicity that brought a boom to 

that once sicepy town 
But now the Senate investigating staff ; 

has disclosed the true irony: Hoover thought — 
: McGill was trying to sabotage the banquet, ae 

because his agents had told him so. 
=: The implication speaks for itself. An : 

autocratic FBI director, armed with the 
~ public’s frust and secure from a cowed Con- 
- -gress, could misuse his power to stalk and 
“ smear any American citizen of his choosing : 

including you or me. And probably because 
. he wanted only good news, he got demon- 
. strably false intelligence upon which to base x 
"his whims. Frightening? = -. * 

Consider the footnote: The et who 
.- failed to persuade me to smear Dr. King in - 

The Atlanta Constitution got a harsh Hoover’: 
i detter and an overnight transfer to a distant . 
gity not Tong after he failed to come up | = 

~ 
~~ 

clippings-that would have pleased Hoover.|I » aa 
saw the Jetter. It said the agent was being 
punished for being six pounds overweight, © 
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The Attorney General February 23, 1976 

a oe 1 — Mr. W. R. Wannall 

pees FBL z i 1 - Mr. J. G. Deegan .- f 
eis aay ae - 1 - Mr. W. O. Cregar 

U.S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE iL - Mr. S. Klein 
ALL. INFOREATION CONTA HERE! ICLASSIF oe 
DATE BY 

Reference is made to my memorandum of December 19, 
1975, in which I advised you of a breach of confidentiality 
in the handling of FBI documents delivered to the SSC. This - 
memorandum detailed the disclosure in the North Carolina Press 
of former FSI informant George F. Dorsett, which disclosure v 
was specifically attributed to documents delivered by this 
Bureau to the SSC. 

On February 6, 1976, the SSC held an Executive Session ~- 
concerning “Domestic Intelligence Investigations.'' During the 
course of the Executive Session several requests were made of 
the Bureau. personnel present. Among these was a request by 
Senator Robert Morgan for a detailed breakdown of payments 
made by this Bureau to George F. Dorsett, whom the Senator 
alleges to have been a Bureau informant reporting on the 

employee" of the FBI. | 

3 George F. Dorsett was an FBI informant from haan = 
1959, £0 October, 1970. At no time was he a “salaried employee" 8 
o£ this Bureau. Dorsett supplied information concerning ‘ 
au Klux, Klan activities primarily in North Carolina. He was 
discontinued as an informant when his activity in the Klan 

: 4 <a e 

-SKikim 5; yf oe eras Susie 
My ged |! Aye SEE NOTE PAGE 3 

~TO BE HAND-DELIVERED BY THE OFFICE OF CONGRESSIONAL AFFAIRS - 

me 
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The Attorney General 

Payments to Dorsett commenced January 30, 1959, 
and lasted until April 29, 1970. Durins this period, he 
was paid a total of $26,266.01 which consisted of $16,797.79 
for services and $9,468.22 for expenses. An analysis of 
these payments at FBI Headquarters reveals Dorsett was paid 
on a 'cash-on-delivery" basis, and that these payments were 
commensurate with the information he furnished. 

| 

: Dorsett's informant status has not been disclosed 
! or acknowledged publicly by the FBI. Dorsett himself has 
| persistently denied in public, his former role as a Bureau 
| informant. During an interview of Dorsett by FBI Agents on 

December 12, 1975, he expressed concern for his personal 
safety and for the safety of his family, based oa newspaper 
articles which alleged his informant status. I£ information 

: regarding payments to Dorsett becomes available to the news 
media, it would confirm his informant status and further 
jeopardize his safety. 

Based on a previous apreement with SSC Staff 
personnel, the FBI has not been required to divulge the 
identity of any individual who served in an informant 
status with this Bureau. In view of the above, the Bureau 
feels it cannot respond to Senator Morgan's request, and 
is forwarding a memorandum to the SSC explaining this 
position. 

The Bureau's reluctance in giving this information 
is based on the need to protect the safety and well being 
of those who have volunteered their services to assist 
their country and the FBI. 
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The Attorney General 

| Enclosed for your approval and forwarding to the 
Committee is an original of a memorandum which responds to 
the above request by Senator Robert Morgan. 

A copy of this memorandum is being furnished for 
your vecords. 

Ll - fhe Deputy Attorney General 
Attention: Michael E. Shaheen, Jr. 

special Counsel for 
Intelligence Coordination 

NOTE: : 

Above necessary to apprise the Attorney General of 
Bureau decision not to furnish the SSC with material requested 
by Senator Morgan at Executive Session on 2/6/76. 

L 
t 
r 
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Y 
VV) 
oO Reference is made to a request by Senator Robert 
x Morgan at an Executive Session of the SSC on February 6, 1976. 

ie On February 6, 1976, the SSC held an Executive Session 
concerning “Domestic Intelligence aka wy area ." During the 
course of the Executive Session, several requests were made 
of the Bureau personnel present. Among these was a request by 
Senator Morgan for all information concerning payments made by 
this Bureau to one George F. Dorsett, whom Senator Morgan 
alleges to have been a Bureau informant. Based on a previous 
agreement with SSC Staff personnel, the FBI has not been 
required to divulge the identity of individuals who have not 

. been publicly acknowledged as informants. 

Ce} SH ASS 

LUA Y 

ee 7 TYUA f 

The FBI has made no public statement as to whether or 
not Dorsett acted as an informant of this Bureau, and Dorsett 
has, himself, publicly denied ever serving in an informant Ts 2 —™ capacity. In view of the above agreement, this Bureau feels. it 

Assoc. Dir. _. CaO be responsive to Senator Morgan's request at this time. 
Dep. AD Adm. — 

ep. AD Inv. __ 

Pe Dir It should not be inferred from this reply that Dorsett 
cn. ga WaS or was not acting as an informant _ the Fst. 
Ext. Affairs —__ 
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( Mr, T. W. Leavitt 

Mr. J. G. Deegan 
7 2-Mr. S. F. Phillips 

the Attorney General foril 7, 1976 

Mr. J e Adams 
Mr, J... Mintz INO i 

pt ed i 1 

ft Director, FBI a 
—_— 

_ . ‘ a” -~ - 
" ie 7 / 

oe 

U. S. SEWATS SELECT COMMITTEE 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

Enelosed for your approval and forwarding to 
the SSC is the original of a memorancum relating to this 
Bureau's review of the SSC's draft concerning its Findings 
and its report on Domestic Intelligence Activities. 
Included in the memorancum is information concerning the 

ve Final draft report of the SSC entitled "Br. Martin Luther 
King, Jr., Case Study.” 

\ Also enclosed is a copy of the memorandum for 
your records. 

i ate Pore a8 oF as oo : 

Enclosures (2) EGE ie ce Aaa ie! 
mane LB G) OG ’ 

BOO se SOA, 62-116395 PE AE 
EC-114 

\ i - The Leputy Attorney General : 
Attention: Nichael E, Shaheen, Jr. os 1 €: — lh Z = 

{ | Special Counsel for Ae i 
Intelligence Coordination 

ae MEL DATs tmcanipifenlls 

- 

at [ ; 

SFP :thb/h+> 3 AUG 3 1976 
€11) ae 

af oe Mee 
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62-116395 April 7, 1976 

onse to your request and is not for dissemt- Iis use ts limited to official proceedings by 
Sp 

a ntent may nut be disclosed to unauthorized person- 

wel without the express approval of the FBI . 

Ta ~ 
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This document is rrepared in re nation outside your Committee yeur Coinnittee and the co 
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U. S. SEMATa SELECT COMMITTES TO 
SiUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS WITH 

RESPECT £0 INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES boon 

ie ek 
‘ ea Ko S Ea 

rss a Selb Mh).* 

On March 31 and April 1, 1976, eal 
of this Bureau reviewed the SSC's draft concerning its 
Findings. ‘The purpose of the review was to recognize and 
bring to the attention of the SSC Staff any information 
the FBI believes to be classified or otherwise sensitive 
to the extent that it should not be made public, as well 
as the identities of any FBI personnel below the rank of 
Section Chief which, by prior agreement between the SSC 
and FBI, would not be included in the Findings. 

\ 
rat 

Set forth below are the instances noted where 
deletions or changes are sugsested, An enumeration of 
these instances was informally furnished to Mr. Dan I’cCorkle 
of the SSC Staff on April 2, 1976. 

"4/2/76 

"the following concerns Senate Select Cormittee 
(SSC) Findings, in seven parts, made available by SSC 
3/31/76 for FBI review to determine whether or not any 
of the material is classified and to take notice of the 
names of any FBI Special Agents or former Special Agents 
below the rank of Section Chief. 

"Attached is a list of comments resulting fron 
the review. In addition to those comments indicating 
some material appearing to be missing in the Findings, | 
the following should be noted: coe 

SFP:1hb/hb 
(10) ORIGINAL AND ONE COPY TO AG 

SEE NOTE PAGE 4 
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SONATE SULECL COMMITTEE ON INYELLIGEUCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

"Lach of the seven parts of the Findings 
commences with a heading ‘Major Finding," followed by 
another heading “Subfindings.'"' In all instances, the 
material under these ttio headings has been excised and, 
therefore, no FDI review vas possible. Ve are, therefore, 
notin; these exeeptions to the materials supplied for 
revict. 

"Attachment - 

4./1/76 

“umber Corments 

SR23839 NONG 

"2863 (1) A footnote on page 33 contains the name of 
former PBI SA B. C. Rachner. This name should be 
deleted as he vas never a Section Chief or hicher 
rams. 
(2) ‘the top portion of page 38 is blank and, 
fron the flow betveen pages 37 and 38, it appears 
that some information is missing from page 38 
which needs to be supplied for FBI review. 

"WR2816 (1) Pare 19 contains the name of former S/A Lish 
Whitson which should be deleted as at the cine — 
involved he was not a Scetion Chief or higher rene: 
(2) Page 23 contains the name of former 
SA Stapleton which should be deleted as at the 
time he was not a Section Chief or hisher rank. 
(3) It appears that part of pare 17 is missin:; 
supply for FBI revici. 

“R2871 On page 37 the name of SA kyan should be deleted 
as he was not a Section Chief or higher rank. 

oD: a 
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SENATE SELECT COMMITLER ON INGSLLIGEUCE ACTIVITIES (Ssc) 

"R2795 

"2866 

WR2864 

A portion of pare 21 appears to be missing and 
should be supplicd for FBI reviev. 

C1} On pase 27 a footnote contains the initials 
of a Special Agent of the FBI. While the identity 
of this SA is not apparent on the surface, there 
is a possibility the initials could lead to his 
identity. Further, there is a Likelihood he vas 
not a Section Chief’ or hisher rank. ‘the initials 
should, therefore, ba deleted. 
(2) On pase 29 appears the initials of an FBI 
Special acent. While the identity of this 5A is 
not apparent on the surface, there is a possibility 
the initials could lead to his identity. Further, 
there is a Likelihood he was not a Section Chief 
or higher rank. The initials should, therefore, 
be deleted. 

On pare 20 a footnote contains the initials of 
a Special Avent as B. B.; on pase 27 a footnote 
contains the initials of a Special sent as N. S.; . 
and on page 29 footnotes contain the initials of 
special Agents B. K. and G. L. In respect to 
all of these pases, it is belicved that the initials 
should not be included as they could lead to the 
identities of the Agents. While the ran is not 
known, it is likely it was below Section Chief." 

On March 31 and April 1 and 2, 1976, FBT 
representatives also reviewed the SSC's draft report on 
Domestic Intelligence Activities for the same purposes as 
indicated above relating to the Findings. After review, 
MeCorl:le of the SSC Staff was furnished on April 2, 1976, an 
informal note calling to his attention the following matters: 

oe 



SENATE SELECT COMMITLEE ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

"A footnote on page 149 contains the name of 
former SA Russell Horner and a footnote on page 223 
contains the name of former SA Sam Papich. Neither of 
these individuals was a Section Chief or higher rank; 
their names should, therefore, be deleted. Also, pages 
188 and 192 are missing and should be supplied for FBI 
review." 

By FBI memorandum dated March 26, 1976, certain 
matters requiring the SSC's attention were brought to 
notice concerning the SSC's draft report entitled 
‘Dr, Martin Luther King, Jr., Case Study."' On April 2, 1976, 
the SSC made available its final draft report on this 
matter for further review. It was noted that footnote 
number 63 on page 110 still contained the name of former 
FBI Special Agent William Stapleton which should be deleted 
as noted in the March 26, 1976, memorandum. This was 
orally brought to the attention of McCorkle on April 2, 1976. 

lL - The Attorney General 

NOTE: 
The Findings, which were in seven parts, were 

reviewed as a coordinated project in INTD by the personnel 
having primary interest in the contents such as Supervisor 
D. Ryan regarding COINTELPRO, Supervisor S. F. Phillips 
concerning Martin Luther King, Jr., etc. Phillips furnished 
the informal notes and advice to McCorkle as indicated above. 
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NOTE: SEE INSTRUCTIONS ON REVERSE 
- BEFORE ‘COMPLETING. - CLASSIFY AS APPROPRIATE 
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y Staff FROM: 
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i Bo: ~ Intelligence Comm 
ne ATTN: Central Index 
"6 FBI a 
as Saat a pg ey ies oe 
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\ SUBJECT: Abstract of Information Provided to Select Committees 

? 1, HOW PROVIDED (check appropriate term. If a document was made available 2. DATE PROVIDED 
le for review but not transmitted, so ote.) 

‘ , 

t x DOCUMENT oe BRIEFING ee INTERVIEW TESTIMONY OTHER 4e7 76 
A , 

| ee ee ee ee ee ee 
i. | 3. TO WHOM PRO. ISD (check appropriate term; add specific names if appropriate) 

7 

4 
: ad 

4 
j 4. IDENTIFICATION (provide descriptive data for documents; give name or identification number of briefer, 
i interviewee, testifier and subject) 
i. 
2 

f 
‘, 
“ 

Memprandum 
| 
° = 

i S. ‘IN RESPONSE TO (list date and item number if in response to formal request, other- 6. CLASSIFICATION OF § 
wise state verbel request of (name), initiative, subpoena, etc.) {INFORMATION (Center 

ie U, C, S, TS or 
\ Codeword) 

‘ * e 3 Not applicable 
: U 

: 7. KEY wores (enter the appropriate key words from the list provided separately; if key wérds not listed are 
used underline for emphasis) 

* 

information handling 

: 8. SUMMARY (See reverse side before completing this item) 

Memorandum relating to this Bureau's review of the SSC's draft 
concerning its Findings and its report on Domestic Intelligence 
Activities. Included in memo is information concerning the final 
draft report of the SSC entitled "Dr, Martin Luther King, Jr., 
_A Case Study." | 

* 

Me OR SSID, ay » 

; DATE NEURO EN BY 

62-116395 

DS/ds 3 TREAT AS YELLOW 
) 

eae ete, a i | CLASSIFY AS APPROPRIATE 

{ 
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Date: 7/12/76 

Transmit the following in = 
(Type in plaintext or code) 

ATR MAIL nF Ui 

(Precedence) a Mie: ihe 

via AIRTEL 

—_—_——— mete cere cee eee 

DIRECTOR, FBI (62-116395) 

7 SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (62-6887) rid. INFORMATION CONTAINED 

g pans Zed GO a Om Ae DM hil; : “JSUBJECT: “SENSTUDY 75 — DATE BY SYA 
> cme 

/ ' ee mrad ate 

x 
ern en 

a $ 

On Friday, 7/9/76, ED“MONTGOMERY, retired reporter, 
"San Francisco Examiner," called me. e Said he had just 
received a telephone call from a ROBERT} ERIEDMAN - of "Time 
Magazine" in New York. FRIEDMAN toid MONTGOMERY that he 
had been going “over “some of the Church Committee Reports 
and that it was obvious that the FBI an the past had "fed" 
MONTGOMERY a considerable amount of information. MONTGOMERY 
said PRIEDMAN indicated that the FBI had given MONTGOMERY 
information regarding the Black Panther Party in Oakland. = 
MONTGOMERY told FRIEDMAN that this was not true, that he 
received his information from the Sheriff's Office in Alameda 
County. FRIEDMAN also indicated that MONTGOMERY had received 
information concerning ANGELA DAVIS and the guns used in 
the Marin County shootout in which several people were - 
killed. .MONTGOMERY told FRIEDMAN that this was not true, — AYP} 
that he had received this information from the Marin Gounty pi 
Sheriff's Office and that the FBI was not involved in this a 
case at that point but did later have an unlawful flight 
warrant on DAVIS, which resulted in her eventual arrest in 
New York: | / ie ie iff v: 

w) {> > Pi 2 Dye ee AL MG 

FRIEDMAN referred to several Sper etishes in 
the Church Committee Report and indicated it was obvious to 
him that the FBI had furnished the information to MONTGOMERY. 
MONTGOMERY told him this was "a lot of garbage."' MONTGOMERY 
then asked FRIEDMAN if MONTGOMERY's name was mentioned in 

| the report as having received the information and FRIEDMAN 
said it was not although FRIEDMAN drew the CO yon that 

| ‘ it was MONTGOMERY. — 

8 Saeead (RM) | 3 ov" 4 i 4 “aoe ‘076 
lL = San Francisco Gi VAY 

CWB/emp! “+ - Ae ——— —- 
(3) "y = Me \" at sf 1d 

! er ae, (pat 
DDD EO VOCS a nS 8 = , Sent g LK at Ve 7M ‘7 

Special Agent in Charge 4D ae pe 7 
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MONTGOMERY again told FRIEDMAN that he had many, 
many sources and that he was not the recipient of information 
volunteered to him by the FBI. MONTGOMERY commented that 
FRIEDMAN obviously did not want to believe this. 

MONTGOMERY furnished this for information. 

SOs 
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: - 3. T. Aldhizer 

AIAROLD TAYLOR | 

fe 
Ca + enanennreteatnn bd = x 

- oe ve ae “ ‘ ; é * 4 

PURPOSE: (1) To provide information concerning state 
court subpoena for our records in connection with captioned 
subject's trial and (2) to recommend Legal Counsel Division 
prepare appropriate communication to the U. S. Senate pro- 
testing activities of Senate Select Committee (SSC) staff 
member Arthur Jefferson who has involved himself on the 
side of Black Panther Party (BPP) subjects against the FBI 
in legal proceedings in Los Angeles and Chicago. 

WS, FRR ES ee | ee. 

at % ¥ “SST “ we 

SYNOPSIS: In a state court case in Los Angeles, California, 
involving Taylor, a former BPP member on trial for attempted 
murder of a policeman in 1971, the defense has tried to 
establish that the FBI's Counterintelligence Program (COINTELPRO) 
harassed the defendant and caused him to commit the crime. 
in its latest action the defense has subpoenaed 65 documents 
from our Los Angeles and San Diego offices. Review of these 
documents indicate they are all COINTELPRO related and subject 
Taylor is not mentioned. Los Angeles and San Diego recommended 
and FBIHQ concurs that these documents should not be produced 
and the Assistant United States Attorney (AUSA) in Los Angeles 
and the Department of Justice in Washington, D,. C., are being 
urged to resist production. Hearing is set for approximately 
6/1/76. Defense in Taylor's case is using expert witness 
testimony of Arthur Jefferson, reportedly an employee or in- 
vestigator of the SSC who allegedly authored SSC report on 
FBI farassment of BPP, particularly in California. SSC final 
report dated 4/28/76, confirms Jefferson's connection with the 
sSC. In addition, Jefferson is listed as witness for the 
plaintiffs in the Iberia Hampton civil suit in Chicago and our 
COINTELPRO efforts against the BPP have also been interjected 
into this suit. Since jefferson is apparently using information 
obtained through his SSC work, an appropriate communication 
should be sent to the U. S. Senate protesting his actions. 

oe 
157-14077 f 
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Memorandum to Mr. T. W. Leavitt 
Re: Harold Taylor 
157+14077 

RECOMMENDATIONS: (1) We are continuing efforts with the 
Department and the AUSA, Los Angeles to resist producing 
subpoenaed documents. 

" (2) That the Legal Counsel Division pre- 
pare appropriate communication to the U. S. Senate protesting 
the actions of Arthur Jefferson. 

DETAILS : 
Los Angeles Situation 

Harold Taylor is one of three Los Angeles BPP 
members on trial in the Superior Court in California for 
attempted murder of a policeman on 9/10/71. Throughout the 
trial the defense has attempted to establish that the FBI's 
COINTELPRO harassed the defendants and caused them to 
commit the crime. 

On 5/24/76 Los Angeles advised that the defense 
attorney in this case, Beth Lizsey has subpoenaed, and is 
introducing the oral testimony of Arthur Jefferson. Jefferson 
qualified as an expert witness on the basis of being an 
investigator or employee of the SSC and reportedly authored 
the Committee's report about alleged FBI harassment and 
illegal activities against the BPP, particularly in California. 
According to the prosecutor in the case, Jefferson's testimony 
to date has been before the jury. 

On 5/25/76 Los Angeles advised that a subpoena 
duces tecum was received on 5/25/76 in the Taylor case and 
directed to Custodian of Records, FBI, Los Angéles and 
San Diego Divisions. The ‘subpoena called for production of 25 
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Memorandum to Mr. T. W. Leavitt 
Re: Harold Taylor 

1357-14077 

documents of the Los Angeles office and 40 documents of the 
San Diego office. These documents were specifically identified 
according to date and whether they were prepared at FBIHQ or 
in the field. The subpoena states the documents are material 
to the issue involved and relevant to the defense of Taylor, 
a member of the BPP. 

in its review of the list of documents Los Angeles 
was able to identify 21 of the 25, all of which relate to the 
BPP COINTELPRO file. The documents are of general nature 
pertaining to the disruptive tactics against the BPP and none 
mentioned Taylor. Similarly, San Diego determined all 
communications located which were named in the subpoena 
were in its COINTELPRO file and none contained any reference 
to Taylor. 

Los Angeles and San Diego recommended documents 
not be made available to the defense and the Intelligence 
Division and Legal Counsel Division concur. AUSA Dominick 
Rubaicava, Los Angeles is handling this matter but to date 
has been unsuccessful in contacting Departmental Attorney 
Gordon Daiger, Washington, D. G., for his opinion regarding 
production of the documents. Rubalcava stated he is making 
no recommendations at this time pending discussions with 
Daiger, but feels documents subpoenaed should not be made 
available unless the entire trial would be jeopardized. 
Rubalcava believes court appearances pertaining to production 
of documents will not be scheduled until nporoximately 6/1/76. 
He advised the defense counsel is utilizing expert testimony 
of Arthur Jefferson who is testifying concerning FBI actions 
undertaken nationwide to disrupt BPP activity. 

On 5/26/76 Mr. R. F. Peterson of the Legal Counsel 
Division contacted Daiger who stated he has not been in 
contact with Rubalcava concerning the matter, Pending dis- 
cussion with Rubalcava, Daiger will render an opinion 
regarding production of the documents. 

Chicago Situation 

FBL employees, former employees and an informant 
have been named as co-defendants in the case captioned 
"Tberia Hampton, et al v. Edward Hanrahan, et al." This 

ie tes 
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Memorandum to Mr. T. W. Leavitt 
Re: Harold Taylor 
157-14077 

- 

civil action was brought by heirs of two BPP members killed 
in a 12/4/69 shoot-out between BPP members in Chicago and 
Chicago police officers assigned to the State's Attormey's 
Office, Cook County, Illinois. Our COINTELPRO has been 
interjected into this trial by the plaintiffs to the point 
of alleging the shoot-out was a culmination of a series of 

_ FBI COINTELPRO actions directed against the BPP, 

Steven Blackhurst, Assistant Special Counsel on 
Intelligence Coordination, Department of Justice, has 
advised that according to Ed Christenberry, Departmental 
Attorney handling the Hampton suit, Arthur Jefferson is listed 
as a plaintiff witness in that trial. We have no indication 
that Jefferson has testified to date. You will be advised of 
further developments. } 

Arthur Jefferson 

SSC documents identified Arthur Jefferson as an SSG 
counsel who in the final SSC report, dated 4/28/76, is listed 
as Principal Staff Author of the Appendix entitled "The FBI's 
Efforts to Disrupt and Neutralize the BPP.” 

OBSERVATIONS: (1) We will continue our efforts with the AUSA 
in Los Angeles and the Department to resist producing subpoenaed 
documents’ in the Taylor trial. 

(2) Since documents listed in the Taylor case subpoena 
are specifically identified, it appears Jefferson is capitalizing 
on information he obtained in his SSC work relating to our 
COINTELPRO asainst the BPP and that Legal Counsel Division direct 
appropriate communication to the U. S. Senate protesting : 
Jefferson's actions. 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Assoc. Dir. 

ep. AD Adi, 

Memorandum oe 
Comp. Syst. 

TO - MR. CALLAHAN DATE: 5/ 10/76 ee . + °°. 

< Gen. Inv. 

: Ident. 
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Director See’y —_ 

e You antwl met this a with’ e Attorn’y General, 
/ \ Miia Shaheen, Steves lackhursi\< and Senaton organ ‘of North" = 

oy Carolina and his assistant, Walten)Ricks. 
VW? 

Senator Morgan was desirous of receiving the approval of 
Mr. Levi for public release of certain documents concerning FBI 
investigations of the Klan in North Carolina. These documents pertain 
to efforts of an informant to charter a number of chapters after breaking 
away from the main Klan organization, and would in all probability pin- 
point the identity of the informant. The Senator also wanted certain 
documents concerning Cointelpro activity against the Black Panthers 
in North Carolina cleared for public release. 

After much discussion, the Attorney General voiced, 
his great reluctance to in any way reveal the identity of an informant 
even though the informant had publicly been identified by Senator Morgan 
in speeches. Mr. Levi reminded the Senator of the procedures followed 
by the Senate Committee and the agreement not to reveal informant | 
identities. Senator Morgan was unhappy with this position and feels that ~}}94 
North Carolina is being unfairly labeled by the FBI as the Klan capital A 
of the world when, in fact, much of the Klan activity and violence can be 
attributed, according to Senator Morgan, to FBI informant activity. His 
interest in releasing these documents stems somewhat from the fact that 
Senator Morgan had been challenged by the SACKEr arlotté 9 

Veda? HE ‘statements he has made concerning the Klan. He also allu@ed td 
that many letters critical of him had been written by ex-Agents, which he 
suspects may have been motivated by the Special Agent in Charge. He 
stated these letterjs do not bother him, since they give him*tte-opportunity™ 
to strike back. @ JUL 28 1976 

The Aftorney General advised Senator Morgan that.we : = 
{be glad to review the documents and the Attorney General would let him, 

JBA:am “anc, CONTAINED . Ln 
(4) Herp oj fcaih LM | 

1 - Mr. Leavitt PATE BY CONTINUED - OVER [ 
1 - Mr. Mintz 
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Memorandum for Mr. Callahan 

Re: SENSTUDY 

know his decision after a careful review had been made. Mr. Shaheen 
will maintain contact with Mr. Ricks concerning the identities of the 
specific documents desired. 

ACTION: 

Information only. 

QO.» 

(r 
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Memorandum L- Me. BW. Walsh || orga" 
Ll - Mr. T. W. Leavitt Adeain 

Comp)'Syst. pas 

Z Exf. Affairs __. 

: Mr. T. W. Leavitt DATE: 5/4/76 eee a anes 
Ident. 

; Inspection 

. J. G. peceapr L Mr e J e G e Deegan Intell. \\o 

1 = Mr. G. T., Tunstall ~ inate 
Oc ae rudy Zz 27 5 eee 

REQUEST FOR RETENTION OE-XEROX ee 
EQUIPMENT FOR USE BY DOCUMENT Tolohene Ros — 
CLASSIFICATION UNITS Pht, tet 

bate Lae oS 

W. O. Cregar to Mr. W. R. Wannall mefiorandum,- 
dated 10/7/75, received approval for additional Xerox 
copying machine, Model 7000, to be located in Room 4063, 
JEH Building, for use by the Senstudy Project. With the 
decreases in demand for material by both House and Senate 
Committees, this machine is no longer required for this 
purpose on a full time basis. por 

To indicate the volume of documents being repro-~ 
duced on the three machines now being utilized by the 
Intelligence Division, the following data is submitted for 
the month of March, 1976: ot. 4\9. PEC-73 b2- It Lat ere 

1. Model 7000 With sorter (machine Ae in 
above paragraph) was used to reproduce 45,459 pages during 
the above month. 

5 ati ay 

eos g if J aig aie 

MAnarnion Rarer sadder CAAT ane 

2. Model 7000 without sorter was used by!#hg@uUl 18 4975 
Division for the production of 40,700 pages. 

SETEIN A atten 'ng meee 

3. Model 3600 was used to reproduce 28,066 pages 
during the month of March. 

UNEwiUus ww Cui f ETLED 

As indicated by the above ficures, ‘all three 
machines are needed to handle the reproduction needs of the 
Intelligence Division. While there is a decrease in demand 
for materials by both the House and Senate Committees, there 
is an increase of court order material in various suits in fa } 

< ae 
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ail 
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Memorandum to Mr. Leavitt 
Re: Request for Retention: of Xerox 

Equipment for Use by Document 
Classification Units 

which the Bureau is involved, including the Socialist 
Workers Party suit which recently necessitated the 
Xeroxing of thousands of pages on an expedite basis. 
The transfer of the Document Classification Office and 
its related activities from the Inspection Division to 
the Intelligence Division will add to the volume of work 
being placed upon these machines, An increase in the 
Freedom of Information Act requests and appeals also 
creates additional need for reproduction of documents. 

Although it is impossible to determine with 
any certainty the amount of documents which now need to 
be reproduced, it is felt that the volume will be such 
as to fully justify retention of the above-mentioned 
machine, Additional information will be submitted as 
the Division adjusts to the new work when a definite 
volume can be predicted. 

ACTION: 

That the Xerox Model 7000 copying machine be 
retained in the Intelligence Division. 

GT7 

<1 poe” 
Arle 
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Memorandum J. G. Deegan to Mr. T. W. Leavitt 
Dated: 5/4/76 
Re: Request For Retention of Xerox 

Equipment For Use by Document 
Classification Units 

weet { DIS: 

ADDENDUM OF MECHANICAL SECTION &”RBM:bg 5/25/76 

The Intelligence Division requests:that they be allowed to 
retain the Xerox Model 7000 with 10 bin sorter. That Division received 
approval by memorandum W. O. Cregar to W. R. Wannall dated 
10/7/75 for this additional machine for use by the Senstudy Project. 
This machine is no longer required for this purpose on a full time basis; 
however, reproduction figures submitted for the month of March indicate 
a continuing need for the Model 7000 with sorter as well as another 7000 
machine and a Model 3600 presentiy on board. This matter will be 
followed closely on each quarterly copying/duplicating inventory report, 
the next being due 7/10/76, to be certain there is a continuing need for the 
Xerox Model 7000 with 10 bin sorter. 
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SUBJECT: senator Morgan Letter if i Telephone Rm. — if 
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} I wanted to make sure you saw a copy of the letter 
j from Senator Morgan, which we have discussed. 
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LO FRANK CHURCH, IDAHO, CHAIRMAN 

JOHN G. TOWER, TEXAS, VICE CHAIRMAN 
« PHIL? A. HART, MICH, HOWARD H. BAKER, JRA INN. 

wv WALTER, MONDALE, MINN. BARRY GOLDWATER, ARIZ, 
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ROBERT MORGAN, N.C. RICHARD S. SCHWEIKER, PA, can aes. Writer Dlates Benet 

WILLIAM G. MILLER, STAFF DIRECTOR ; t e Sg es e a e 
FREDERICK A. 0. SCHWARZ, JR., CHIEF COUNSEL 

CURTIS R. SMOTHERS, MINORITY COUNSEL SELECT COMMITTEE TO 
STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS WITH 

RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 

(PURSUANT TO S. RES. 21, S4TH CONGRESS) 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510 

May 11, 1976 4 

The Honorable Edward H. Levi 
The Attorney General 
Washington, D.C. 20530 eee ee CONTAINED 

EIN! 
Dear Mr. Levi: DATE i i 

I would like to thank you for the courtesy you extended 
by promptly responding to my request to see you. Your action 
exemplified the spirit of cooperation between the Executive 
and Congress which prompted my request. 

I do feel that my concern that the FBI clear for release 
the documents with which I was concerned deserves your seri- 
ous attention. While E am aware that the release of the docu- 
ments may confirm the identity of a former FBI informant, I 
feel the posture the Bureau has taken in publicly dénying that 
the events described in the documents ever took place neces- 
Sitates their release, if only to set the record straight. It 
should be noted that the Bureau's public position in this situ- 
ation, as well as in others, has been taken in direct response 
to public statements I have made critical of past improper FBI 
activities. Accordingly, it is the confirmation of improper 
FBI activity, instead of the identity of the informant, with 
which I am concerned. Further, it is my feeling that, based 
on information I have received, the identity of the informant 
is already common knowledge. . 

The other group of documents for which I sought release 
concern FBI actions taken against the Black Panther Party in 
North Carolina. These in no way involve a confidential source, 
and I anticipate no problems with their clearance. Under sep- 
arate cover I am furnishing Mr. Steve Blackhurst copies of the 
documents for which I seek clearance, 

Again, let me express my appreciation to you for your as- 
sistance in this matter. 

Sincerely, 

\ Cad WUE 9. hi” 
sate ~ 

| (Merk CftohinA 
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~ Mr. N. Ps Callahan 

- Mr. J B. Adams 

Mr. J. A. Mintz 
(1 oe Mr. P. V. Daly) 

The Attogney General . May.28, 1976 

No et 

i 

1 - Mr. D. W. Moore Z 
‘ 1 — Mr. Le We Leavitt ‘ 

1. Direcfor, FBI 2= Mr. S. F. Phillips - 
/I ; - 1 — Mr. we G. Deegan 

U 1 - Mr. T. J. Seabaugh 
U.S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTIER L ~ Mr. J. D. Powell 
ON/ INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES. {SSC} fs 
— Dg ee cals meee etn 

Reference is made to memorandum dated May 12, 1976, 
of Assistant Special Counsel for Intelligence Coordination 
Steven Blackhurst to FRI Assistant Director, Legal Counsel 
Division, John A. Mintz, which transmitted a Letter from 
Mr, Walter Ricks of the SSC Staff enclosing documents 
Senator Robert Morgan of the SSC requests be cleared for 
public release. Reference is also made to the letter of 

2 Senator Morgan to you of May 11, 1976, relating to this 
“ew 

| f matter. 

| Enclosed for your approval and forwarding to [Me : 
SSG is the original of a memorandum responsive to the Shes 
referenced communications. Also enclosed for your records is 
is a copy of this memorandum. 

By memorandum December 19, 1975, I informed you = 
of the disclosure in the North Carolina press of the identity - | 
o£ a former FBI kLan informant attributed to an unnamed source 

’ on the SSC. By memorandum April 22, 1976, I provided to you a 
copy o£ an article in the April 4, 1976, issue of the i. 
Greensboro, North Carolina, “Greensboro Daily News,” in which | 
ii was reported that Senator Morgan publicly identified this ~y 
same FBI klan informant. Some of the documents concerned oo 
herewith also relate to this same informant. 

ir 
4 The documents that Mr. Riceks has submitted for 

public release have been reviewed. I respectfully request 
Assoc. Di. ___ that this request be denied for the reasons set forth in thy Pp uf 

) OC On Me ey 
Dep. AD Adm. — ny . “ =) ay «a= f pep AD Adm. enclosed memorandum. ous L ISAllOo& GSS 
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The Attorney General 

It is noted that Senator Morgan in his letter 
points out that some of the documents he requests be 
cleared for public xvelease pertain to the Black Panther 
Party and do not appear to compromise an informant, 
Senator Morgan's observation is correct, and these 
documents could be excised for release without 
compromising an informant. I feel, however, that to 
accede to any part of the request is contrary to my 
position that this request should be denied inasmuch as 
it appears not to be within the scope of SSC business. 

Enclosures (2) 

i~The Deputy Attorney General 
Attention: Michael &. Shaheen, Jr. 

Special Counsel for 
Intelligence Coordination 

lie oa APPROVED: Wig Ext. Affairs... = Laboratori —oasz Assoc. Dir./0 0! Fin. & Pers... Legal Coun. cn Dep. AD Adrxtei.3. = Cen. VO ooo P! a Q: ae ete “an. & Eval... Dep. AD Invag hh: ee ieee aars, Rec. Mgmt... 
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~ Mr. N. Pe Callahan 

~ Mr. Je B, Adams 

= Mr e . a s A. Mintz 

- Mr. D. W. Moore 
~ Mr. T. W. Leavitt Ppt NO 

62-L16395 
- JMay: 28, 1976 

2<-Mr. S. F. Phillips 
1 om Mr. ‘Ss Ge Deegan 

U. S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE TO 
SCUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS WITH 

RESPEC? TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

L=<WMr. T. J. Seabaugh 
L- Mr. J. D. Powell 

Reference is made to SSC request of Walter E. 
Ricks, ILI, dated May 11, 1976, forwarding copies of FBI 
documents which Senator Robert Morgen wishes to have 
cleared for public release. Reference is also made to 
Senator Morgan's letter to Attorney General Levi dated 
May 11, 1976, pertaining to these same documents. 

The requested cleararice for release is not 
being granted. it appears this request is a personal 
request of Senator Morgan and not related to SSC 
business. The SSC has conducted a thorough review 
of FBI Counterintellicence Program activities relating both 
to white hate and black hate groups and individuals. The 
SSC has held public hearings, issued public statements, 
and prepared and released its reports covering these areas. 
It is felt that the FBE should not agree to any further 
public release of. documents in this area and that specifically 
no such release should be approved for any request that is 
mot that of the SSG for SSC purposes. 

Senator Morgan states in his letter to the 
Jj Attorney General, supra, that his purpose in requesting 

wa the release of these documents “is the confirmation of 
ng improper FBI activity." Your attention is invited to the 

J remarks of Director Kelley at Fulton, Missouri, on 
May 8, 1976, in which he clearly acknowledged his 

Dep. ADA. Lecognition of some past improprieties. It is felt that 
Dep. ADiv._. «s SEALemenE is sufficient; we should praceed in a more positive 
ee vein and nothing is to be gained by continued emphasis on and 

Comp. Syais aa disclosures ef FBI past activities. 5 
Ext. Affairs ~~ 2 
Files & Com. —\a*. ae ay 

Gen. Inv. ‘JDP slek ma ev i 

don. (14) ‘ORIGINAL AND ONE COPY TO AG 
Inspection 
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SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

Senator Morgan in his referenced letter states 
regarding the possible disclesure of the identity of an 
informant that it is his understanding that this informant's 
identity is “already common knowledge."' This informant‘ s 
public identification is based solely on unauthorized 
disclosures that have been made in the Nerth Carolina 
press attributed to unnamed sources on the SSG and to 
Senator Morgan. For the FBE to accede to the public 
release of these documents would serve only to support 
the prior unauthorized disclosures of the identity of 
a confidential informant. It is emphasized that the 
disclosure of this or any FBI confidential source or : 
confidential informant is considered a most serious breach of 
gontidentiality. 

~ The Attorney General 

NOTE: 

U. S. Senator Robert Morgan of North Carolina, member 7 
of the SSG, has publicly criticized the FBI for its Counterintelli-| 
gence Program (COINTELPRO) actions directed against the klan and 
the Black Panther Party (BPP) im North Carolina. Some documents 
that were provided to the SSC,and relating to this area,lead to 
the identity of a former klan informant. This informant has been 
identified in the North Carolina press attributed to the SSC 
and by Senator Morgan. On May 10, 1976, Senator Morgan and the 
Attorney General, with respective assistants, and Associate 
Director N. P. Callahan and Deputy Associate Director J. B. 
Adams met. At that time Senator Morgan expressed his desire 
to have documents released publicly which allegedly support 
his contention that thé FBI has conducted itself improperly in 
its investigation of the klan, particularly in North Carolina. 
The Attorney General stated his reluctance to reveal in any -way 
the identity of a confidential informant. The Attorney General 
did advise Senator Morgan that we would review the documents and 
the Attorney General would inform Senator Morgan of his decision 
regarding their release. Senator Morgan has requested of the 
Attorney General that we grant approval for public release of 

documents allegedly supporting Senator Morgan's allegations of | 
FBI misconduct. These documents include those that identify this 

informant. We are recommending to the Attorney General that the re 

quest be denied inasmuch as it appears to be a personal request 

of Senator Morgan and not a request of the SSC and that the SSG 

has prepared and released its report on COINTELPRO activities 

2. NOTE CONTINUED PAGE 3 
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SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

@ 

NOTE CONTINUED: 

with ample opportunity to address this matter. The Director's recent remarks at Fulton, Missouri, are particularly germane to this situation in that Senater Morgan's stated purpose for requesting the release of these documents "is the confirmation of _ improper FBI activity." The SSC is referred to the Director's remarks. 

APPROVED! ~7F"*""_-Ext. Affairs........2 Laboratory .cnatey, 
Assoc. Dir... fd wat Fin. & Pers... Legal Coun..ai,. ~ ae tee 

Dep. AD Admits \ Gen. Inv... Plan. & Eval.ud 2 
(U* Dep. AD Inv. WAN Ident. reve REC. ME Mtoe. -ssoneeesees | , 

Asst. Dir.: | es, fenee SPEC. [NV ec rnenernvrcnnaner 
Adm. Serv... Intell. # La Training....ocsrcssenceres 

wR ae 

Oe . 

eee 

| 
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~ Mr. e P. Callahan 
Mr. J. B. Adams 

- Mr. J. Aw Mintz 
(1 - Mr. P. V. Daly) 

Nee 
\ 

The Attorney General July 9, 1976 

/} Mr. D. W. Moore 

VJ Directory FBI 
4 / ra 

Mr. T. W. Leavitt 

s; 
Mr. S. F. Phillips 

U. S. SENATE SELECT? CO bet bt ND bet Opens 
Mr. J. G. Deegan 

SoA Mec 
Mr e se D. Powell 

ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES Ts8c) 
msn tthe EAT ELL Est FERRIER PT OTOL PORT IOR IR TINEA Pe pt 

Reference is made to my memorandum of May 28, 1976, 
in response to memorandum dated May 12, 1976, of Assistant. 
Special Counsel for Intelligence Coordination Steven 
Blackhurst to FBI Assistant Director, Legal Counsel Division, 
John A. Mintz, which transmitted a letter from Mr. Walter Ricks 
of the SSC Staff enclosing documents Senator Morgan of the 
58C requested be cleared for public release. 

o DE? F ou detente 
Senator Morgan's request was discussed by 

Mr. Blackhurst and FBI Intelligence Division personnel on 
June 14, 1976. Mr. Blackhurst was advised that the FBI is — 
strongly opposed to the release of these documents in a fo 
that an informant’s identity would be disclosed. The following 
positions relating to this request were made: the documents 
should not be approved for release inasmuch as the request is 
a personal request of Senator Morgan; the request is not a 
request of the SSC; it is not related to SSC business; the 

, 8SGzhas had numerous hearings relating to the material 
. covered in these documents and has issued its report; the SSC 
-no longer has standing to conduct business; it is felt nothing 
is: to be gained by continued exposure and concentration on 
past specific incidents; Senator Morgan entered into the 
sisi sheng Record on ’ May 10, 1976, my May 8,.1976, Big DATES 

“ Poise ton, Missouri, and Senator Morgan at t pip wr Pe C&S 
| 7 S} agree £ with my remarks. £C.-35 Crime f Af se 

El 
Assoc. 

TO sHAKEEA SS OFFIC 
Sy 

DELIVERERR 

eis Regarding Black SdattRer Party (BPP) documents it was 
poigted out that Larry Donnell Little, who as leader was 

Dep. AD Adm. — person most affected | tby! ‘the, Gounterintelligence Program 
Der AP Inv “SE COINTELPRO) actioneyt es ‘to’ ba’ or by your Special Review 
Adm. Serv. ‘Committee of the £ TE \actions were taken against him. 
ex. Aftirs___ Little is currently \furhing for ‘Alderman in Winston-Salem, 
ee owe Ea orth Carohina, and disclosp ne of these;documents at this time 
Ident. ‘Joould be construed as an-i broper intrdsion ints ‘1qeal politics by 
Inspection yine Federal Goyernment. In an ater sage of, (ene reported in the 
Intell. 

,¢ “yr (fe 7 ‘ee 

Reals RY SS, COON Lie A as MC seirient 

Laboratory 

Legal Coun.. 62-116395 
Plan. & Eval 

c. Mgnt. 
i ' 

Specie JDP:lek (14) \¢h Lek OO ELOY E_— 
Tehis —— "TO BE HANDADENIVERED BY THE OF QF CONGRESSIONAL AFFAIRS 
Sa MgrEROOM EL . RE eivesunniCo a ee ae a 
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The Attorney General 

December 20, 1975, issue of the "'inston-Salem Chronicle," 
Winston-Salem, North Carolina, Little is quoted as being 
aware of the Freedom of Information Act as a means of 
obtaining material from FBI files. 

Mr. Blackhurst advised that he desires to have 
available as many options as possible for consideration in 
responding to this matter. Accordingly, he requested that 
these documents be reviewed and excised for public release 
if this option should be chosen. 

Enclosed herewith is one set of the documents 
that has been excised and one set that is not excised, but 
is red»lined to show what excisions have been made. 

I would appreciate your advising me of the action 
taken in response to this matter. 

Enclosures (2) 

1 - The Deputy Attorney General 
Attention: Michael E. Shaheen, Jr. 

special Counsel for 
Intelligence Coordination 

NOTE: This is to accomplish delivery of excised documents to 
Mr. Blackhurst in accordance with his request as set forth above. 
Documents Senator Morgan has requested for public release in the 
form originally turned over to the SSC identified a Charlotte 
klan informant. This informant was identified when the documents 
were considered collectively. The documents have been excised 
extensively and the informant's identity can no longer be 
established from the documents if approved for public release. 

; i oN 

: Ext. Affairs.......... LLaboratory..nc-ceemmepe ' 

ainsi = } Fir. & Pars. 2... Legal Coun...2 tb fae 

Dep "AD Adm... WBE Cea, Inve cence Pian. & Sele 

* Dep. AD InVigeet”  Mdent.....-- pence Rec. MEMt... ane 

Asst. Dir: ' | Inspectiguc.4....2) Spec. [Vs..--sneeeeeenet 

2 < | A&\, phe” Training. stil eee tuatiotastus 

Adm. Se@rv.....-----0-- ne 
; 

a7 > 

| Wee 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 : 5010-106 
MAY 1962 EDITION 

N GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27 

UNITED STATES ® ERNMENT _+ 

Assoc. Dir. , 1 ~ Mr. A. J. Decker Dep. AD Adm. S 
| A Memora ndum (Attn: ° We Le oor Poeanis aa 

| L } 43 4 L. W. Brad ai 
a vu omp. Syst, __. 

| “ye : Mr. T. W. Leaviee J WH oe. pate: 6/30/76 hee eae 
Gen. Inv. 

L a Mr. des We Leavitt Ident. 

FROM : S, F, Phillips 2-Mr. S. F, Phillips ee 
otis ee . Laboratory 
ae i 

Plan. & Eval. 

Spec. Inv. SUBJECT: SENSTUDY 75 
Training 

Legal oun, sof 

ee Rm. ane 

This memorandum provides for filing of oa 
voluminous newspaper and wire service clippings relating to i 
the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence Activities 7ssc). CO 

Since inception of the SENSTUDY 75 Project, we have 
accumulated 9? thick foldes containing newspaper and wire service > 
clippings plus some additional material such as magazine articles~> 
and other public source data. Material maintained in tickler f 
folders, Sub A file was never opened. Retained material is in }, 
general, but not precise chronological order. With the end of of 
the SSC mandate and issuance of its final report, it is WS 
believed we should now provide for the final and‘ permanent 
retention of this material. 

Y 

& 

This matter was discussed by writer with Messrs. 4 
W. L. Bailey and L. W. Brady of the Records Management Division 2 
on 6/ 29/76 and it was agreed that the most practical manner of Q 
handling would be to file this material as a bulky enclosure a 
behind file and that no indexing would be necessary. Further, 4 
that the original of this memorandum be filed in the main G 
SENSTUDY 75 file, 62-116395, and a copy be filed in Sub A oO 
to 62-116395 which should be opened as a repository of it alone. 
The presence of a copy of instant memorandum in the Sub A will 
serve as a permanent flag advising where the material is actually 
filed. 

ACTION: Upon approval, Records Management Division will handle 
in accordance with procedures outlined above. The material ‘is 
currently maintained in Room 3859 and may be ob 4inee, tere 75 IG om 
the uae “A -7 eS 6g ff 

te REI c: mage Sp wWicl) oD 

le S : SSIED a, i 

(L, wee veers aay) 
3 JUL 15 1976 

s E) af Ag edt ao oo nh seta deeaes 

egos my eae age 
3 Bed fitescs-cce: Gen : re ; Sc ee a “ey 

: Bee ri ee [dais ue suenenenenpes ae be 2 tome BSP fi fafteg © 

gest, Biri Ins en i FW eeeertncnrene 
‘Petry HOtvrcsssocn Intell. Ads Treaties acsciiensctsatteed 3 e . 

62-116395 
| , 

L = 62-116395-Sub A IN BULKY ROOM? | 

SFP:lek (6) °2:  - oRINICUOS. | ORE. ee 

6 'ZSEP 28 1976 
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SUBJECT: 

S4JAN5 1978 
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"MAY 1962 EDITION 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT he Swe pe A. J. Decker / ee a 

Attn: W. i Baile De AD Inv. e Memorandum i Beata 
Sasa eg aes Mr. T. W. Leavitt / WHS paTE: 6/30/76 ae ae 

Gen. Inv. 

L = Mr e a e We Leavi coe ae " 

S. F. Phillips 2 = Mr. S< F, Phillips ee 

oF Laboratory ___ 
3 

Plan. & Eval. 

SENSTUDY--75 
sees ee 

Bufile ° 62-116395 Hy MN, Legal Coun. 

o, Telephone Rm. —_ 

HOUSTUDY ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED s Diverter S6e'y 

Rutile: 622116464 HEREINJS UNCLASSIF! ; “,» 
DATE ALAS BY Chee 

( 
This informative memorandum to advise of start of a, 

"wrap-up" project in connection with files, tickler folders, ™ 

OBSICHKL-FORMYNO. 10 

GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27 

5010-106 ®& e 
- “ 

special indices and other material relating to captioned * 
matters. 

With the end of the mandates of the Senate and House \... 
Sekect Committees on Intelligence Activities and the release of the - 
last reports, our “current'' work relating to the two Committees ee 
has, with the exception of a few loose ends, come to an end. } 
The two remaining clerks in the SENSTUDY 75 Project along with the 
writer, are now primarily engaged in a "wrap-up' project ot 
consisting mainly of the following: } AN 

(1) complete a special indices which has been in 
memecationm on a continuing basis and which will provide for rea 
identification of all documents furnished to the Select 
Committees; 

OPY, FILES IN 
(2) after consultation with Messrs. W. L. Bailey and 0 

L. W. Brady and key clerical personnel of the Records Managemerft 
Division, we have launched a step-by-step effort which will a 
provide for: 3 

(a) integration into the files themselves of Z 
copies of voluminous documents which were delivered and/or given 
access to the Committees. These documents for the most part have 
heretofore been maintained with our tickler folders. 

NHEWGOR 

(B) appropriate filing of 12 folders containing 
voluminous public source information such as newspaper clippings, 
wire service excerpts and magazine clippings. (A separate. _ é Io 
memorandum is being prepared on this matter.) YA “Ml 4) / ye J 

ec-118 SFP:lek [eK REC-4 
(6) ; 3 JUL 15 1976 

CONTINUED - OVER , 



Memorandum to Mr. T. W. Leavitt 
Res: SENSTUDY 75 

Bufiles: 62-116395 

HOUSTUDY 
Bufiles 62-116464 

(C) identify all documents delivered and/or 
given access to the Committees and provide for necessary notations 
to be placed on the “original file copies" to account for 
dissemination/access to the Committees. 

(D) indices matters--integration of special 
SENSTUDY 75 indices into Bureau's General Indices; “permanent” 
retention off special indices. (Separate memorandum to provide 
for necessary approval of procedures to be worked out,to be 
submitted. ) 

(E) "permanent" retention of tickler folders. 
(Separate memorandum to provide for necessary approval of 
procedures to be worked out, to be submitted. 

ACTION: None. For information and record purposes. 

al 3 Ext, AvfeivSi. 5 o ESOATONY Sistet -sesece 

Pe aoe adr 5 Lesneeee fun. & Pers... Ere OUNe Scares 

Dee. Ay Bia ces Ons LAV. weciescees Fccul ie Oe ot neekennecey 

Jen. ADM we. ROOT aio ae celles Rec. Mgmt... 

Asst. Dir: Inspection... Spec. (NV... cancccrcenes 
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